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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 
And never will they meet? 
In 1998, when Stockholm was the appointed Cultural Capital of Europe, theatre 
and art institutions made enormous efforts to attract national as well as 
international visitors. Few arrangements received more than local attention, 
however, and even fewer gained a reputation that survived the year. But when 
Stadsteatern, the Stockholm City Theatre, invited Robert Wilson to direct 
August Strindberg’s A Dream Play, they made a move that would be richly 
rewarded indeed. The production generated interest from critics in theatre, art, 
and design, and was widely talked about internationally. It was still on tour 
years after closing in Stockholm.  

A Dream Play was not only successful in that it drew a large audience; it 
also gave rise to a discussion in Sweden on theatre aesthetics in general. The 
character of Robert Wilson’s theatre productions differs greatly from what is 
usually seen on the Swedish stage, which seemed to provoke quite a few people 
of the press who could not disregard the mannered choreography that had no 
connection whatsoever with the ensemble’s usual mode of acting. Wilson acted 
both as director and scenographer and he had organized light, movements, 
sound, and set minutely. Each scene was staged as if separated from the other, 
which continuously broke off the flow of the performance. In this respect, the 
staging of A Dream Play resembled a long series of tableaux. Several critics 
referred to it as “image–theatre” and in articles and reviews there were repeated 
comments on the flatness of Wilson’s scenography.1 The production had a kind 

                                                        
1 References to art, pictures and/or tableaux are found in Berlin 1998, Birnbaum 1998 
and 1999, Björck 1998, Dithmer 1998, Helenius 1998, Jonasson 1998, Kollberg 1998, 
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of photographic aesthetic: the actors appeared in front of enlarged pictures, 
there was but little movement in the set, and the stage was flooded with a sharp 
light that could associate to film sets or a photographer’s studio. These factors 
put together motivated recurring references to the art field and, between the 
lines, to scenography as “picture” or “décor”.2 

Three years later, in 2001, the antithesis of Robert Wilson’s A Dream 
Play made a guest appearance on a stage in Kulturhuset, the community centre 
of Stockholm: director-choreographer-artist Jan Fabre visited Sweden with his 
production As Long As the World Needs a Warrior’s Soul. Considering the critics’ 
ambivalence towards the aesthetics of A Dream Play, one might think that its 
other extreme would achieve a less suspicious reception. But although the 
production rendered less attention from the party that had written about 
Wilson’s production, Fabre’s aesthetics in scenography also appeared to confuse 
the new set of critics attending the performances. If the former applied art 
references to A Dream Play, the latter seemed to lack a vocabulary altogether that 
could capture the space of As Long As the World Needs a Warrior’s Soul. Instead 
of calling any attention at all to space, they concentrated solely on actions.3 
Tables with bottles, jars, and other props surrounded the stage space and the 
ensemble actively used the objects around them. Smearing their bodies with 
ketchup and chocolate sauce, egg, butter, and flour, they visualized (among 
other things) the artificial equivalence of appearance and identity and provided 
a violent critique of society. This stage was anything but a flat surface: it was a 
battlefield. Compared to Wilson’s crisp perfectionism, Fabre’s piece came out as 
organized chaos. 
 

The conception of scenography 
Works by Jan Fabre and Robert Wilson often span art and theatre in that both 
artists let the two fields meet in their respective productions for the stage. 
Thus, the deviating approach of the critics could not be related to genre and the 
differences must therefore stem from the different character of the directors’ 
artistic expressions. In these two productions, their individuality was striking 
in the approach to scenography. Wilson appeared to confirm a “static” nature of 
scenography, whereas Fabre complicated its borders by constantly 
intermingling bodies, music, voices, and props, and thereby undermined every 
                                                                                                                                
Nordlund-Hessler 1999, Ring 1998, Strømmen 1998, Sörenson 1998, Wahlin 1998, and 
Wikström 1998.  
2  Among the large body of writings on the production, it is interesting to compare two 
articles from the art field with very different standpoints: Daniel Birnbaum’s review 1998 
(published in Artforum the following year) and Lotta Jonson’s article in Form, a magazine 
for art and design, in 1999. Whereas Jonson refers to Wilson’s productions as “deeply 
superficial,” Birnbaum shows greater enthusiasm and sees parallels to artists such as Joseph 
Beuys and James Turrell. 
3  Abrahamsson 2001, Andersson 2001, Ring 2001, Sveningson 2001, and Westling 2001.  
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attempt at applying a conventional categorization to the space. However, a closer 
look at Robert Wilson’s scenography shows that it was not as straightforward as 
appearances made us believe. Although many columns were written on tempi, 
movements, and voices, little was said about how these factors related to the 
surrounding space. How did the actors handle the room? And how did space in 
turn affect them? Light moulded new layers in space, and sound visualized 
parallel dimensions in August Strindberg’s text. If Fabre filled space with 
objects and almost caused its implosion, Wilson made the performance expand 
beyond the material constructions of the room.  

It becomes obvious in these two examples that the only base for the 
discrepancies in the critics’ approach was the aesthetics of the productions. The 
character of the two spaces, in particular the organization and style of their 
material parts, were almost incompatible in the sense that A Dream Play and As 
Long As the World Needs a Warrior’s Soul belonged to fundamentally different 
spheres of expression. In order to reduce the risk of confusing space and 
picture, as well as avoiding discrepancies based on appearance, the writings on 
the productions would have benefited from a focus on the transformative 
qualities in scenography. This was however not the case, and the result was an 
unnecessary inconsistency in approach, confining the articles on both 
productions. My argument is that the core of scenography is in fact the 
combination of dramaturgy and space. When looking closer into writings on 
scenography, one soon makes two observations: a) it is a small but growing 
field of research and b), the major part of it is surprisingly homogeneous. In 
Scandinavia, studies on scenography have primarily fallen under two single 
academic disciplines: theatre studies and art history. This fact has some, yet 
surprisingly little, influence on the analytic result. For example, most surveys 
share an alleged interest in scenographic features such as lighting and 
spatiality. These concepts are on the other hand rarely incorporated into the 
investigations proper. Both disciplines appear to share an understanding on the 
definition of scenography, but focus shifts in the analyses due to the lack of 
consistent methodological tools. The diverging methodologies result in 
investigations that are shaped by academic conventions rather than by the 
characteristics of the art of scenography.  

In addition, there is a recurring discrepancy between intentions and 
content in these writings that demonstrates the complex structure of the art. 
Art historians have a tendency of concentrating on the material aspects of 
scenography, in line with the Dream Play-writings, and direct focus on set, 
costumes, and — in some cases — the scenographer’s sketches and models.4 It 
is perhaps symptomatic that neither scholars nor critics make a clear distinction 
between set design and scenography, and so the interactive aspect of 

                                                        
4 Swedish writings by art historians on scenography and stage design include Bjurström 
1961 and 1964, Sundler 1975, Olofgörs 1995, Beck 1997a and b, and Öjmyr 2002  
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scenography in a theatre performance is subordinated to the inventory of its 
material parts. From this perspective, investigations in theatre studies and 
criticism ought to be more apt to recognise scenography as a continuously 
changing art form. One of the main topics of the discipline is after all 
transforming phenomena, limited in time. Nevertheless, most critics and 
scholars in the field pay little attention to scenography and confine themselves 
to providing a rough sketch of it as the material setting in a production, 
subordinated to actors, director, and text.5 It renders a static impression, 
enhanced by the photographic documentation that usually illustrates the 
articles and reviews.  

In both cases, scenography is treated as a frame for the performance — a 
chain of pictures, rather than a transforming space. Scene changes become 
short, transitionary conditions before another picture, another visual state, is 
established. The transformative movement itself is made invisible and 
scenography turns into a more or less fixed phenomenon. Obviously, this is a 
comfortable way of approaching scenography, not to mention that a correct 
description of the set design gives credence to the analysis which follows, 
becoming more or less incontestable if the art is presumed to be stable and 
primarily material. The reader rarely has the opportunity to verify either 
descriptions or results due to the volatility of performance. Furthermore, the 
concentration on matter secures a deceptive, scenographic intransformability: 
scenography is reduced to a thing, to memorabilia. This approach stimulates a 
confined view of scenography that soon results in analogies to pictures or 
installations. But as shown by the examples A Dream Play and As Long As the 
World Needs a Warrior’s Soul, the position of scenography in performance is far 
more complicated than that and needs, in addition, to be studied from a far 
more reflective perspective.  

Concentrating on the function scenography has in performance, I argue 
for a definition of the concept as the dramatically activated space of a 
performance. It includes, in my mind, all aspects that contribute in shaping the 
spectator’s knowledge and perception of the space that is relevant to plot, play 
and performance. 
 

Aim of study 
This thesis suggests a revision of thought concerning the scenography concept 
that is more in line with its potential and the position the art has in a theatre 
performance. The introduction exposed how the lack of a critical approach 
becomes unresponsive to nuances in scenography. Thus, scenography analysis 
needs new perspectives in order to keep up with the development of the art. My 

                                                        
5 Practically any review of a theatre performance might exemplify this phenomenon. In the 
list of references to this thesis, one could mention Liljequist 1985, McAuley 2000a, 
Sjögren 1968 and 2002, Törnqvist 1973, 1995, 1996, and 1998, and Wirmark 1996b.  
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aim is to expose a complex of problems that are related to this field, such as the 
distinction between scenography and set, and the premises for the existence of 
the former. Furthermore, I will suggest a new method for investigating 
scenography. Although this investigation only concerns performances in the 
theatre, I would like to stress the generality of the thesis. With this method, 
there need not be any fundamental discrepancies between art and theatre 
analysis. The ideas are universal enough to be valid for a variety of 
performances and also for other works of art. The broad approach aims at 
generating very specific results in the studied objects, but depending on their 
character, the results can be very dissimilar indeed. 

Originally stemming from the Greek sk� n� , scene, and graphein, to write 
or draw, scenography can be translated as “to draw for the stage” and in one 
sense, obviously, this definition is still valid today since to some extent it 
relates to the practical work of the scenographer. But over the years the term 
has metamorphosed into meaning something quite different, chiefly relating to 
the objects on stage and not to the act of organizing them. As a result, most 
writings on scenography have defined it as a material art, consisting of concrete 
elements such as props, costumes, and pieces of scenery. According to that 
tradition, scenography equals the material designs of the scenographer — the 
materialized drawings so to speak. However, it is difficult to see that such an 
approach provides an accurate view of the position of scenography in a theatre 
performance. In contrast to the conventional application of the concept, this 
investigation will approach the art from another angle and focus on its 
spatiality rather than its materiality. By doing so, it is possible to expose 
different transformations in scenography that occur in performance. 

In order to test the fertility of this approach, it will be tried out on eight 
theatre productions. Attention will be on the work proper: its potential for 
change and the effects of its transformations. What happens in scenography in 
these performances? How does scenography transform? What are the 
consequences of the transformation and does it affect the relationship between 
actor and spectator? The analyses of the productions constitute the central part 
of the thesis. They will show, in practice, how an alternative way of 
approaching scenography can produce new and perhaps unexpected meaning to 
a theatre performance. The object of applying the ideas on these productions is 
to demonstrate the complexity of scenography and how the art contributes — 
perhaps even equals - visual dramaturgy in a performance. Concentration lies 
on scenography as it appears in performance and I will therefore not theorize 
on the intentions behind.  

Research on scenography usually takes the scenographer as starting 
point, as the exposé of previous research will show, but as the aim of this 
thesis is to penetrate activation of scenography turning to the work of the same 
director is logical; in this case Swedish director Ingmar Bergman. Using the 
work by a single director provides the study with at least one consistent 
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variable, and choosing Bergman for this purpose is profitable because of his 
great productivity, leaving material in abundance for the researcher. However, 
this choice has also been disadvantageous in that it easily attracts certain 
expectations from the reader. Ingmar Bergman is an icon in Swedish theatre and 
film and the richness of his work makes him an interesting character indeed in 
the cultural field in this country. It is difficult to separate Bergman’s persona 
from his work because of his unique position, not to mention his generous 
information through interviews, documentaries, and books in matters that 
concern both his life and his productions for film, theatre, radio, and 
television. Bergman provides in himself a context, of which each spectator is 
very much aware. 
 
Theoretical approach 
Art and performance 
This is an investigation of actions in a closed space, or at least in a space with 
restricted access. Above all, it is an examination of the effects of certain actions 
on space itself and on the people that inhabit it. Scenography works in an area 
that embraces actor and spectator, fiction and non-fiction, although the strings 
attaching these binaries are sometimes less clear-cut than one would imagine. 
But ambiguous concepts need not be equivalents to unclear ones, and so it 
seems as if the tangled strings become productive bearers of meaning in 
scenography analysis.  

Not even the definition of scenography is as straightforward as the lexica 
make us believe. The Oxford English Dictionary ignores the wider application of 
scenography, restricting the concept to its traditional use in the English 
language. Scenography is defined as follows:  
 

1) The representation of a building or other object in perspective; a  
perspective elevation. 
2) Scene-painting (in ancient Greece).6 
 

A similar definition is found in Oxford Dictionary of English:  
 
the design and painting of theatrical scenery. 
 
(in painting and drawing) the representation of objects in perspective.7 

 
Slightly different, this description of the concept does not explicitly refer 

to ancient Greece, and moreover includes the act of designing for the theatre. 
But, as the introduction of this thesis showed, the core of scenography has less 

                                                        
6 OED 1989, XIV: 608 
7 ODE 2003: 1576 
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to do with material objects per se than with their application in performance. 
First and foremost, this thesis argues for a definition of scenography as a 
spatio-temporal category, tightly connected to the performance situation. 
Depending on the production, it might consist of anything from complete sets 
of painted, naturalistic woodlands, to a beam of light on a bare stage. If both are 
scenography, how, then, can one approach them in a consistent manner? Is it 
at all possible to analyse the mossy stump and the lit floorboards with the same 
tools? The different preconditions prove that the theoretical modus operandi 
should not depend on the aesthetic expression, but needs to find its roots in 
the characteristics of the art. Just as the field of visual culture has been 
described as “best not defined in terms of things included […], but in terms of 
what they do,”8 the same could be said of the art of scenography.  

As already mentioned, the study concentrates on the theatre performance 
without attention to the intentions of the artists, or the conditions for its 
creation. The thesis comes to relate to the field of performance studies rather 
than to conventional art historical investigations, in which such details 
continue to be of substantial interest.9 Meaning, in the sense “intrinsic 
meaning,” or “true meaning,” is thus replaced with the effects of an artwork, 
both as related directly to the spectator and, possibly, to society.10 Furthermore, 
the approach acknowledges transformability in the work of art through the 
concentration on non-stable categories, as for example its interactivity with the 
spectator:  

 
Performance theory can show the painting as culture at work, as a 
material entity that motivates movement and engages its audience in 
visceral, embodied ways. In other words, the “meaning” of a painting 
relies on its reception or interactive effect.11 

 
As opposed to what is asserted through the focus on matter, dates and 

people, all works of art continuously change: “In the blink of an eye, the image 
appears anew, different from the nanosecond in which it appeared in its initial 

                                                        
8 Bal 2003: 13. Compare with Wang 2000: 441 and Brody 2001: 96, both commenting on 
the shift of focus from what a work intrinsically means, to what it does. Wang and Brody 
both refer to Fish 1980, who discusses the related and complex relationship between the 
“meaning” of a text and the “doing” of the reader (Fish 1980: 1-17, particularly pp 2-3). 
9 Writings on pictorial art by Jennifer DeVere Brody (2001), Peggy Phelan (1993 and 
1997), Elin Diamond (1996), and Eugene Wang (2000) have been of major importance to 
the investigation as they all work with methodology drawn from performance studies. 
10  Andrew Parker and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick elaborate further on this subject and its 
evolution from the original source, the writings by British philosopher J. L. Austin (Parker 
& Sedgwick 1995: 1). 
11  Brody 2001: 96 
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reception.”12 Because of the gap between visual object and the seeing and 
interpreting subject, the art object has power to constantly transform, despite 
its materiality. Transformativity, thus, is not only significant for art forms that 
according to Peggy Phelan are “instances of enactments predicated on their own 
disappearance,”13 but concerns all art, irrespective of expression and art of 
materiality.  

 
The position of the spectator 
In short, the theoretical framework in the thesis needs to be applicable to events 
and actions and their contextualized existence. From this perspective, 
statements on “intrinsic meaning” and “intention” can perhaps be reserved for 
the artist, leaving to the rest of us our subjective experiences and ideas of the 
work. Object, interpretation, and interpreter become three quantities, partly 
overlapping but always existing in a state of transformation: “because seeing is 
an act of interpreting, interpretation can influence ways of seeing, hence, of 
imagining possibilities of change,” Mieke Bal states.14 Vision and memory, body 
and disappearance, become key words in such writings, but the concepts are 
also fluid. Vision, for one thing, is not exclusively related to sight but equally 
concerns the whole body, as “vision is itself inherently synaesthetic.”15  
 

What we call “feeling” is the threshold between body and subjectivity 
and between body and outside world. The external images are “attached” 
to the subject’s existence experienced as bodily, locked together; the 
subject is “locked up” in the external world; and also, in the musical 
sense of the word “key,” they are adapted, harmonized together: the one 
is “set into” the tonality of the other.16  

 
Taking in a work of art is largely a bodily business, related to the mental 

or actual shared space of work and spectator. But works of art exist for the most 
part within our bodies, as memories, also for the interpreter, which is why 
bodily involvement also concerns other spaces — abstract spaces, saved, 
remembered and transformed in our memory:  

 
Abstract space […] becomes concrete place within which the subject, 
delimited by its skin, is keyed in, into the space he or she perceives and 
is irrevocably a part of.17  
 

                                                        
12  Brody 2001: 96 
13  Phelan 1997: 2 
14  Bal 2003: 21 
15  Bal 2003: 9, her italics. 
16  Bal 1999: 11 
17  Bal 1999: 12 
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The physical position of the viewer is also pivotal for the outcome of the 
analysis. Indeed, do not important aspects of the overall performance situation 
(the staged drama, the actor-audience relationship, the manifest structure and 
latent substructure of the theatre building) result from hereditary conventions 
based on power and hierarchies? The disposition of theatrical space is 
constantly repeated in the conventional theatre building, which thereby 
continuously confirms a dominance of fiction over non-fiction. It not only 
exposes what the spectator is meant to see, but also places the spectator in a 
hierarchic structure that often appears to be of utmost importance for 
performance as such. A theatre performance is not only an arena for performing 
actors, it is just as much a field for performative structures at large, in the 
sense that the positions of each performer (actor and spectator alike) are 
confirmed and upheld through constant repetition.  

I am aware of the implications of using the term “performative” here as 
opposed to “performance” and fully agree with Mieke Bal’s distinctions, not to 
mention her objection to the common interchange of the two concepts.18 With 
very few exceptions, however, I have decided not to apply J. L. Austin’s 
concepts “performatives” and “performativity” as I feel their strict application 
would steer the investigation in a somewhat different direction than intended.19 
Having said that, it is also true that the scholars (as for example Mieke Bal, 
Peggy Phelan, Eugene Wang, and Jennifer DeVere Brody) that have influenced 
me the most all follow the thinking of Jacques Derrida and Judith Butler, who 
developed and broadened the application of Austin’s concepts. Ideas that 
originally stem from both Derrida and Butler can be found in this thesis, 
primarily in the presentation of the theatre audience.20 It is a central thought 
that each of us, whether being on or off stage in the theatre event, plays a role 
that is shaped by the structure of the theatre performance. Thus, this system 
remains through constant repetition. I claim that our repeated adjustment to 
the structure, which means that both director and ensemble can foresee the 
audience’s behaviour, is pivotal for the division of theatrical space discussed 
below. 

                                                        
18  Bal states that “performance is not to performativity what matter is to materiality, the 
concrete is to the abstract, or the object term is to the theoretical term.” In short, 
performance, as for example in the theatre, relates both to the past (the written text) and to 
the present (through the experience of the performance), whereas performativity is “the 
unique occurrence of an act in the here-and-now.” However, both concepts relate to 
memory, the former through the necessity of remembering what will be performed, and the 
latter because of the necessity to “[cushion] the act […] in a culture that remembers what 
the act can do.” (Bal 2001: 110, her emphasis. The article was later published in Bal 2002: 
174-212.) 
19  His definitions and applications of the concepts are found in Austin 1962. 
20  Derrida 1988, Butler 1990 and 1993, i.e. writings that deal with Austin’s reasoning on 
performativity.  
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Hypothesis and concepts 
In this thesis, scenography will be investigated through the parameters space, 
movement, and time, which I claim is the cluster that keeps the art together. 
This idea stems from the fact that in the 1960s and 70s, practitioners in 
different parts of Europe started to promote a revised vocabulary in the theatre. 
They traded the equivalents to “décor” and “theatre design” for “scenography,” 
with the aim of marking the breadth of this profession.21 Previous concepts 
connoted art for art’s sake, an art of beauty and one that acts in the background, 
whereas scenography presumably would contain more than that. Scenography 
extended the flats, gauze, and props on stage: it was an active, organic part of 
the whole performance. This shift of nomenclature could very well be the key 
to scenography analysis and it constitutes therefore a foundation for the 
forthcoming study. 

 From the hypothesis that scenography is more than what immediately 
meets the eye in the shape of material features, this “more than” must be 
connected to activity, to performance. Thus, the part of scenography that 
exceeds this materiality can only be connected to the performance situation, 
which means that scenography as opposed to décor cease to exist once the 
performance is over. This study postulates therefore that scenography is a 
spatio-temporal category, that is, bound both to a specific space and a specific 
time. Scenography (like performance) appears anew each time; it is repeated in 
every new performance and never identical to previous occasions. Some aspects 
remain, obviously, such as props et cetera, but they are not the ones that define 
the art. In order to analyse scenography, one must find parameters that capture 
its connection to performance but also bind it to the perceptible elements on 
stage. Scenography revolves to a large part around the interplay of its 
perceptible features (here meaning features that have a body of some sort and 
can be perceived by the senses) and non-perceptible features (as for example the 
invisible division of theatre space into different zones). It occurs in a limited 
space and for a limited time.  

The problem of defining scenography, as exemplified in the introduction 
by the reception of the Jan Fabre and Robert Wilson productions, points to the 
protean character of the art and encourages a range of interpretative solutions. 
This investigation is structured on the hypothesis that scenography consists of 
features the interaction of which continuously changes its appearance. 
Presuming that its separate parts appear in a state of constant flux, it is 
necessary to both find a taxonomy that includes them all and a method for 
investigating their interaction.  

 
 

                                                        
21  See p 117 
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Set and costume 
Having so firmly dismissed a materialistic approach towards scenography, it 
might seem contradictory to put set and costume before either space or 
movement among the central concepts in the thesis. However, scenography is 
of course divided into being both a material foundation for the performance and 
an immaterial aspect related to the surplus value the set design receives when 
activated. It is indisputable that the set is one of the major determinants for 
scenographic movement. Set (or environment, if looking at site specific 
performances) and costume always constitute the base for scenography as they 
provide the room, giving both possibilities and limitations. Every movement 
occurs according to the preconditions of space, and scenography only 
transforms in accordance with what the set (and theatre architecture, for that 
matter) offers. For that reason, the analyses in the forthcoming chapters will all 
have an introductory description of set design and spatial arrangement.   

Naturally, all the material objects on stage, including costumes, have an 
immediate influence on the audience and act as visual codes, establishing the 
time and place for the action. Even small details in the conglomerate of signs 
can produce a feeling of the temperament of the performance. Introducing the 
set to the audience is therefore an important dramaturgic factor that combines 
practical information with indications to possible interpretations. The 
perceptible features introduce the alphabet of the production and thereby 
facilitate the spectator’s understanding of it.  
 
Space 
Theatrical space is an intricate weave of different positions that is at the same 
time part of reality and fiction. Different levels of fiction permeate the space, as 
well as different grades of visible presence (as on the lit stage), near-invisible 
presence (as in the dark auditorium), and the hidden attendance of the people 
off stage. Gay McAuley, honorary professor of performance studies, tries to 
bring order to the terminology that deals with space in the theatre and produces 
a detailed system based on conclusions drawn from previous studies in the 
field.22 A central point in her taxonomy is the duality of physical and fictional 
that permeates the theatrical experience, but she also shows how the dual 
perspective affects spaces outside the performance situation.  

Gay McAuley’s conclusions and terminology are in many ways applicable 
to the material in this thesis, although she does not explicitly refer to 
scenography in her systematization. Nor does scenography, as defined in this 
thesis, have any logical position in it but appears to cross over several of 
McAuley’s categories. Nonetheless, concepts and terminology in the 
forthcoming chapters come from her taxonomy of spatial function in the 

                                                        
22  McAuley 2000a: 17–23. Among others, she refers to Ubersfeld 1978 and 1981, Jansen 
1984, Scolnicov 1987, Issacharoff 1989, and Pavis 1980. 
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theatre.23 They are tentative concepts, fluid to some extent, and part of a 
dynamic and multifaceted order. The main concepts in the thesis are defined as 
follows: 

Theatre space equals the theatre building (or, in alternative spaces, the 
space for performance, including the spectators’ domains and the off stage 
areas). On a deeper level, the division between performer and spectator 
permeates this space and the positions (not to mention the behaviour they 
imply) are upheld through tradition and repetition. Theatre space is reality 
apart from reality; it is part of the outside world and yet separated from it. In 
the theatre, we, the audience, might even come to accept fiction almost as 
reality. 

Theatre space is divided into Presentational Space and Audience Space in 
the thesis, an explicit model for a duality that is central in the forthcoming 
interpretations. There is a border between the two that cannot be crossed, 
which stems from the fact that each person knows his or her role in the 
performance situation, as performer or spectator. Presentational space, thus, is a 
space dominated by fiction; a space actively used by the performers but not 
necessarily restricted to the actual stage. The zone in the theatre that is 
exclusively intended for staff (the backstage area and the workshops for 
example) is referred to as Practitioner Space. This space is concealed from the 
spectators and it is impossible for an outsider to grasp the practical doings 
behind a theatre production from the character of presentational space alone.  

Fictional Place is tightly linked to the text. It comprehends all places of 
relevance within the staged drama, but is not always visually displayed. A 
dramatically defined place off stage remains part of this category, even if it is 
not within the visual range of the audience. Stage Space, on the other hand, 
equals the area that is in some way marked - architectonically or otherwise - as 
the prime zone for performance. 

 

Movement 
Movement in performance should be understood in a wide sense here. On one 
level we find movements that appear within a character or between characters, 
such as emotions and physical contact. Another level involves performer or 
character relation to space, meaning either the fictional place of the plot (for 
example a summer home in Long Day’s Journey into Night, Thebes in Bacchae) 
or the space representing it on stage. Furthermore, we find movements between 
presentational space and the adjacent audience space. In the investigation, the 
concept of movement will be attributed to actions that are related either to 
performers or to space. Actions can to some extent operate independently from 
the set and thereby change its appearance.  

                                                        
23  McAuley 2000a: 24-35 
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When director Peter Brook says, “For a play to seem like life, there must 
be a constant movement,” he applies movement to the shift between the social 
and the personal view, between the general and the intimate.24 But movement 
can take many forms. Scenographer Joseph Svoboda proposes a rhetorical 
question: “Is a room in which someone declares love the same as a room in 
which someone is dying?” He thereby pinpoints the potential for 
transformation that is inherent in every space, not only a theatrical one.25 
However, a space can direct the conduct of the people inhabiting it, which is 
not to say that it automatically turns into scenography. 

Movement and space constantly intermingle, in a theatre performance 
and elsewhere. In fact, the one conditions the other in the theatre, as movement 
creates the space in which it acts — marking its different zones, changing its 
appearance, shape, and structure. This fact corroborates one of the main aspects 
seen from dividing scenography analysis into the parameters movement, space, 
and time, namely the symbiosis of the three. Movement appears in levels that 
are either totally subordinated to the plot or only partly so, similar to the way 
in which space owns different degrees of fiction. As mentioned above, there is a 
borderline between the active, presentational space and the space that exists next 
to it, in the auditorium. When the frontlines of fiction are repositioned, the 
shape of scenography changes. Scenographic movements cannot be defined 
unless they appear in relation to other features in the space. They need to be 
positioned and related to the enveloping room: to the material objects in it and 
to the spatial organization at large. The flow in the interaction of movement 
and space converts separate actions into a chain of events.  
 
Time and spacetime 
As in the case of movement and space, time too works on different levels in a 
performance. First, we have fictional time: the time of the plot (1772-1790 in 
Yukio Mishima’s play Madame de Sade) and the historical time that is chosen 
for the setting (which is a combination of the eighteenth century and 1940s in 
Ingmar Bergman’s production, discussed later in the thesis). These aspects of 
time primarily relate to the text and the interpretation of it. Second, there is the 
real time of the performance, which commences at a specific hour and ends a 
couple of hours later. Real time may not correspond with our experienced time 
but still appears as an indisputable fact.  

More important for this investigation, though, is the third aspect of 
time, here called spacetime. This is the time that passes when one visual state 
changes into another. It is fluctuating and unstable and merges with its fellow 
categories movement and space, and thus encloses the cluster of three. As 
opposed to the first and second aspects of time, the third one is solely connected 

                                                        
24  Brook 1987: 45, his italics. 
25  Svoboda 1993: 17 
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to the performance situation. It is part of the knot of perceptible and non-
perceptible features in scenography; of actors and characters, blocking, sound, 
and light, which together constitutes the spacetime of performance. 
Intellectually, the three categories (i.e. the fictional time of the play, the real 
time of performance and the spacetime of performance) can be separated from 
each other. Practically, however, it is impossible because of their symbiosis in 
performance.  
 
Authority and the dominance of fiction 
The investigation assumes that on one level, performance divides the aspects 
space, time, and movement in two, connecting one to the fiction and the other 
to reality. However, although presentational space is imbued with fiction, 
audience space is not “reality” in the same sense as the world outside is reality. 
Governed by other laws and agreements, audience space in the theatre should 
rather be referred to as “non-fictitious.” In a traditional performance, it is in the 
interests of everybody to maintain the border between the two spheres: without 
it, we would lose the prerogatives of our situation, whether it is the prerogative 
of the actor or of the spectator.26 The spectator does not usually claim a place in 
the spotlight (at least not then and there) but is happy to adjust to the 
situation. Fiction thus dominates reality, and the space of fiction has thereby 
power to conquer more space, i.e. the space of the audience. In short: within 
the authority of fiction lies its possibility to annex new space and thereby to 
“fictionalize” it. Movements and the organization of space decide where the 
border between fiction and non-fiction should be established, and in doing so 
they also mark the border of scenography.  
 
Previous research 
This project has touched upon many different fields of research without 
finding a habitat in any of them. Concepts and definitions, ideas and modes of 
expression, have been absorbed from sometimes quite disparate scholars and 
texts. The investigation has primarily been shaped by writings in the fields of 
scenography, performance studies, and studies on theatre space. As the aim is to 
investigate the theory and practice of scenography analysis, the study will not 
enter too deeply into the dark forests of research on Ingmar Bergman’s work.  
 
Studies on theatre space 
A central part of the investigation is the concept of scenography as the 
combined organization of space and time. Props and other pieces of scenery may 
                                                        
26  The existence of this borderline has of course been under debate, not least in the context 
of environmental theatre. See for example Schechner 1994, but compare also with Kerr 
1971, who is less convinced of the excellence of this theatre concept. Chaudhuri 1995 
comments on the different positions of Kerr and Schechner concerning environmental 
theatre (24-25). 
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very well fill the space, but they do not alone contribute to the definition of the 
art. With this as the fundamental idea, it becomes natural to treat scenography 
as site specific. Site specificity in the arts has received increased attention, both 
among practitioners and scholars, since the mid-twentieth century, partly 
because of the tendency to explore ways of communication that are (on a 
physical level at least) unconnected to established institutions and commercial 
interests. Many investigations on space for the theatre are concerned with the 
site specificity of performance, either as connected to alternative spaces for 
performance, or through its relation to the theatre building.27 Gay McAuley 
focuses on both in the book Space in Performance ([1999] 2000), where she 
applies the theory and methodology of performance studies to the analysis of 
theatre space. Her research at the Department of Performance Studies, 
University of Sydney, has been pivotal for this thesis, providing it with both 
relevant terminology and necessary theoretical input.28 In Space in Performance, 
McAuley discusses different levels of space in the theatre and how they relate to 
each other in a way that makes them come forth as dynamic, three-dimensional, 
and relevant to both theatre and society.  

The research of Gay McAuley relates to one of the pioneers in studies on 
theatre space, Anne Ubersfeld, former director of l’Institut d’études théâtrales at 
Sorbonne.29 Ubersfeld explicitly compares the fields of art and theatre, indeed a 
relevant issue here because of my own academic identity as an art historian. 
Although claiming in an earlier passage that the interpreter can use similar 
methodological tools on art and theatre,30 I fully agree with Ubersfeld’s 
statement that it would be impossible to apply a classic art historical mode of 
analysis on theatrical phenomena:  

 
[Iconology] can only be considered in the sense of a space determined by 
the theatre (the proscenium stage). Indeed, even in that case, perception 
varies (and what is worse, it varies in a hierarchical way) according to 
the location of our seat in a proscenium theatre. The orchestra seats and 
the gallery (the gods) offer singularly different images of the same show: 
we have all made that cruel discovery.31 
 

Finding alternative spaces for their work is not necessarily a way for 
artists to escape art’s link to its past. But it is also true, as proved by anything 
                                                        
27  See for example Aronson 1981, Boucris 1993, Brook 1996 and 1987, Cofman 1992, 
Johansson 2000, Mackintosh 1993, Make Space 1996, McAuley 2000a and 2000b, 
Schechner 1994, Scolnicov 1987, and Svoboda 1993. 
28  Cf. pp 15-16. In addition to McAuley 2000a, I have also had great use of a conference 
paper relating to similar issues (McAuley 2000b). 
29  See for example Ubersfeld 1974, 1978 (in English 1999), and 1981. 
30  See p 9 
31  Ubersfeld 1999: 113 
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from earth works to Andy Warhol’s Factory, that site-spotting and new ways of 
communication often work hand in hand. This line of thought is also of 
interest when related to conventional theatre spaces, as discussed both by Iain 
Mackintosh, a theatre designer-turned-historian, in Architecture, Actor and 
Audience (1993) and scholar Luc Boucris in L’espace en scène (1993). Boucris’s 
prime object of research is the material creations of the scenographer and their 
adaptation to different kinds of spaces (traditional theatre buildings, 
multipurpose studio stages, found spaces, or outdoor places), whereas 
Mackintosh concentrates on the role of the enveloping architecture in a theatre 
performance. This thesis has benefited both from Mackintosh’s observations 
concerning actor-audience interaction in the theatre and Boucris’s philosophic 
approach towards his object of study. 

Scenography, it seems to me, is a term scholars and others often 
approach with a certain amount of ambivalence. It is both interpreted as a 
phenomenon in the theatre as well as an undefined something — like an aura - 
that radiates from all spaces. In this context, the anthology Det andra rummet. 
En nordisk antologi om scenografisk konst (The Other Space. A Nordic Anthology 
on Scenographic Art, my transl.) from 1997 might serve as a good example. All 
scenographic choices, the editors Ingamaj Beck and Claus Lynge state, follow 
from contemporary ideas on the relationship between man and the world in 
which he exists.32 Thus, the study of scenography is in some respect also an 
investigation on the human mind, and so the articles are not specifically 
connected to scenography for theatre or film but concern themselves with 
different manipulations of space in general. Although the larger part of the 
anthology concerns scenography for the theatre,33 other articles discuss spaces 
that are either connected to art contexts (theatres, art galleries, outdoor 
exhibitions) or commercial architecture.34 Irrespective of which, the writers still 
refer to them as scenography. In these cases, scenography equals “theatricalized” 
milieus and there thus relate to an idea of the “dramatized society,” to quote 
historian Raymond Williams, in which we live our lives.35  

                                                        
32  Beck & Lynge 1997: 7 
33  Heinonen 1997, Florin 1997, Westling 1997, Gislasson 1997, Christensen 1997, Flor 
1997, Rossiné 1997, and Beck 1997b. 
34  Thau 1997, Arrhenius 1997, Beck 1997a, Engilbertsson 1997, Lynge 1997, Spångberg 
1997, Valjakka 1997, Jaukkuri 1997, and Steihaug 1997. 
35  “The dramatized society” is a concept that points in two directions, according to Raymond 
Williams, relating first of all to the fact that we are — for the first time in the history of 
man — embedded in fiction: “What we now have is drama as habitual experience: more in a 
week, in many cases, than most human beings would previously have seen in a lifetime.” 
(Williams 1983: 12) But Williams finds the second edge of the dramatized society more 
distressing because of its efficient absorption of our thinking, namely “the dramatization of 
consciousness itself.” (17-18) 
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Scholar and scenographer Nazih Habib Mahfouz successfully separates 
scenography from non-fictional spaces in his dissertation Toward an Aesthetic of 
Scenography through Art and Movement-Space-Time (1987). The author 
concentrates on the inner organization of scenography in an attempt to map out 
its structural constitution, although not applying his ideas on exemplifying 
performances. Rather than concentrating on the physical preconditions of 
scenography, his approach is largely based on the philosophical idea of 
movement-space-time as the uniting factor of existence and he aims at creating 
an aesthetic theory for scenography that recognizes the specificness of the art, 
based on the classification of spatial, temporal, and kinetic arts.36 By combining 
the three components and defining them as Dramatic Movement-Space-Time, as 
opposed to the world’s ontological Movement-Space-Time, the author is able to 
study the theatrical synthesis. Although using the same categories in this 
study, I prefer to see them as useful tools for catching scenographic 
transformations rather than as parts of a larger, philosophic system that 
transforms theatre into a microcosm of the world. 

French scholar Denis Bablet’s Les revolutions scénique du xxe siècle (1975) 
still counts as a principle work among writings on scenography. Bablet 
illustrates the development of twentieth century scenography with a vast 
number of sketches and photographs, and one could therefore mistake the book 
for being an inventory of material remains from different theatre performances. 
However, the author also tackles theoretical problems, as for example the 
difference between décoration and scénographie. Instead of being a furnisher of 
the stage, as in the nineteenth century, the scenographers of modern theatre 
cooperate with the director on a very deep level in the creation of a 
performance, Bablet states. In the most vivid productions of today, the 
scenographer becomes “co-auteur” of the performance, a co-creator whose work 
is difficult to totally separate from the work done by the director: 

 
Dans le théâtre le plus vivant d’aujourd’hui il est, avec l’auteur et le metteur en 
scène, l’un des co-auteurs du spectacle et il devient difficile de distinguer dans 
une réalisation ce qui revient au metteur en scène et ce qui l’on doit au scéno-
graphe.37 
  

Scholars, as opposed to practitioners, seem to accept the concept 
scenography without further consideration. This tendency is evident also in 
Swedish dissertations, i.e. in the context in which this work belongs. A 
majority of these investigations are monographs, dealing solely with the 

                                                        
36  Josal 1961 and Cofman 1992 have similar aims in their dissertations.  
37  Bablet 1975: 291 
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scenographic work of single artists.38 The main impression is however that 
discussions on the definition of scenography are only related to the object of 
research, the scenographer, and that any theoretical reflections on the 
profession or art come to stand in direct proportion to the artist’s own interest 
in the subject.  

Experiments with space need not be a matter of finding new places for 
performance. It can just as well concern the theatre proper and investigate the 
relationship between actor and audience, as in environmental theatre. This 
rather dim concept has generated literature on both the theory and practices of 
theatrical space, most notably by professor of performance studies Richard 
Schechner. Schechner’s early publication Environmental Theatre ([1973], 1994) 
is based on his practical experiences from theatre work. In the book, the author 
declares his views on the relationship between body and space, performer and 
spectator, but the title is perhaps more important here because of the 
forthcoming explorations of these subjects in Schechner’s later writings.39 In 
the introduction to the new edition of Environmental Theatre, he states that an 
environmental staging is more than a departure from the conventional theatre 
space:  
 

A performance environment is a “position” in the political sense, a “body 
of knowledge” in the scholarly sense, a “real place” in the theatrical 
sense. Thus, to stage a performance “environmentally” means more than 
simply to move it off of the proscenium or out of the arena. An 
environmental performance is one in which all the elements or parts 
making up the performance are recognized as alive.40 
  

Richard Schechner does not discuss scenography as specified from 
performance in general, but his writings play an important role in the present 
dissertation because of their contribution to the discussion on theatrical space, 
as well as for his explicit focus on the actor-audience relationship. The gradual 
shift of focus in his research from performance in the theatre to performance 
per se, helped shape performance studies as an academic discipline.41 He is 
furthermore one among several people who combines research, relevant to this 
study, with theatre or performance practice - scenographers Liam Doona, 
Pamela Howard, Joslin McKinney, and Anna Birch, and artist Peggy Phelan, to 

                                                        
38  Bjurström 1961, Sundler 1975, Liljequist 1985, Olofgörs 1995, and Öjmyr 2002, 
Öjmyr being the only exception from the monograph form. 
39  Schechner 1994, 1985, 1988, and 2002 among other works. See also Counsell 2000: 
203 for comments on the concept as related to Schechner and the Performance Group. 
40  Schechner 1994: x, his italics. 
41  See Schechner 1998: 357-362 for an outline of the foundation of performance studies 
in the United States. 
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mention a few.42 Another practitioner that has theorized her own work is 
scenographer Pamela Howard, who in her book What Is Scenography? (2002) 
reflects on the art of scenography from her own experiences of theatre practice. 
Like Denis Bablet, Howard emphasizes the collective work behind every theatre 
performance, thereby stressing a holistic approach towards the art. The 
scenographer must know about all the theatre arts in order to understand that 
his/her work extends beyond the creation of “an applied decorative art,” 
according to Howard.43 Her book gives valuable insight in the practical work of 
the scenographer but she also provides a more theoretic approach towards it, 
which makes the text more or less unique in this context. Although Howard’s 
book was published well after the formation of my subject of research, the 
content of it confirms many of the central ideas in this thesis, as for example 
the interaction of actor and space. As Howard concludes: 

 
Scenography is the seamless synthesis of space, text, research, art, actors, 
director and spectators that contributes to an original creation.44 
 
This exposé of previous research on scenography would not be complete 

without a few lines on Josef Svoboda and The Secret of Theatrical Space (1993). 
Being an early advocate of the concept scenography as opposed to stage design 
or décor, Svoboda maintains that the former is “a more precise, more complete, 
and more meaningful designation of [the scenographer’s] artistic role […].”45 
Like Pamela Howard, Svoboda emphasizes the collective work behind a theatre 
production and he exemplifies with the workshops at the National Theatre, 
Prague in the 1960s. The continuous goal appears to have been the 
modernization of scenography, including the exploration of its 
transformability. Svoboda says that one of the chief missions for the workshops 
was making “scenography less dependant on sheer matter and traditional stage 
machinery. We wanted, in short, to dematerialize scenography.”46 The thought 
of dematerializing scenography, although in a more theoretical way perhaps 
than Svoboda intended, is fundamental in the survey. In this sense, the thesis 

                                                        
42  See Doona 2002, Howard 2002, McKinney 2002, and Phelan 1993 and 1997. Anna 
Birch presented her PhD project Di’s Midsummer Night Party at the Next Stage 
conference on scenography, Nottingham Trent University, September 8-9 2004. It is 
perhaps symptomatic that all (except Peggy Phelan) act on the British arena for design for 
performance, which seems to be unique in its engagement in theoretical issues related to 
scenography. The Society of British Theatre Designers (SBTD) has organized a number of 
exhibitions that combine practical and theoretical topics: Make Space 1996, Time+Space 
1999, and 2D/3D 2002. 
43  Howard 2002: xix 
44  Howard 2002: 130 
45  Svoboda 1993: 14 
46  Svoboda 1993: 54 
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argues for a definition of scenography that comes close to the practitioners’ 
initial adoption of the word. 
 

Research on Ingmar Bergman 
It is worth noticing that much of the writings on director Ingmar Bergman’s 
work are founded on his own presentation of it. The first striking impression 
when trying to penetrate this field of research is that the director’s life and 
work have been scrutinized from every possible angle. A large part of the 
central corpus consists of books that are either directly based on interviews 
with the director,47 or have been written as a diary by someone who followed 
Bergman’s work with a certain film or theatre production.48 In addition to this, 
there is a remarkable amount of interviews for television, radio, newspapers and 
periodicals. Thus, Ingmar Bergman’s artistry has been thoroughly examined 
both by scholars and colleagues,49 but it has also been commented on in literary 
form by the director himself.50 This and similar material constitutes the base for 
a considerable part of the research within the field, and early statements from 
the director are continuously repeated in the literature. Removed from their 
original context, these statements appear to be bound to earlier research or 
result from the writer’s observations, when they in fact stem from Bergman’s 
own reports. Thus, the artist has directed both vocabulary and orientation in 
the field. It is loaded with these performed statements, although they do not 
explicitly appear as such. A substantial amount of this research become, at least 
in part, Bergman’s own creation. 

The dominating focus on Ingmar Bergman’s persona results in writings 
that primarily investigate the director’s work through his intentions, 
influences, psychology, and personal history.51 However, assistant professor of 
Cinema Studies Maaret Koskinen has a different approach, starting with her 
dissertation Spel och speglingar. En studie i Ingmar Bergmans filmiska estetik 
(Performance and Reflections. A Study of Ingmar Bergman’s Cinematic Aesthetics 
1993, my transl.). Koskinen directs her attention at the productions proper and 
their aesthetic characteristics, which distinguishes her study from other 
investigations on Bergman’s films. The thorough exposition of her field of 
research (i.e. the director’s work in film) constitutes a brilliant insight into its 
quantitative abundance but limited themes.52 In her following book, Ingmar 
                                                        
47  For example Bergman 1970, Marker 1982, 1983, and 1992, Sjögren 1968 and 2002. 
48  Sjöman 1963, Sjögren 1969, and Törnqvist 1973. 
49  For example the directors Jörn Donner 1962, Vilgot Sjöman 1963, Stig Björkman in 
Bergman 1970, and Oliver Assayas in Björkman & Assayas 1992. 
50  See the memoirs Laterna Magica 1987 and Bilder 1990. 
51  Bergom-Larsson 1977, Gyllenpalm 1995, Törnqvist 1995 and 1998, Steene 1996, and 
1998, Sundler Malmnäs 1998 and forthcoming, Wirmark 1996a, 1996b, and 1998, to 
mention only a few examples. 
52  Koskinen 1993: 1-12  
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Bergman: ‘Allting föreställer, ingenting är.’ Filmen och teatern — en tvärestetisk 
studie (Ingmar Bergman: ‘Everything Represents, Nothing Is.’ Film and Theatre — A 
Study in Interartiality, her transl.) (2001), Maaret Koskinen makes an 
investigation similar to that in her dissertation, but combines Bergman’s work 
in film and theatre. Her thematic approach and the fact that she puts the 
productions rather than their creator at the centre of attention bear similarities 
to this dissertation. Koskinen’s dissertation in particular has helped shape my 
own study. Her third book on the director, however, I begynnelsen var ordet. 
Ingmar Bergman och hans tidiga författarskap (2002) takes a different direction. 
Citing the director in the title of her previous book, she quotes God’s word in 
this third publication: In the beginning was the Word. Ingmar Bergman and his 
Early Writings (my transl.). The book is an expanded inventory of Bergman’s 
private archives, a work that was initiated by the director.  
 

Material and method 
The investigation concentrates on eight theatre productions by director Ingmar 
Bergman, produced between 1984 and 1998. Four scenographers worked with 
the productions: Charles Koroly (Madame de Sade, 1989, by Yukio Mishima), 
Lennart Mörk (The Winter’s Tale, 1994, by William Shakespeare and the 
production of Daniel Börtz’s opera Bacchae, 1991, based on Euripides’s drama), 
Göran Wassberg (Image Makers, 1998, by P. O. Enquist and the dramatization 
of Euripides’s Bacchae, 1996), and Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss (A Doll’s House, 
1989, by Henrik Ibsen, Long Day’s Journey into Night, 1988, by Eugene O’Neill, 
and King Lear, 1984, by William Shakespeare). Each one of these scenographers 
has had a long career and they all possess great experience of their profession. 
Their respective œuvres are therefore both specific and personal, which results 
in eight productions with quite different aesthetic expressions. Seven of them 
were performed at Kungliga Dramatiska Teatern, the Royal Dramatic Theatre in 
Stockholm and one, the opera Bacchae, at Kungliga Operan, the Royal Opera in 
the same city. 

The live performance reveals how scenography and actors interact. 
Scenography is made for this situation and created for taking active part in the 
event. Thus, investigating scenography by studying photographs from a 
performance means suppressing the essence, the core, of this art. Video 
recordings are therefore invaluable tools in the study of scenographic changes: 
they reveal how the actors use the space around them, and how space, in turn, 
is affected by it. The productions in this study are no exceptions. In order to 
detect movements in scenography, it has been necessary to use the video 
documentation theatres keep of their productions. Video recordings put the 
viewer in an odd spectator position that does not have any correspondence to 
the original performance situation. But although they may not catch the proper 
spatial experience, the atmosphere, or even nuances in the relationship between 
actor and audience, video recordings do work within a relatively coherent space-
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time-movement cluster. Since my project commenced, all recordings have been 
transmitted to DVD, but some remain in a comparatively poor technical quality. 

Despite the poor picture quality of the recordings, major scenographic 
changes always appear, although with some help from my previous knowledge 
of the productions - I have seen all but two, A Doll’s House and The Winter’s 
Tale, live on some occasion. As material details are of minor importance, the 
recordings still serve their subject, although details in the productions have 
been filled in by reviews and writings by other commentators. The recordings 
have been made according to similar principles, showing an uninterrupted 
performance, either at a late stage in the rehearsal process or shortly after the 
opening.53 There is no editing of the tapes, nor have they been cut other than 
in connection with intermissions. Although lacking physical closeness to the 
performance, videos have the prerogative of securing visual recapitulation of a 
course of events. It has been of great importance that the chosen productions 
have been more or less equivalently recorded. Nonetheless, dissimilarities and 
distinguishing marks on each recording will be noted in connection with the 
introductory part of each chapter.  

The preparatory work to the thesis showed that scenography answered to 
the movements of actors by performing movements of its own. When selecting 
the material, the point of departure has been coherence in scenographic effects 
rather than in creators. This study restricts itself to investigating four 
phenomena that come forth in the scenography of named productions, and that 
can be labelled movements or metamorphoses.  

First, the investigation concentrates on the expansion of scenography. It 
discusses how scenography, in various ways, stretches beyond its initial 
borders.  

Second, the study examines acts of perforation of either set or 
presentational space. 

Third, there are examples of a revolving space, i.e. when scenography 
appears to revolve without the aid of technical devices. 

The last theme, metamorphoses, investigates the sometimes less than 
obvious categorization of actor and prop. If the other categories concentrate on 
the connection between scenography, set, and space, this chapter also engages 
in the art’s connection to the performer.  

The recordings uncover ruptures in the visual dramaturgy. These 
ruptures, here described as movements and metamorphoses, are investigated 
from a number of perceptible elements: set design, props, costume, light, 
sound, and projections. Furthermore, the study also considers non-perceptible 
elements: implicit developments in the drama, or the different zones of theatre 
space. The perceptible and non-perceptible components are then studied from 
                                                        
53  In the filmed documentations of Bacchae and Image Makers at the Royal Dramatic 
Theatre, however, the director interrupts the rehearsals on several occasions in order to 
adjust details on acting and light, which is most unusual for this kind of material. 
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the aspects time, space, and movement, as described earlier.54 Every detail of the 
set (or of scenography for that matter) will not be scrutinized, as this would 
reduce the attention on the features that execute the scenographic rupture. The 
descriptions concentrate only on aspects that constitute the foundation for 
forthcoming transformations.  

The study also stresses the influence of the body: the body of the actor, 
of the spectator, and — not least — the architectonic body enveloping the 
performance. In conventional theatre spaces, the architecture becomes an 
inevitable scenographic fact. Whether originally designed for theatre 
performances or later transformed into a theatre space, architecture by necessity 
transforms the performance. From its erection, the theatre building will forever 
be part of every forthcoming performance, which is why the relations between 
performance and its surrounding architecture never can be neutral.  
 

                                                        
54  See pp 14-18 
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ARTS OF MOVEMENTS 

 

 

 

 
EXPANSION 

 
The verb “to expand,” created from the Latin prefix ex- (out, forth)55 and 
pandĕre (to spread) is defined in the OED as “To increase in bulk, swell; to 
become dilated or enlarged,”56 a definition that associates more perhaps to rising 
dough or the inflation of a balloon than to the expansion of, say, a business. 
“Expansion,” when related to scenography, should be quite literally understood 
in this chapter, connecting to dough rather than to corporative increase so to 
speak. As applied here, scenographic expansion will point to the possibility of 
enlarging the physical territory of scenography in performance: scenography 
has potential to swell and thereby incorporate new areas into presentational 
space, i.e. the space that is dramatically activated, e.g. by actors, light and 
sound. Scenography which dilates and enlarges spreads into new areas, 
pushing the border of scenography forwards/outwards in theatre space.  

However, the verb is also described as transitive in the same dictionary, 
and another definition of it reads as follows: “To spread out; […] to open out, 
unfold; […] also, to spread out to view, display, lit. and fig.”57 This description 
takes the interpretation of expanding scenography in a somewhat different 
direction, emphasizing the visual consequences of the movement. Scenography 
that expands simultaneously unfolds new territory, thereby providing new 

                                                        
55  OED 1989, V: 480 
56  OED 1989, V: 552 
57  Ibid. 
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dramaturgical meaning to the space. It displays new areas with relevance to the 
performance. “Space is shaped and altered by the actors as the performance 
evolves,” Pamela Howard states,58 and irrespective of the character of 
presentational space, it is always possible for scenography to spatially extend 
beyond the set design. Set and scenography are not equivalent concepts, 
although scenography often remains within the spatial borders of the set. 
Picture the following example: in a staging of August Strindberg’s drama Miss 
Julie, the ensemble decides to follow the writer’s explicit directions on the stage 
arrangements in detail. The scenographer creates a naturalistic kitchen on the 
stage, including the shining household utensils and true-to-life walls and 
doors demanded in Strindberg’s preface to the play. But suppose that Julie in 
the performance leaves the enclosing, naturalistic kitchen to make an excursion 
beyond the borders of the set (the “walls” and the “door”), thereby forcing the 
action to take place outside the set, she would involve a new space in the 
scenographic whole. Although previously irrelevant to presentational space, 
this new space would be activated by the actor playing Julie; she would be the 
one who makes it relevant to the performance. This chapter will investigate 
how scenography can be defined from actions rather than from matter. It will 
show how the movements of actors determine the borders of scenography.  

 
A Doll’s House 
Henrik Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House was staged at the Main Stage of the Royal 
Dramatic Theatre in 1989.59 In this production, director Ingmar Bergman 
collaborated with scenographer Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss. Palmstierna-Weiss 
constructed a set design the central part of which constituted an elevated 
platform at stage centre. Right behind it, there was a large screen delimiting the 
acting area at the back. Six chairs were placed on both sides of the platform. The 
arrangement of platform, chairs and screen constituted the core of 
presentational space, or the heart of the action. This zone of dramatic activity is 
however enveloped in an even larger spatial structure; high, dark walls, ending 
with a row of barred windows, (or openings, which would provide a more 
prison-like connotation) near the ceiling. In the first act, the central platform 
was furnished as a living-room with sofa and armchair. A similar interior, 
although slightly more stylish and elaborated, was reproduced in an enlarged, 
sepia–tinted photograph mounted on the screen behind. In the second act, 
platform and screen showed the interior of a dining–room, whereas the third 
act took place in the bedroom. The front door of the apartment was situated at 
extreme stage right. Every actor, except for the girl playing Nora and Torvald’s 
daughter, is present throughout the whole performance, sitting on the chairs 

                                                        
58  Howard 2002: xx 
59  The recording at DTA shows a rehearsal and was shot a few days before the opening. On 
several occasions, the camera makes close-ups that excludes a good view of the whole stage. 
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next to the elevated platform but remaining silent and immobile until receiving 
their cues. Thus, there was but a short step between the active, presentational 
space and its less active surroundings.  
 

 
Table 1. A Doll’s House (1989), act 2: Nora (Pernilla Östergren) and Rank (Erland Josephson 
 in front of the diningroom screen. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 

The play is centred round Nora, played here by Pernilla Östergren, who 
lives a bourgeois life with her husband Torvald Helmer (Per Mattsson), a bank 
manager. Conventions and law prevent her from taking command of her own 
life, so when in need of money to support her family, she can only secure a 
loan by forging the signature of her father. Nora is blackmailed for this and 
when unable to assist the man blackmailing her (Krogstad, played by Björn 
Granath), he reveals the crime to Torvald in a letter. The affair forces Nora to 
acknowledge her untrue life as pet-wife, as she realizes that her husband would 
sacrifice her to save his own reputation. In the final scene, Nora makes her exit 
as wife, mother, and prop in Torvald’s creation of a home. In this production, 
Nora is in absolute focus and the substantially cut text supports the 
concentration on her.60 Characters such as Dr Rank (Erland Josephson) and 
Nora’s friend Kristine Linde (Marie Richardson) become more rudimentary due 
to this. Still others, such as two of her children, disappear altogether.  
                                                        
60  Ibsen’s text was reduced with one third (Olofgörs 1995: 222, Törnqvist 1995: 70). 
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Multiple spacetime structures 
From a quick glance, there could seem to be little or no connection between the 
set for A Doll’s House and the surrounding architecture. The immediate 
impression is that of a miniature-home on stage (because of the high walls that 
reduce the scale of the platform-home), bourgeois but not posh, and evidently 
related to a theatre context (the platform again, as well as the chairs 
surrounding it that transform the actors into substitute audience). When 
scrutinizing the set in more depth, however, one discovers an almost 
innumerable number of threads between the set design and the architecture 
surrounding it. For one thing, the Helmer household is furnished with the 
theatre’s own furniture.61 The integration of the furniture necessitates a re-
dating of the play and the drama is consequently moved from the 1870s of 
Henrik Ibsen’s play to the first years of the new century, that is, after 1902 
when the erection of the Royal Dramatic Theatre commenced under the 
supervision of its architect Fredrik Lilljekvist,62 but before 1905 when the 
union between Norway and Sweden dissolved - a Christmas tree on the stage is 
decorated with union flags. Apart from the props, the set design contains few 
unmodified quotations from the surrounding architecture but reflects instead 
the entire style of the building. Interior design items turn into stage design 
props in this production of A Doll’s House. Incorporating the everyday objects 
of the theatre into the performance also increases the number of spacetime 
constituents: the 1879 Norwegian drama fuses with the Swedish Jugendstil 
architecture of the Royal Dramatic Theatre. Furniture that is used every day by 
visitors in the public areas merges with them both. Thus, the incorporation of 
furniture from audience space has a double effect on the production, both 
altering the date for the drama (through their style) and focusing on 
contemporariness (through their everyday-function in audience space). In daily 
activity, the furniture is part of real time, but when representing a fictitious 
reality on stage, it moves into dramatic spacetime. The furniture turns into 
props that connote a historic date.  

The multiple spatio-temporal layers also include the sepia-toned 
photographs on the screen behind the platform, as seen in table 1. The picture 
shows Nora (Pernilla Östergren) and Dr Rank (Erland Josephson) at the 
dining-room table in the second act, the three-dimensional motif quoted 
(although not identical to the platform set up) on the screen behind. Slightly 
elevated from the platform and also a little larger than life, the screen’s picture 
equals the stylized version of a home. Unlike other parts of a home in this 
period, dining-room and living-room are in many ways public in that they are 

                                                        
61  Malaise 1989, Olofgörs 1995: 226 and 242. Chairs were for example taken from the 
public café in the theatre, thus making use of attributes from one of the audience spaces. 
62  Den nya tidens teater 1988: 57  
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the area for receiving visitors, whereas others (kitchen and bedrooms for 
example) are made invisible. Hence, the large picture shows the perfectly 
arranged embodiment of a bourgeois residence, its portrait so to speak, and in 
that respect also the portrait (or would-be portrait) of the family living there. 
The arrangement with the picture versus the practicals on the platform literally 
exposes the gap between the imaginary and the real and, in a wider sense, the 
gap between scenography as idea and scenography in action. On the screen, we 
find the ideal arrangement — neat as concept but impossible to use, whereas 
the live actors in front of it illustrate the imperfectness of life. Placed in front 
of the screen, Nora and Rank make a sharp contrast to the non-spatiality of the 
background. Their bodies expose the unreality of its content. 

In style and colour the photographs in the first and second acts refer to 
past rather than present time, but a closer look reveals obvious connections 
between the dining–room curtain arrangement and the one framing the box 
that is adjacent to the proscenium. Sepia-coloured photographs generally 
associate to history and memory, so by incorporating almost identical features 
from the auditorium, the theatre building itself is simultaneously memorified. 
The examples show that the spacetime of the fiction repeatedly coincides with 
the spacetime of the non-fiction (i.e. the audience’s spacetime), thereby 
attacking the borderline between the two. With scenographic means, 
presentational space can drive wedges into audience space, forcing it to give up 
parts of its public status.  

 

Finds from the building 
Furniture and curtains are not the only finds from the body of the theatre.63 
Another feature with great importance to the scenographic arrangement is the 
prototype for Nora’s costumes (as seen for example in table 1), a dress that can 
be found in the large painting crowning the proscenium arch.64  

This rather reactionary work of art called Eros and the Fates is in many 
ways strangely inconsistent with its Jugendstil surroundings. An adolescent 
Eros occupies the centre part of the painting, whereas the Fates have been 
positioned to the sides, taking far less majestic poses than the young God. Busy 
spinning the thread of human destiny, none of the women possesses Eros’s 
active vision. Their eyes are either turned down or seeking the gaze of the god. 
The originator of the painting, Julius Kronberg, was artistically and politically 

                                                        
63  Peggy Phelan has used the body as metaphor for a theatre building (the remains of the 
Elizabethan theatre the Rose) in a convincing and thought-provoking way (Phelan 
1997:73–94). Her article has served as a starting point for my analysis of A Doll’s House. 
In this chapter, theatre building and fictional place (i.e. the Helmer household) represent 
two different bodies, partly separated through their existence in fictional and non-fictional 
space respectively, yet partly overlapping. 
64  Olofgörs 1995: 225, 240 
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firmly established in the Swedish art society of the late nineteenth century. 
Given Kronberg’s artistic habitat, the approach to gender in this painting is not 
only contemporary with but also highly relevant to the drama by Henrik Ibsen 
(before the re-dating in this production that is). To use it as inspiration for the 
creation of Nora can be considered a flash of genius indeed. The painting is 
built into the wall: subordinated to its surroundings, it stands as a decorative 
emphasis of the golden proscenium arch enclosing the stage. If seeing the arch 
as a frame, we achieve on stage a tableau vivant that renders the performed 
drama a certain touch of detachment.65 In the production of A Doll’s House 
however, the arch is not only kept as a framing device, but a spotlight directed 
at its crowning picture enhances it still more.66 A point, it seems, is made of the 
connection between setting and architecture, hence the proscenium arch 
becomes an active component in the set design.67  

The emphasized, golden framework stresses the title of the play, A Doll’s 
House, and Nora’s position as a decoration enclosed within it. Her wardrobe 
carries the same vague shades of brown and beige as the furnishing and her 
child wears dresses copying her own. But Nora is not only an ornament in her 
home; she is also literally inscribed into the building through the connection 
between her costume and the painting above the stage. Nora is transformed into 
decoration on stage as well as in architecture and not until the last scene has 
her costume been set free from the connection to real estate. But consider also 
that the Royal Dramatic Theatre is sometimes nicknamed “the father house” 
among its actors, that is, the house that once fostered you and to which you 
always return. The epithet is no doubt a token of both affection and 
appreciation, but it also hints at a certain ambivalence, a lack of freedom.68 This 

                                                        
65  Historically, the association to a picture frame was consistent with the repertoire played 
at the time. Its relevance in modern drama can nevertheless be debated, which is one reason 
for repeated blows against the edge between stage and auditorium by scenographers and 
directors. As Arthur Miller states, “In some kind of play, the actors have to come out and 
say, well here I am; but the proscenium says, here I am not. In fact, here you aren’t.” (The 
Ideal Theatre 1962: 11) The aim of the Ideal Theatre exhibition was to make directors, 
choreographers, dramatists, and architects develop their ideas on a theatre architecture 
that would be better suited to modern productions. 
66  Olofgörs 1995: 223 
67  The proscenium arch is often handled with some ambivalence. In the production of The 
Winter’s Tale, it loses its function as framing devise and becomes a part of the set, a joist in 
a salon. In King Lear on the other hand, black fabric conceals it altogether. 
68  Actor Stellan Skarsgård mentions this ambivalence in an interview made shortly before 
he left the Royal Dramatic Theatre to work more regularly with film (Skarsgård 1988: 
260-262): “- I love this theatre: I grew up here and for fifteen years I learned all I know 
about theatre. As a consequence, I find myself in some kind of constant puberty in my 
relationship towards Dramaten [the Royal Dramatic Theatre]; at times, it feels necessary to 
give it a kick.” (260) In Swedish: “— Jag älskar ju den här teatern: jag har vuxit upp i 
huset och under femton års tid lärt vad jag kan om teater. Följaktligen befinner jag mig i 
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creates yet another twist to the inscription of Nora into the decorations of the 
building. She is not only bound to the father house of the drama, meaning 
Torvald’s household, but she is also fixed to the omnipotent father house 
enveloping that.  

When details from Julius Kronberg’s Eros and the Fates come to stand as 
pattern for Nora’s costume, her wardrobe receives a classicistic appearance. 
Width in skirt and a high waist is, unlike the early twentieth century fashion, 
a condition for uninhibited movements: “Bergman’s production demanded a 
mobile Nora, who could do high kicks and practice the tarantella,” as one 
observer states.69 This would not have been possible, according to the 
scenographer Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss, in a Jugendstil dress.70 Nor in one 
from 1879, one may add, which could be seen as a point per se. Henrik Ibsen’s 
Nora is trapped not only in house, marriage, debts, and parenthood: her body 
is also physically strapped up in the steel springs of a corset. In the play, 
Torvald insists that she exhibit the tarantella that turns her into jumping 
jacky, the lively dance undoubtedly causing pain to the strapped female body 
demanded by a patriarchal society. Her husband chooses not to see this as her 
body and dancing gives him satisfaction. Incidentally, the new, movable Nora 
becomes the trademark for the production. The picture of her dancing covers 
advertising boards and promotion announcements. A Nora of today, free to 
move but still object of male desire. Nora, exposed and dancing to please, and 
eventually turned into epigraph on this theatre production.  

 

Nora leaving 
In the first two acts of A Doll’s House, the furniture arrangements on the 
platform reflect the photographs on the large screen behind it. The 
correspondence is broken in the finale scene, however, which in this 
production takes place in the bedroom. Instead of placing the bed (which, like 
the living-room sofa in the first act and the dining-room table in the second, 
becomes a sign for the place, its most central visual and practical feature) in 
front of a photograph of a similar bedroom interior, it is placed in front of the 
screens from the previous two acts.71 When arranged side by side, the screens 
break the linear narrative and the arrangement creates a spacetime loop. The 
break-up of Nora literally takes place against the visualized spatio-temporal 
context of previous events and the split representations of a bourgeois home, 
                                                                                                                                
något slags ständig pubertet i min relation till Dramaten; tidvis känns det nödvändigt att 
sparka på huset.” 
69 Olofgörs 1995: 240, my transl. In Swedish “Bergmans iscensättning krävde en rörlig 
Nora, som kunde sprattla med benen och träna tarantella.”  
70  Olofgörs 1995: 240 
71  Henrik Ibsen keeps the same fictional place, the living–room, throughout the play. 
Moreover, the shift of location in this production postpones Nora’s break-up to early 
morning. 
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this exhibition case of wives. Nora wears a black coat that no longer integrates 
her body with domestic interior decorations. When finally leaving, she wears a 
colour that would provide her with contours in the beige-coloured rooms that 
were designed for official entertaining. In living-room and dining-room she 
would stand out. In the bedroom, however, all that stands out against the 
darkness is her pale face, as seen in table 2. Torvald, on the other hand, sits 
naked and confused in the bed, the pale skin shining against the darkness that 
surrounds his body.   
 

 
Table 2. A Doll’s House (1989), act 3: Nora (Pernilla Östergren) and Torvald (Per Mattsson). 
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 

Departing in the stage directions of Henrik Ibsen means getting off the 
stage through a visible living-room door and leaving the drama by slamming a 
front door offstage. A similar course of events is not possible here as the set on 
stage is enclosed. No openings are needed when the actors remain on stage 
throughout the performance, explaining why the front door is never used for 
entrances or exits. It is nevertheless dramatically vital, as the letter-box of the 
apartment is attached to it — the letter-box to which only Torvald has the key; 
the see-through letter-box in which we all can see the white, shining letter 
addressed to Nora’s husband that exposes her fraud. As opposed to the other 
characters, Nora has good reasons for making excursions there when trying to 
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get hold of the letter so she makes for the door plenty of times before actually 
leaving. Nora is thereby the only character who uses the surrounding space as 
an acting area. Only she has power to energize it. But when finally leaving her 
home, she does not use the door on stage. Instead, she steps down from the 
platform, continues down from the stage into the auditorium. The darkness 
there devours Nora in her black coat, extinguishes both her face and the 
contours that she has just tried to create for herself, and the soft carpet silences 
the sound of her feet. The swing-door of the auditorium closes discreetely 
behind her when she leaves the room.72 

The actor Pernilla Östergren, still in character, brings the dramatic 
continuum with her through the auditorium and she makes scenography 
expand with her movements. The audience is thus presented with an activation 
of new space and thereby with expanding scenography. If she had used the 
front door on stage when leaving, this would imply that it was a door for her 
to use, and that Nora thereby could have utilized it much sooner. But the door 
on stage is not just any front door. It is the gate to the doll’s house where 
Torvald is puppet master, the opening of a body of male prerogatives where 
matrimonial rights are equal to a husband’s rights and a wife’s sacred duties.73 
Not even in Henrik Ibsen’s play are the spectators meant to see Nora penetrate 
the orifice of this male body called home, and what you hear is Torvald’s 
desperate cries after Nora, i.e. his painful reaction to that penetration. The 
auditorium is consequently the preferred exit although the sound effect, the 
audile result of Nora’s action, is thereby reduced to near non-existence. 
Furthermore, the space penetrated is no longer Torvald’s, but the space of the 
audience.  

Up to this point, the scenographic arrangement has been clearly 
organized. Its borders equal the edges of the set design, and presentational space 
is kept strictly on the stage, not challenging the division of practitioner space 
and audience ditto. But when Nora moves away from her original frame, this 
division is challenged. By stepping out of Torvald’s domain, his doll’s house, A 
                                                        
72  Nora slamming the front door is normally considered something of a trademark for 
Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House. The reduced sound effect in this production is in some 
respect an audile equivalent to the extensive reduction of the drama text, a practice that 
has a tendency of reducing its nuances as well. 
73  See for example Nora’s reaction to Torvald’s sexual approaches in act III (which, 
obviously, also refers to the forthcoming exposure of the letter): 
“Nora: Go away, Torvald. Leave me, I don’t want this. Helmer: What? […] Want — want. 
I’m your husband.” (Ibsen 1996: 86) In Norwegian (the lines were cut in Bergman’s 
production): “Nora: Gå nu, Torvald! Du skal gå fra meg. Jeg vil ikke alt dette. Helmer: Hva 
skal det si? […] Vil; vil? Er jeg ikke din mann -?” (Ibsen 1975: 73). And more explicitly 
expressed: “Helmer: Abandon your home, your husband, your children? [---] Can you 
abandon your most sacred duties like this?” (100–101). In Swedish: “Helmer: Överge ditt 
hem, din man och ditt barn! [---] Du sviker alltså dina heligaste plikter.” (A Doll’s 
House, prompt book: 122) 
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Doll’s House, she creates for herself a space that has no connection to Torvald 
or her role as wife and mother. She had earlier energized the space around the 
platform by repeatedly going to the letter-box in order to tamper with it. Now, 
at the end of the performance, the auditorium is likewise energized when she 
moves into it. Whereas the other actors at times trod down from the platform 
and sat themselves on the chairs below, waiting for the plot to reactivate the 
character, Pernilla Östergren’s movements never take her out of character 
despite moving in the same zone below the platform as these actors in waiting. 
Irrespective of her movements, she always continues playing her part. 

 

New context, new conditions 
What kind of space does Nora move into? It is neither neutral nor her equal. 
On the contrary, it masters her due to her connection to Julius Kronberg’s 
painting, as discussed earlier. In Henrik Ibsen’s play, Nora eventually creates an 
identity that is not based on bonds to either husband or children, or even to 
house. She is no longer “a wife and a mother before everything else”74 as 
Torvald claims, the former determining the colour of her clothes (beige, like 
his home’s furniture) and the latter making her dress like her daughter. Nora’s 
black coat matches neither home nor child and it frees her from these 
attachments.  

However, she only leaves one father house, Torvald’s, for another, 
namely the theatre that is the precondition for the existence of the character 
Nora. Given the fact that the theatre is the true habitat of any dramatic 
character, the dramaturgic solution to let Nora leave husband and home 
through the auditorium ought to be both elegant and constructive. It is 
therefore a paradox that Nora enters a space that is just as efficient in making 
her invisible as the previous one had been. When leaving the stage, she is 
engulfed by the darkness of theatre space, referred to by professor of English 
Stanton B. Garner as a “non-space in theatrical performance - a region of 
absence that borders illumination, shrouding wings, backstage, and audience in 
a kind of perceptual anonymity.”75 Conventions have it that darkness embeds 
the audience so that it will remain still and thereby separated from the active, 
acting theatre practitioners. This is a central part of the deal between actor and 
audience, indeed one that is constantly repeated and secured from generation to 
generation of theatre-goers. Nora is in other words devoured by the same 
darkness that represents a basic condition for the theatrical experience itself: 
light sustaining activity (on stage as well as in audience space), and darkness 
announcing stillness. This system of codes is a foundation for her existence as 
character in a performed drama. As Nora leaves the lit stage and merges with the 
space next to it, she certainly directs the interpretation of the performance: it 

                                                        
74  Ibsen 1996: 101 
75  Garner 1994: 66 
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now comes to focus on the relationship between fiction and non-fiction, actor 
and spectator. In fact, this reading is hinted at already in the scenographic 
organization: a stage on the stage, inactive actors fully visible, and furniture 
that turns into props when incorporated in the dramatic frame. And finally, 
Nora’s exit through the door of non-fiction that immediately receives a dramatic 
function. These are all circular movements, referring back to theatre as 
phenomenon.  

Scenography exposes the theatrical transformation of objects, time, and 
space. When moved into the spacetime of fiction, said phenomena are filled 
with new meaning and energy. Scenography certainly marks the keynote in 
this production. But where do we draw the line between “fiction” and “reality”? 
“I’m going home,” Nora says in one of her last lines, “to my old home.”76 Her 
line could just as well serve as a referent to the omnipotent Royal Dramatic 
Theatre into which she has been inscribed from the beginning and that she is 
finally absorbed by.  

 
Expansion and contraction 
Just as scenography has capacity to expand, it also has potential to contract and 
this reverse movement can be found in the production of A Doll’s House too 
through the platform, which acts as a concentrated presentational space. 
Expansion and contraction are two movements that condition each other and 
they are consequently connected in many ways, working according to the same 
laws and reaching related results. Expansion, as well as contraction in 
scenography, is both a movement and a state of existence. The latter can be 
exemplified by an elevated platform in stage space, which concentrates the 
acting area and thereby contracts presentational space. Even the furniture from 
the theatre that is incorporated into the design for A Doll’s House and the 
quotations from Julius Kronberg’s painting, can exemplify a mental expansion 
of scenography: although they do not physically incorporate (or hijack) 
audience space, the loans still lessen their status as public, or part of the public 
space (auditorium, as in the case with the painting; and public café, as with the 
furniture).  

Similar to scenographic expansion, contraction stratifies space and creates 
layers with different grades of fiction. When scenography is contracted in some 
way, activities within the marked area become upgraded, magnified, in 
comparison to movements outside of it. The platform in A Doll’s House is a 
good example of this phenomenon, illustrated by the inactive actors that are 
placed around it. Stepping up on the platform signals activation, dramatic 
relevance, whereas the area around it inactivates (although it remains, to some 
extent, part of the fiction). Contraction appears to be a way of concentrating 
intensity onto specific actions and in terms of dramaturgic value the focus here 

                                                        
76  Ibsen 1996: 100 
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lies on enhanced details rather than on dramatic equality. But even so, the 
surrounding space remains part of a dramatized sphere: it is a restricted area, 
accessible for actors but prohibited for audience. Movements in this 
intermediary space are directed and not haphazard. Still within the visual field 
of the spectators, all actions there become part of the performance and are 
therefore apprehended as relevant. But the movements of actors are usually not 
included in investigations on scenography, which is why the interaction of 
bodies and space, actions and set, remains invisible in these studies.  

Nevertheless, the actors can produce motions in space that affect the 
appearance and meaning of scenography, as shown in A Doll’s House above. 
Actors in character, like Pernilla Östergren as Nora, activate new space by 
moving out of the domain that was previously defined as presentational space, 
and thereby move the borderline for it. She adopts a part of audience space and 
incorporates it into her own domain - the domain of Nora in the realm of 
fiction. By expanding presentational space, she simultaneously expands 
scenography, as the one never seems to exist without the other. Thus, the 
expansion of scenography trespasses and diminishes audience space. The 
physical preconditions, such as architecture and set design, become (perhaps 
through their materiality) the most apparent evidence of how space morphs, 
even in cases where the actors’ movements produce the actual morphing act. As 
a consequence, it would be logical to treat the different parts of scenography as 
pieces of a larger, non-hierarchic structure rather than as assorted objects in 
different compartments (“props,” “costume,” “light”). Individually or jointly, 
all the different features have power to transform scenography in a 
performance, but they never do it without intermingling.  
 
Madame de Sade 
The Japanese writer Yukio Mishima’s drama Madame de Sade was staged in 
1989, the same year as A Doll’s House, at Lilla scenen, a smaller theatre space 
situated in a former cinema next to the Royal Dramatic Theatre’s main 
building.77 In this production, director Ingmar Bergman collaborated for the 
first time with scenographer Charles Koroly, who created a single setting for 
the intimate stage. The set design was strictly symmetrical and provided distinct 
borders for presentational space. Two undecorated pillars visually divided the 
cyclorama in three equal parts and created a corridor at the back of the stage. 
The colour green dominated the backdrop in the first act and in the second act 
different shades of red. The third and concluding act had a dark grey 
background, bordering on black. A wall-to-wall stagecloth in plain red covered 
the floor, only replaced at stage centre by a rectangular shaped piece of darker  

                                                        
77  DTA keeps a performance video of the production in its archive. The colours are of poor 
quality and at times, the camera moves in ways that makes it impossible to catch all actions 
on stage. 
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Table 3. Madame de Sade (1989), act 2: Anne (Marie Richardson), SaintFond (Agneta Ekmanner), and 
Charlotte (Helena Brodin), turning her face away. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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red fabric. Similar to the set design for A Doll’s House, presentational space 
appeared to be shut to the outside world. As a contrast to the strict set, some of 
the characters wore elaborate crinolines and wigs, whereas others were dressed 
in a less time-specified fashion that referred to both contemporary fashion as 
well as antiquity. In the strict set, costumes were the only markers of date and 
geography. Hence, the discrepancy created through different styles provided 
important keys to the understanding of the production’s theme. Costumes 
turned into signs in an otherwise indefinite space.  

Yukio Mishima’s drama begins in Paris in 1772, the year Donatien-
Alphonse-François, Marquis de Sade, is imprisoned for sodomy. The following 
two acts take place in 1778 and 1790, when Sade is finally released. In the play, 
six women with different connections to Sade partake in a psychological battle 
circling around the definitions of truth and lie, power and loyalty. Sade’s wife 
Renée, played by Stina Ekblad, is the epicentre. She remains loyal to her 
husband and refuses to leave him, whereas her mother, Madame de Montreuil 
(Anita Björk), uses all her political influence to keep Sade imprisoned. Anne, 
Renée’s sister who is played by Marie Richardson, has had a short affair with 
her brother-in-law and escaped with him at one point when he was facing 
arrest. The Comtesse de Saint–Fond (Agneta Ekmanner) is Sade’s female 
counterpart and in this respect she becomes his representative on stage. The 
Baronesse de Simiane (Margaretha Byström) seems to be the opposite of both 
Sade and Saint–Fond. She is a nun who knew Sade as a child. The maid 
Charlotte (Helena Brodin) is almost constantly present in this production. 
Nonetheless, she remains unnoticed by the others when not spoken to. The 
women’s actions stand in close relation to Sade’s own acts. Without exception, 
their moves are direct consequences of his influence on their lives. Never 
appearing in the flesh, Sade is still the principal character in Mishima’s play. 

 

Beginning: order and limitations 
The staging of Madame de Sade seems to touch the essence of reduction, and 
most of its central features sustain a minimalism that differs from the other 
productions investigated here. Yukio Mishima’s original text has been reduced 
extensively and every movement on stage - whether stemming from actors, 
light, or sound - is slow and well prepared for. The actors silently glide over 
the floor in the symmetric setting, some of them (as mentioned) dressed in 
beautiful, richly embroidered pastel-coloured crinolines. Behind them, the 
warm, green backdrop in the first act bears traces of foliage. Does it refer to a 
garden or park, lush vegetation outside a large window? If regarded as an 
opening towards the world outside, the room appears calm, harmonic and not 
so enclosing as it would have otherwise felt. Or is it perhaps reminiscent of the 
emblematic pine tree in noh-theatre set designs? In addition to expressing 
stillness and balance, every aspect of the aesthetic expression - visual or audile - 
is based on a clear, homogeneous programme, which corroborates a system of 
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strict rules for the different components in performance: blocking, 
scenography, music, et cetera. In pace and musical style the production of 
Madame de Sade corresponds to a Western idea of traditional Japanese theatre, 
thereby connecting to the geographic origin of play and author. The characters 
appear to keep well within the borders of good behaviour and they follow a 
conventional conduct that would probably be biologically destined, according to 
the ideas contemporary with the fictional spacetime. Silent movements and 
frontal positions result in discreet glances rather than straight looks. In short, 
the women look, act, and think like women should. 
 

 
Table 4. Madame de Sade (1989), act 2: Renée (Stina Ekblad) and Montreuil (Anita Björk). 
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 

There is however one exception to this order: the Comtesse de Saint–
Fond, who like Sade moves against the unwritten laws of aristocratic conduct. 
She acts independently from the social constraints of her class and by wearing a 
tight, modern-looking riding suit already in the first act, her costume also 
differs totally from the crinolines worn by Renée, Anne, Simiane, and 
Montreuil. Saint–Fond’s appearance confirms a rift in Yukio Mishima’s play 
that is parallel to the political rift in eighteenth century France. The 
scenographic and dramaturgic rules and regulations follow the literary 
construction of Mishima’s drama. You could go so far as to say that in a 
figurative sense, the clarity of scenography and blocking supports a separation 
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of inside from outside, truth from lie, good from evil - themes and concepts 
continuously penetrated by the characters, in words as well as in actions. But as 
in any system of clear-cut regulations, transgressions of them become the more 
obvious. Although there were no reasons for questioning the borders of 
presentational space at the outset of Madame de Sade, the further audience and 
characters travel into Yukio Mishima’s drama, the closer they come to 
scenographic upheavals that would be unthinkable in the meticulously 
systematized first act. Scenography will not only challenge the given space for 
performance, but also call into question the definition of presentational space as 
a space activated by performers. 

 

 
Table 5. Madame de Sade (1989), act 2: Montreuil (Anita Björk) and kneeling Renée (Stina Ekblad).  
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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Revision 
The first indication of revised concepts is visualized through a change of 
colour. In the second act the costumes lose their pale nuances and turn bright 
red or orange, and the backdrop shows a reddish pattern similar to flames. If 
the green backdrop in the previous act hinted at contemplative nature, this 
background provides another set of connotations indeed. We are beamed back to 
the pre-revolutionary Paris of 1778 and a clan in deterioration, whose 
favourable appearance is beginning to crumble beyond their control: the second 
act takes place in the middle of their family blaze and eleven years before the 
final destruction of their social foundation. The choreography of the actors that 
in the first act was so strict suddenly slackens, thus allowing both physical 
contact and exchanged looks. Small alterations slowly undermine the system 
that was laid out earlier, mirroring the forthcoming political collapse in which 
elemental ideas that had served to preserve a lifestyle turn into irrelevant relics 
from the past. The women on stage embody the political developments that will 
eventually lead to Sade’s elevation within the new political system and their 
own ruin, a revision of moral, sexual, and political rules that will concern both 
their own lives as well as society at large.  

The costumes that in some respect work as shields in the first act, 
aiming at sustaining appearances and protecting from attacks from people and 
peers, seem to lose their protective qualities in the rising turmoil. Saint–Fond 
wears yet another costume of divergent expression in the second act. She is 
now dressed in a yellow peplos and conceals her face with a mask. Saint-Fond 
removes the mask when she reveals Montreuil’s latest scheme to keep the 
daughter Renée separated from Sade, with the aid of the other daughter Anne. 
Table 3 catches the moment when Saint-Fond (Agneta Ekmanner) is about to 
leave, as it turns out, for the last time in the play. Anne (Marie Richardson) 
has just asked to accompany her, whereupon Saint-Fond replies: “An excellent 
suggestion. […] Once you were the tool of your sister, now of your mother. 
Next time, Anne, I’ll make you mine.”78 With a single manipulation she rips 
the top of Anne’s dress, exposing her bare breast and simultaneously the 
fragility of the aristocratic armour. The photograph shows Saint-Fond gently 
stroking Anne’s breast, a gesture that is received with mutual pleasure but also 
embarrasses the maid Charlotte (Helena Brodin) who stands next to them. 
Saint-Fond unveils Montreuil’s manipulations of justice and by doing so she 
also lays the foundation for the future actions of all the characters. She has 
provided information that forces Renée and Montreuil to rearrange their 
positions. The initial, firm scenographic structure continues to fall apart. 
Within the box-like presentational space, light begins to change violently and 
the actors’ movements lose serenity and calm. In an instant, the fire pattern at 
                                                        
78  Mishima 1971: 56. In Swedish: “Saint-Fond: Så gärna! Jag är verkligen lyckligt lottad 
som får sällskap med ett så älskligt verktyg. Först var ni er systers redskap och nu er 
mors. Nästa gång kan ni väl bli mitt redskap.” (Madame de Sade, prompt book: 63) 
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the back shifts to flat red - artificial and impenetrable. Mother and daughter are 
now caged into a space without exit. 

 

Visualizing the invisible 
The developments of the second act result in several attacks on the clear and 
strict organization established in the first act: suddenly, the characters start to 
move about the stage in a new way and their costumes lose their protective 
status. Blocking and costumes show that the drama heads towards approaching 
upheavals, but none of the changes challenge the space in any fundamental 
way. The performance situation is, of course, the foundation for the characters’ 
existence in four dimensions and thereby the one, major aspect that 
distinguishes them as “live” (in performance) as opposed to “literary” (in the 
text). This corresponds to the distinction between the material entity labelled 
“set” as opposed to the live and active concept “scenography.” By performing 
new kinds of movements in the second act, the actors visualize the characters’ 
new conditions of life. From a scenographic point of view, the cracked 
standards should find correspondence in a cracked presentational space; 
dramaturgically speaking, the complete demolition of the previous order would 
need to include this.  

A new order for presentational space could however not be effectuated 
until all lies are exposed in a final coup de grâce of family honour, which 
happens when Saint-Fond and Anne have left the stage. Renée and Montreuil 
are alone on stage and the daughter swears her loyalty to her husband, 
claiming the purity of their relationship and his respectful behaviour with her 
as opposed to his conduct with other women. Montreuil, on the other hand, 
reveals her knowledge of the opposite and recounts in detail the statement of an 
informer, whom she paid to spy on Renée and Sade. Their dispute is violent, as 
table 4 shows, well beyond their initial, composed performance. Afterwards, the 
tempo returns to its initial slow pace - with all facts uncovered, the women can 
resume composure and dignity. They turn frontally as before. But as the false 
foundation for the family’s honour has been exposed, it is suddenly possible to 
break the boundaries for presentational space as well.  

Is the return of frontal acting indicating the return of previous attitudes? 
Due to the cumulative deterioration of every previous border, a return to status 
quo would be most unlikely. Thus, Montreuil initiates the last blow against 
the spatial framework. Moving out of the stage light, she positions herself in 
the dark space at extreme stage right. “All you have done is opened the door on 
the sky full of stars, or whatever you call it, and stepped outside,” she says to 
Renée from the darkness near the wings.79 Despite the lack of stage light there, 

                                                        
79  Mishima 1971: 74. In Swedish: “Montreuil: [---] Du har inte gjort någonting annat än 
öppnat dörren till den där himlen full av stjärnor och snubblat ut genom den.” (Madame 
de Sade, prompt book: 76) 
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she is still visible for the audience. “You have divided people into 
compartments,” Renée answers her mother, “the way you put handkerchiefs 
into one drawer and gloves into another, or the way you decide that sweetness 
belongs to rabbits and vileness to toads. You have put Madame de Montreuil 
into the drawer marked ‘propriety,’ and Alphonse into the drawer for revolting 
immorality. [---] But an earthquake may overturn the drawers. Then you’ll land 
in the drawer labelled ‘immorality,’ and Alphonse in the one for virtue.”80 
Having been the only one physically present on the lit stage (Charlotte is 
however occasionally present throughout the scene, watching the dispute), 
Renée begins to move in the opposite direction from her mother and eventually 
positions herself in the darkness at extreme stage left. She continues, “If you 
examined in the mirror how disgusting you are, you might have trouble 
deciding in which drawer you belong.”81  

Immediately after the exits of Anne and Saint-Fond, Montreuil appears to 
have the upper hand because of her initiated knowledge in Renée’s secret, 
sadomasochistic conduct with the Marquis in the past. But the situation has 
turned and the two actors emphasize the rift in the play when leaving the stage 
empty. When returning at stage centre from the positions in the wings, as 
illustrated by table 5, the positions have changed. Renée’s provocative speech 
earlier finally makes Montreuil (Anita Björk) exclaim: “Renée, I’ll slap your 
face!” Renée (Stina Ekblad) answers: “Go ahead! But what would you do if I 
curled up with pleasure at being slapped?”82 

Up to this point, presentational space had worked in accordance with 
some basic conventions in theatre practice: it is lit when activated and the 
performers are easily perceived in presentational space. The light and visibility 
of the actors separate stage from wings, active space from inactive place. In this 
respect, the organization is equivalent to Montreuil’s order of things and a tool 
for preserving a traditional structure. Visibility has appeared as priority number 
one in the production from the very beginning of the performance. A curtain 
does not even exist which could imply there are actions on stage the audience 
should not be aware of. Light and darkness are consequently the primary tools 
indicating the beginning and end of each act, toning up when it starts and 

                                                        
80  Mishima 1971: 74. In Swedish: “Renée: Ni och era gelikar delar in alla människor i 
fack, precis som ni lägger näsdukar och handskar i olika byrålådor eller säger att rådjur 
är älskliga och paddor fula. Madame de Montreuil ingår i lådan för oförvitlighet. 
Alphonse i lådan för perversitet. Men plötsligt kan en jordbävning vända upp och ner på 
lådorna. Då hamnar kanske min mor i lådan för lastbarhet och Alphonse bland de 
oförvitliga.” (Madame de Sade, prompt book: 76-77) 
81  “Renée: Om ni kunde se er i spegeln hur motbjudande ni ser ut, så skulle ni kanske få 
svårt att avgöra i vilken låda ni ska läggas. [---]” (Madame de Sade, prompt book: 77) 
82  Mishima 1971: 75. In Swedish: “Montreuil: Renée! — Jag skulle kunna slå dig! Renée: 
Ni får gärna slå mig! Men vad gör ni om jag kurar ihop mig av vällust över att bli slagen?” 
(Madame de Sade, prompt book: 78) 
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fading out when it ends. It might even be claimed that Yukio Mishima’s play is 
staged as a drama on visibility, revolving around exposure (of lies, of secrets, of 
repressed memories) and appearances (keeping up, losing, or being false to 
them). Mishima’s text might also imply that Sade’s crime is less based on the 
acts themselves than on the publicity they receive. Sade exposes a previously 
hidden sexuality, visualizes what has been invisible. As Montreuil points out, 
“the misconduct of the nobility has never before been so subjected to public 
criticism.”83  

When Nora moves away from the stage in A Doll’s House, she creates an 
expansion of presentational space into the auditorium. In Madame de Sade, 
however, an analogous movement activates a space that is part of the stage itself. 
By leaving presentational space, as the audience knew it, the actors energize 
what has been inactive and thus unseen; they unveil an area of their own 
domain. In this respect, presentational space is controlled and defined by their 
bodies rather than by a material and architectonic structure. But the actors, 
Anita Björk as Montreuil and Stina Ekblad as Renée, do not only bring 
practitioner space into the drama, they also leave the lit stage empty. They leave 
the stage and move out of the light. Considering the character of the 
production and its emphasis on sight, the revision of space could not possibly 
go much further.  

 
Light and dramatic relevance 
The act when Montreuil and Renée leave the stage in Madame de Sade proves 
that absence need not equal irrelevance. On the contrary, people, objects and 
other features can be just as significant when taken away, provided that the 
absence is apprehended as a communicative tool, a dramaturgic choice. As 
Peggy Phelan states:  
 

Performance and theatre make manifest something both more than and 
less than ‘the body.’ And yet the acts made visible in theatre and 
performance are acts that we attribute over and over again to bodies, often 
immaterial and phantasmatic ones.84 
 
Even when first speaking from her new position, Montreuil remains 

dramatically relevant, but her presence is incorporeal, almost comparable to 
voice-over in film. Visual concentration is solely on Renée. Even so, 

                                                        
83  Mishima 1971: 10. In Swedish: “Montreuil: Adelns lastbara leverne har aldrig tidigare 
kritiserats av gemene man som i våra dagar.” (Mishima 1989: 29. The line was cut in 
Bergman’s production.) 
84  Phelan 1997: 3. Peggy Phelan’s investigation on absence and memories results in many 
thought—provoking observations that are relevant here. These single statements invite 
interesting reflections on all the productions in this study, but in particular, perhaps, on 
the production of Madame de Sade.  
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Montreuil’s participation is not diminished by her incorporeity. Neither Renée 
nor her mother are reduced when moving into the dusk, as the movement does 
not evaporate their existence. Instead, the empty stage is filled with their voices 
- it is activated through sound, not bodies. Remember also that they have left a 
lit space and moved into unlit domains on stage. Light (like bodies) activates, 
makes a space dramatically relevant: it enhances and highlights (in the most 
literal sense of the word) the dramatic subject. When words from the wings 
echo over the stage, these voices become the acting subject, separated from 
bodies but nevertheless acting in a defined, lit space. In this respect, Madame de 
Sade provides a more radical transformation of presentational space than A 
Doll’s House. In Ingmar Bergman’s production of Henrik Ibsen’s play, the actors 
define the acting area through their movements. Their bodies, not the design, 
determine the borders of presentational space. In Madame de Sade, on the other 
hand, a gap appears between scenography as established by the bodies of the 
actors, and scenography as activated through light and sound.  

When an actor moves away from the frame that has been established by 
the design, light usually accompanies him or her and thereby accents on the 
simultaneous expansion of scenography. Scenography can also contract 
through the handling of light. A single spotlight might reduce the activated 
area, thereby concentrating the visual focus to a small part of stage space. When 
light narrows the visual field to a single point, contraction ceases to be a 
material fact on the same level as, for example, a platform on the stage. It then 
becomes a movement comparable to (and conditioned by) expansion, 
confirming the idea of perpetually morphing scenography. Dividing the 
colours of the stagecloth, as in Madame de Sade, exemplifies a similar 
phenomenon. The smaller area becomes focal point and all movements relate to 
it, as the rest of presentational space is more or less void. However, being so 
clearly separated from the preconditions provided by the set itself, light comes 
to draw attention to the edge between enlightened, active fiction and the 
darkness next to it. It continuously manipulates the shape and character of 
scenography. 

Light also points to the performance of the spectator. A lit auditorium, as 
was customary for instance in the seventeenth century, upgrades the audience 
and stimulates activity. The sharp borderline between stage and auditorium is 
erased, or at least visually reduced. The darkness of the Wagnerian theatre, on 
the other hand, subdues non-directed movements. The characters on stage are 
made visible whereas the spectators both literally and metaphorically are kept in 
the dark, as the darkness sometimes aims at concealing technical operations. 
Darkness may not always connote dramatic irrelevance, but it certainly implies 
physical passivity. Light, dusk, and darkness are in this respect manifestations 
of power. It corresponds to the act of positioning the spectator in relation to the 
stage, and thus to the authoritative decisions on what the spectators should see 
and how they should perceive it. But even so, it is also true that darkness in 
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the theatre is never total, despite the high level of modern theatre technology. 
Stanton B. Garner reflects on this phenomenon and states:  

 
Stage light scatters the darkness that surrounds it, while the regulations 
governing exit lights […] guarantee that even the darkness between 
scenes or acts is never complete. Like silence — which is always rendered 
virtual by the inescapable sounds of a peopled auditorium — theatrical 
darkness is always, if only slightly, an illusion.85 
 
If light visually defines the flexible borders of stage space, sound 

constitutes its audile counterpart. Neither light nor sound is bound to the 
material construction on stage and both can therefore break its supposed 
restrictions in space. However, sound as opposed to light goes beyond the 
visualized, the seen. When widening the definition of scenography the art form 
expands beyond a purely visual expression, which motivates the incorporation 
of non-visual phenomena in scenography analysis. Sound is usually not 
included in the work of the scenographer. Nevertheless, it can influence the 
spectator’s apprehension of the organization of the space. For example, diegetic 
sounds that appear outside the visually perceptible acting area announce the 
existence of an exterior space. They generate a mental expansion of the stage 
space. The immateriality of sound can therefore bring new dimensions to 
scenography without affecting the strictly visual apprehension of the set 
design, as proved by the production of Madame de Sade. Thus, expansion can 
also result from non-visual phenomena, as when off stage sounds raise 
awareness of a space exterior to the exposed acting area. Consequently, 
scenography must not necessarily be restricted to visuality. If scenography is 
defined as an organization of space and not as an arrangement of things, it 
comes to include invisible or even concealed spaces in a performance. Theatrical 
features are sometimes accentuated rather than diminished when removed from 
the stage light. In this context, as well as in others, absence is not a passive 
condition. It is an active position.86 

 

Presence, absence 
Marquis de Sade’s presence is strong in Yukio Mishima’s play, despite his 
physical absence, and concepts such as absence and presence are in a similar 
way central to the production as we could see in the example above. The two 

                                                        
85  Garner 1994: 40 
86  The non-correspondence between absence and irrelevance, presence and relevance can 
be applied on numerable situations also in everyday life, not least when it comes to gender 
and power. Compare with Peggy Phelan’s reflection: “If representational visibility equals 
power, then almost-naked young white women should be running Western culture.” 
(Phelan 1993: 10) 
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concepts are manipulated so that their definitions become indeterminable.87 For 
one thing, physical presence does not equal dramatic significance for any of the 
characters. An actor can either be present on stage without being active, or 
absent and still highly relevant in the plot. She can remain invisible to the 
others until she speaks, an act often coinciding with entrance in Mishima’s 
text,88 and she can also be invisible due to her social position, like the maid 
Charlotte, but still act as an active observer. Unlike the platform in A Doll’s 
House, which marks one area for activity and another one for inactivity, there 
is no indication here of which area energizes the characters and which makes 
them passive. Such borderlines are created solely through the movements of the 
actors. Consequently, voice and movement become key words for determining 
the extent of both physical and mental presence.  

Physical but mute presence is at times an indication of the major 
influence a character has on the situation. In the beginning of the second act, 
Anne presents a letter to Renée, saying that Sade has been released from prison. 
During their dialogue, Montreuil is standing in the background, as a reminder 
of who has enough influence to control his release. Her daughters do not 
notice her and presumably Montreuil is not physically present until she finally 
speaks: “Renée, isn’t it wonderful? […] I thought I’d surprise you by not 
breathing a word myself.”89 Montreuil’s comment indicates how participatory 
she in fact has been in arranging his release (which only serves to imprison 
him elsewhere, as Saint-Fond reveals). The mother’s presence is obviously 
related not so much to her body as to her voice. In the production of A Doll’s 
House, bodies are superior to voice in that the actors manipulate presentational 
space through movements, leading to an expansion of presentational space. The 
Madame de Sade production modifies that order. Voice separated from movement 
becomes the tool that decides the presence or absence of a character. Voice and 
body are not inseparable. On the contrary, they can even work in opposite 
directions.  

                                                        
87  Freddie Rokem makes the same observation (Rokem 2000: 120-123). In his analysis of 
Ingmar Bergman’s production, he discusses the comparison between the absent Sade and the 
likewise absent director. Rokem means that the production exemplifies Bergman’s interest 
in his own position in the dramatic process. My interpretation, however, suggests a reading 
in which the prime focus lies on the binaries production — author, rather than production 
— director. 
88  Cf. note 86. 
89  Mishima 1971: 42. In Swedish: “Montreuil: Är det inte underbart, Renée? […] Jag ville 
överraska dig, förstår du, och därför skickade jag i hemlighet Anne för att hämta 
dokumentet.” (Mishima 1989: 65). The lines were partly cut in Bergman’s production: 
“Montreuil: Är det inte underbart, Renée? Jag gratulerar!” (Madame de Sade, prompt book: 
49) 
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REVOLUTION 

 
Scenography can expand and contract several times in a performance and 
thereby create an almost pulsating motion in presentational space. Through her 
movements between the platform, the front-door near the wings, and finally the 
auditorium, Pernilla Östergren as Nora in A Doll’s House certainly proved that 
expansion in scenography is intimately connected to the enveloping space, as 
discussed in the previous chapter. Scenographic expansion and contraction 
might in this respect appear to be quite different to revolution, the movement 
that will be examined here.  

The verb “revolve,” deriving from the Latin prefix re- (back, again) and 
volv� re, to roll, or turn,90 is also used as a noun in theatre practice, giving name 
to the revolve, i.e. the circular turntable stage that mechanically produces a 
revolving motion in a set design. Revolving movements in scenography, as 
opposed to expansion, could seem to be bound only to the area that constitutes 
the base for the motion, i.e. the actual turntable. In that case, the 
transformability of revolving scenography would depend solely on the character 
of the sets that have been fixed onto it — a bedroom that is replaced with a 
square as the revolve revolves, which a little later transforms into a glade in a 
forest. Each set provides a new sight that alters the scenographic view. The 
activation of the revolve is in fact a moment of dramatic suspense in itself: the 
mechanical motion literally visualizes the spacetime of the drama as it slowly 
reveals new settings, new places. Just as the revolve stage is linguistically 
related to revolution, defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as “The action, 
on the part of a thing or person, of turning or whirling round, or of moving 
round some point,”91 revolving scenography might be revolutionary indeed in 

                                                        
90  OED 1989 XIII: 247, 842 
91  OED 1989 XIII: 840 
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another definition of the concept: “Alteration, change, mutation. rare” or “An 
instance of great change or alteration in affairs or in some particular thing.”92  

A revolving stage may serve as either a practical devise to use during 
intermission or a performance’s ghost in the machine. Revolution without it, 
on the other hand, highlights the spatial relationship between actor and 
audience. It results in a shift of focus, from the movement per se to the 
consequences it has on the complete theatre space. This chapter will show how 
revolving scenography can revolutionize space in a theatre performance, 
without the aid of a revolve stage. 
 

 
Table 6. Long Day’s Journey into Night (1988), act 1: Edmund (Peter Stormare), Mary (Bibi Andersson), 
and Tyrone (Jarl Kulle). Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 
 
Long Day’s Journey into Night 
The production of Eugene O’Neill’s autobiographical drama Long Day’s Journey 
into Night, staged at the Main Stage of the Royal Dramatic Theatre in 1988, 
represented yet another collaboration between director Ingmar Bergman and 
scenographer Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss.93 Palmstierna–Weiss created an 

                                                        
92  OED 1989 XIII: 841 
93  The recording at DTA is from one of the final rehearsals and the camera keeps more or 
less still throughout the performance. 
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austere set design for the play: a low platform was placed at the edge of the stage 
(an arrangement that relates to the set design for A Doll’s House the following 
year), but the rest of the stage space was empty and sparsely lit.94 Some 
furniture on the platform helped the identification of fictional place - a couple 
of chairs, a table, and an armchair were the only props that remained from 
O’Neill’s extensive stage directions. Two non-identical pillars were placed in the 
rear corners of the platform. An old telephone hung on the pillar to the left 
(seen from the auditorium) and a Madonna figure made of wood stood on top 
of it. The right pillar was larger but without distinguishing marks. A large 
screen for black and white projections was placed behind the platform.  

The author Eugene O’Neill keeps the same location, a living–room, 
throughout the play, but in the introduction to the play, he informs the reader 
of the overall organization of the house: 

 
At rear are two double doorways with portières. The one at right leads 
into a front parlour with the formally arranged, set appearance of a room 
rarely occupied. The other opens on a dark, windowless back parlour, 
never used except as a passage from living–room to dining–room. […]  
In the right wall, rear, is a screen door leading out on the porch which 
extends halfway around the house. Farther forward, a series of three 
windows looks over the front lawn to the harbour and the avenue that 
runs along the water front. […] 
In the left wall, a similar series of windows looks out on the grounds 
behind the house.95 

 

This architectonic body contains four people, the Tyrone family. James, 
the father (Jarl Kulle), bought the house with money he made as travelling 
actor. The elder son Jamie, played by Thommy Berggren, has taken up his 
father’s occupation, although with less success, whereas the younger brother 
Edmund (the author’s alter ego, played by Peter Stormare) works as a 
journalist. Their mother Mary (Bibi Andersson) has just recovered from 
morphinism. Cathleen, the family’s maid (Kicki Bramberg), also stays in the 
house. Daily life circles around the men’s unnamed fear of Mary’s mental 

                                                        
94  See Olofgörs 1995: 266-267 for a more detailed description of the set. 
95  O’Neill 2001:9. In Swedish: “I fonden är två breda dörröppningar med draperier. Den 
högra leder till ett förmak, vars möblemang är stelt och ordentligt uppställt på ett sätt 
som antyder att rummet sällan används. Den vänstra leder till ett fönsterlöst, mörkt rum, 
som aldrig används annat än som passage mellan vardagsrummet och matsalen. [---] I 
väggen till höger är en nätdörr till verandan, som sträcker sig halvvägs runt huset. Hitom 
nätdörren är tre fönster i rad, genom vilka man har utsikt över gräsmattan framför huset 
mot hamnen och gatan som löper längs vattnet. […] I väggen till vänster öppnar sig en 
liknande rad fönster ut mot gården på baksidan av huset.” (O’Neill 1991: 15) 
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weakness. The author depicts a family in disintegration, a day in August when 
Mary relapses into addiction.  
 

 
Table 7. Long Day’s Journey into Night (1988), act 2: Tyrone (Jarl Kulle), Mary (Bibi Andersson), 
Edmund (Peter Stormare), and Jim (Thommy Berggren). Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 
 

The projection screen at the back is parallel to the auditorium and the 
furniture on the platform is turned towards the spectators, which gives the set 
a clear, visual direction. In addition to this, the actors organize the indefinite 
space that surrounds the platform: by directing gestures and looks, they place 
the sea in the auditorium, the garden and entrance at stage right, and the 
kitchen in the outskirts of stage left. Their movements provide the empty stage 
space with a content not unlike the milieu depicted by the author in his 
introductory instructions quoted above. Although invisible to the spectators, it 
is obvious to all how the empty space is organized. Clearer than any of the 
other productions in this investigation, Long Day’s Journey into Night shows 
the equal importance of perceptible and non-perceptible features in 
scenography, each providing keys to the organization of the house.  

It is the organization of props on the platform that will eventually 
revolve scenography, although the sparse arrangement provides signs for a 
room rather than spells out its exact content. Even so, the spectator can identify 
fictional place as situated indoors, thus in accordance with the author’s 
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directions. But the screen behind the actors shows a different picture: instead of 
supporting the indoor-feeling, it displays the projected image of a façade. From 
there on, the projections continuously change during the performance, 
shifting from the introductory exterior of a house to a pale window behind 
translucent curtains, and later a closed door. Projections and the arrangement 
of props are thus spatially incompatible and it is obvious from the start that the 
projections could neither serve as determinants of place, nor continuations of 
the represented living-room. Fading in and out of the embedding darkness, 
each picture slits the three-dimensional bodies of actors and props from the 
two-dimensional projections behind them. If the screens behind the platform in 
A Doll’s House are physical manifestations, perceptible and concrete, these 
counterparts have no body at all. The pillars at the back become navigation 
marks on the ascetic stage, rising from the platform like two beacons. As shape 
does not appear to follow function in this case (one pillar holds telephone and 
Madonna whereas the other is a cocktail cabinet, holding the liquor), their 
design receives intrinsic value. In the forthcoming revolution of scenography, 
the pillars play the leading part. 
 

The set revolves 
The subject matter of the projections behind the platform oscillates between 
exterior and interior, from the body of the building to its intestines. “You’re a 
fine armful now, Mary, with those twenty pounds you’ve gained,” Tyrone says 
to his wife early in the play.96 Confirming his satisfaction in her regained 
composure, the comment implies his trust in the correspondence between body 
and soul. A sound body would mirror Mary’s recovered mental health, just as a 
façade would correspond to inner rooms, the internal organs of the building’s 
body.  

One could very well interpret the projections as corroborating this ideal, 
each picture appearing to follow the status of the family and the present mood 
on stage. As the day travels from morning to early evening, each member, little 
by little, loses his or her initial appearance. Finally, towards the end of the first 
act, all hope is lost concerning Mary’s lasting recovery from morphinism. 
Mother (Bibi Andersson), father (Jarl Kulle), and younger son Edmund (Peter 
Stormare) are found in front of a damp-stained wallpaper in extreme close-up 
(table 6) and Mary dwells on events in her life, including the cause for her 
rheumatism - allegedly the birth of Edmund — that necessitates painkilling 
medication. Tyrone is resigned, knowing the symptoms and therefore well 
aware of the pointlessness of either arguing or keeping up appearances: “Don’t 
mind her, lad,” he says openly. “It doesn’t mean anything. When she gets to 

                                                        
96  O’Neill 2001:12. In Swedish: “Tyrone: Jaa — nu börjar du bli nånting att ta i, Mary, 
med dom där tio kilona du har gått upp.” (Long Day’s Journey into Night, prompt book: 
1) 
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the stage where she gives the old crazy excuse about her hands she’s gone far 
away from us.”97  

The fifth and last scene in Eugene O’Neill’s play, “midnight,” equals the 
second and final act in Ingmar Bergman’s production. Table 7 catches a short 
moment, similar to a still, in which the whole family is assembled on stage. 
The recording at DTA does not catch this scene, presumably introducing the 
second act, but an identical pose is found at the beginning of the first act. 
When the second act begins, however, Tyrone remains on stage alone. He is 
drunk and constantly listening for any sounds from Mary upstairs, conscious 
of his wife’s relapse into addiction. In the light of the furniture on the platform 
(three cane chairs and a small table) and later the performers’ acting, the scene 
takes place on the porch - Eugene O’Neill’s unity of place is consequently 
broken.98 In the author’s stage directions, it is adjacent to the living–room: “In 
the right wall [of the living-room], rear, is a screen door leading out on the 
porch which extends halfway around the house.”99 When he defines this 
exterior space in the text, he gives access to an area that is inhabited by the 
characters, yet invisible to the (imagined) spectators. In this production, the set 
on stage in the second act displays an abstraction, a mental space in O’Neill’s 
play: scenography moves into a room that is out of sight according to the 
author’s stage directions and that the characters do not refer to in the first act.  

Two objects have been transferred from the previous living-room set to 
the second act’s porch: the pillars in the rear corners of the platform. Still 
placed at the back, the pillars have now changed places so that the Madonna and 
telephone are found to the right and the pillar-shaped cocktail cabinet stands to 
the left, seen from the auditorium. Moreover, both pillars have been turned 
around and so the wooden Madonna is now seen from behind, thereby 
revealing her hollow back. Although the rearrangement of the set is so subtle 
that it becomes easy to overlook, it has revolutionary consequences in the 
production: it revolves scenography. As a spin-off, it also revolves theatre space. 
The pillars confirm their function as navigation marks indeed, first because 
they expose the fact that presentational space has revolved since the previous 
act, and second because they expose the position of the porch in relation to the 
living-room. In the first act, the porch would have been situated behind the 
pillars, i.e. as an invisible extension of the platform. This may seem simple 

                                                        
97  O’Neill 2001: 101. In Swedish: “Tyrone: Bry dej inte om det, Edmund. När hon har 
hunnit till det där stadiet, när hon börjar skylla på sina händer, då är hon redan långt 
borta ifrån oss.” (O’Neill 1991: 125). The scene with Tyrone, Mary and Edmund is 
reduced and rewritten in Bergman’s production and the line does not occur in the final 
version of the script.  
98  The fictional place of the second act is identified as the porch of Monte Cristo Cottage, 
i.e. the summer home of the O’Neill family in Törnqvist 1995: 61. 
99  O’Neill 2001: 9. Cf. note 95. 
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enough. But examine the effects of the changes and a much more complicated 
pattern will appear.  

A closer look at scenography in this production shows that there is little 
correspondence between appearances and inner life, despite Tyrone’s wishes 
quoted above.100 The projections follow the emotional content of the play, but 
also live a life of their own in that they do not visually unite with the set on 
the platform or the empty space organized by the actors. They reflect details 
from the home that create a spatial gap, a rift in the organization of space. 
Similarly, there is discrepancy between Mary’s physical appearance, as described 
by her husband, and her nervousness. The correlation between physical 
representations and immaterial landscapes (mental and spatial) diverge more 
and more during the performance. The veins of the grand pillar contain liquor, 
continuously drunk throughout the journey into night, and the Madonna 
exposes her hollow backside when the platform revolves. New information 
never fails to contradict appearances.  

 
Moving set, motionless space 
The new position of the pillars indicates that the last act takes place next to the 
living–room, hence in accordance with the author’s directions, which would 
explain why the audience now sees them from behind. There is however one 
cardinal inconsistency that disturbs this spatial logic: the characters pay little 
attention to the new conditions. The new order that would follow the shift of 
fictional place — moving from living-room to porch and thereby creating a 
180-degree turn of presentational space — is not consistently realized. 
Although the actors suggest some changes in the spatial structure through 
movements and gestures, these modifications only concern the structure of the 
house, its entrance being now at stage left. The sea is still placed in the 
auditorium. 

As in the first act, presentational space is not organized only by the props 
on the platform but also created from the incorporeal environment, i.e. the 
surrounding empty stage, whose content and disposition is shaped by the 
actors. The performers imply directions and orientation in this indefinite space, 
but their immense influence on presentational space is not apprehensible until 
scenography revolves. Only then, is it possible to fully discern the gap between 
the scenography as determined by props, and scenography as established by 
performers. They visualize a living-room, a summer home, a garden, and the 
nearby sea; they create a whole milieu from nothing but a table, some chairs, 
and two pillars. But revolving presentational space in the second act 
simultaneously aborts this first structure. The non-consistency between 
movements and set splits scenography in Long Day’s Journey into Night, which 
becomes divided into three segments: a) the porch represented on the platform, 

                                                        
100  See note 96. 
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b) the invisible surroundings, and c) the projections, each segment working 
according to its own spatial order. When space splits into components that 
literally work in different directions, scenography does not come out as an 
organic unity. On the contrary: closely examined it is not one, complete body, 
but an assemblage of body parts. Only one body part, the pillars, effects 
revolution. It has enough power to turn over the organization of the set, but 
the change of direction is not reproduced in the entire scenographic body. 
Props (the two pillars) initiate revolution in scenography, but do not overrule 
the performers, who partly ignore the new spatial conditions suggested in the 
set: the actors control the invisible, fictional place, irrespective of both 
projections and props. 

Although the revolved platform is more or less ignored by the actors, it 
concerns the audience indeed. In fact, a key consequence of revolution in 
scenography is that the movement displays the position of the spectators. If 
imagining theatre space as one large container of different spaces, or positions, 
then revolving scenography 180 degrees in the second act would mean that the 
new perspective exposes the audience’s first position. Revolution means that the 
spectators come to sit opposite their original position in theatre space. The 
audience faces the (invisible) opening between living-room and porch, which 
should be situated between the pillars, throughout the performance. This 
means that it must also face the (invisible) position it had in the first act when 
returning to the auditorium after intermission. Thereby, revolution confirms 
the invisibility of the space that envelops the stage. The movement exposes it as 
an embedding nothing. It also confirms the spectators’ absence in this space; in 
it, the audience is not relevant at all.  

With reference to the consequences of the revolved scenography in Long 
Day’s Journey into Night, such as the spatial inconsistencies and the invisible 
position of the audience, the movement confirms the nebulous contours that 
characterize the overall scenographic theme in the production. The change of 
fictional place is bound to the material organs of the house — features such as 
pillars, Madonna, the furniture. The invisible environment (i.e. a non-
perceptible part of scenography) that contains these items comes forth as even 
more incongruous in the second act than in the first, as it does not operate 
organically with the rest of the set. Scenography refers solely to the 
production’s own body — to plot, actors, props, empty space, et cetera. It 
visualizes a lack of external pipelines and the only links relevant in this 
production are the fibres uniting the family members.101 Both platform and 
characters appears to be thrown out into orbit.  
                                                        
101  Eugene O’Neill’s text is contracted by one fifth for this production. (Törnqvist 1995: 
60) Cathleen’s part is reduced, as well as literary allusions and citations. Focus is 
consequently on the family, which confirms that scenography in the production of Long 
Day’s Journey into Night primarily mirrors the emotional strings that attach the family 
members.  
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Image Makers 
In 1998, the Royal Dramatic Theatre held the first performance of a new play by 
Swedish author Per Olov Enquist, Bildmakarna (Image Makers), in which 
director Ingmar Bergman collaborated with scenographer Göran Wassberg.102 
The play was staged at Målarsalen (a small studio stage that was originally the 
scene shop of the theatre) and treats a subject that presumably would be close to 
Bergman, who takes great interest in the history of Swedish cinematography: 
the drama concerns the creation of the innovative silent film Körkarlen, The 
Phantom Carriage (1921). It revolves around the meeting of four people, each 
one renowned in the Swedish history of film and literature: author Selma 
Lagerlöf (Anita Björk), director Victor Sjöström (Lennart Hjulström), actor 
Tora Teje (Elin Klinga), and photographer Julius Jaenzon (Carl-Magnus 
Dellow). Taking place in Sjöström’s office in 1920, the drama concerns a 
preview of his new film, which is based on the novel Körkarlen (The 
Coachman) by Selma Lagerlöf.103 Teje does not act in it, but her presence is 
motivated through her previous love affair with Sjöström. Jaenzon, who shot 
the film, is also attracted to her but gets little response. Although a number of 
details in the plot are accurate, Enquist’s approach to his chosen subject is less 
related to historical accuracy than to poetic licence. One central theme of the 
play is however the parallels between Lagerlöf’s life and the leitmotif of her 
novel. Stressing psychological symptoms of co-alcoholism in the play, Enquist 
makes a point of this as a uniting factor in the lives of Victor Sjöström, Tora 
Teje, and Selma Lagerlöf, all of them having grown up with alcoholic fathers.104   

The original stage directions give vague hints at a room with few details: 
 
The room is fairly large, 8 metres by 4,5 metres, with an opening stage 
left leading to an area where a black curtain covers the door. 
 
A dark room? No, perhaps not. A room for screening? 
 
But there is no door, just thick black drapes which have now been pulled 
to one side. 

 
A darkroom? No, not a darkroom, but clearly a kind of lab. Not a 
laboratory for photographs, film perhaps? 

                                                        
102  The recording at DTA was shot at rehearsal. On several occasions, the director 
interrupts the performance in order to adjust light or acting. The camera, however, is still 
throughout the performance. 
103  Victor Sjöström’s film is also referred to as The Coachman in the English translation of 
the play (Enquist 1997). I have decided, however, to refer to the official English title of the 
film in this text, i.e. The Phantom Carriage. 
104  The author discusses the concept “co-alcoholic” as well as its relevance in Lagerlöf’s life 
and work in the Swedish postscript to the play (Enquist 1998: 113-143). 
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Table 8. Image Makers (1998), act 2: Victor Sjöström (Lennart Hjulström) in front of the film screen on 
stage.Photography: Bengt Wanselius.  
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A film laboratory. Part of a horizontal machine can be seen with its lens. 
The machine is two metres long at least. A suspended reel of film. 
 
A cinematic laboratory. The picture becomes clearer.105 

 
Although the studio stage Målarsalen provides the possibility of flexible 

seating arrangements, the production of Image Makers kept a conventional 
organization of space with the audience on gradins on one side of the stage. 
And despite P. O. Enquist’s nebulous stage directions (black curtains replacing 
the door; a film projector and some film is placed somewhere in the room), the 
set design by Göran Wassberg focused on realism. Light walls delimited the 
rectangular stage space. There was a door on stage right, three other doors in 
the back wall, and a screen on stage left that more or less covered the wall. It 
was not placed parallel to the auditorium, in front of the audience, and ought 
to be intended primarily for the characters. Film posters on the walls, classic 
office furniture — this place was filled with so much memorabilia that it might 
just as well be a copy of the original office space at the studios where The 
Phantom Carriage was originally shot.  

The set denotes historical accuracy indeed, but when examined more 
closely one finds distortions in the arrangement. For one thing, stage space is 
asymmetric. The sidewalls are not parallel but folded out, expanding the room 
towards the auditorium. It put in mind a vivarium in which the characters can 
be properly and efficiently examined in the harsh light reflected by the pale 
walls. The fictional office becomes an arena for artistic and personal showdown.  
 

Multiple media coalition 
On three occasions, scenes from The Phantom Carriage are projected on the 
screen at stage left. The first is in the first act:  
 

JULIUS turns the lights down, starts the projector, it shudders alive, and 
images appear on the suspended screen. A bed can be seen, a young 
woman in the bed. She is clearly dying. A woman comes towards her, 
they look at each other. The younger woman in the sick bed sits up, 
almost in terror, the other woman, the wife bends over her, raises her 
hands, claw-like, as if she wanted to attack the dying woman. They watch 

                                                        
105  Enquist 1997: 1. In Swedish: “Vi börjar snart./Rummet är relativt stort, 8 x 4,5 meter, 
med en dörr till vänster där den inre avdelningen öppnar sig; svarta förhängen täcker 
dörren./Ett mörkrum? Nej, kanske inte. Ett visningsrum?/Men det finns ingen dörr, bara 
tjocka svarta förhängen som nu är dragna åt sidan./Ett mörkrum? Nej, inte ett mörkrum, 
men uppenbarligen något slags laboratorium. Inte foto, kanske film?/Ett 
filmlaboratorium. Skymten av en liggande maskin, med objektiv, heter det så? linser?; 
maskinen uppenbarligen minst två meter lång, nu avtecknar sig en hängande 
filmremsa./Filmtekniskt laboratorium. Bilden klarnar.” (Enquist 1998: 7) 
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each other, then suddenly the attacking witch, the wife, collapses, rests 
her head against the cheek of the dying woman. That is all. A flickering 
on the screen, then it is blank, the projector hums and eventually goes 
silent.106 

 
 
 

The sudden darkness before the film begins reduces the visual borderline 
between stage and auditorium; characters as well as audience become spectators 
of the same display, i.e. the excerpt from Victor Sjöström’s film. Does the 
spatially unifying quality of darkness also equalize theatre space and reduce its 
different levels to fiction and non-fiction? If so, would that also imply that the 
sudden, reduced visual difference between stage and auditorium creates one 
audience, not two? As opposed to the people in the auditorium, the characters 
on stage take a position in front of the screen that provides them with a perfect 
view of the moving images, whereas the spectators in the auditorium only see a 
distorted version of the same. It becomes obvious that the characters of the play 
and theatre audience are not partaking in the preview on equal terms and that 
the audience is not the favoured viewer of the film. The “real” viewers so to 
speak, the privileged ones, are found on stage: the artists (actors Elin Klinga, 
Carl-Magnus Dellow, Anita Björk, and Lennart Hjulström) and, not least, the 
performed artists: actor Tora Teje, photographer Julius Jaenzon, author Selma 
Lagerlöf, and director Victor Sjöström.  

One might even say that film ranks lower than theatre here, at least as 
suggested in scenography: the organization of presentational space encourages 
the audience to be preoccupied with the activities in P. O. Enquist’s play rather 
than with Victor Sjöström’s film. In table 8 we see Sjöström (Lennart 
Hjulström), just in the beginning of the second act. He is alone on the softly 
lit stage: 
 

[…] what we see more than anything else is the flickering screen. Scenes 
from THE COACHMAN; almost the final cut. VIKTOR has been working 
all day. JULIUS too.107 

                                                        
106  Enquist 1997: 14. In Swedish: “(Julius släcker ner, startar projektorn, den skakar till, 
och på den upphängda vita duken syns bilderna. Det syns en säng, en ung kvinna i 
sängen. Hon är uppenbarligen döende. En kvinna kommer emot henne, de ser varandra. 
Den yngre kvinnan i sjuksängen reser sig upp, nästan som i fasa, den andra kvinnan, 
hustrun, böjer sig över henne, höjer händerna, klolika, som om hon velat kasta sig över 
den döende. De ser på varandra, så sjunker den angripande, häxan, hustrun, plötsligt 
samman, lutar sitt huvud mot den döendes kind. Det är allt. Duken flimrar till, blir vit, 
projektorn surrar till och blir tyst).” (Enquist 1998: 35-36) 
107  Enquist 1997: 30. Note that Lagerlöf’s title is used in the English translation of the play 
(cf. note 103) and that it also spells Victor Sjöström’s Christian name with a “k.” In 
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Table 9. Image Makers (1998), act 1: Tora Teje (Elin Klinga) and Julius Jaenzon (CarlMagnus Dellow). 
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 

 
The film excerpts never challenge the arrangement of the setting, which 

means that the audience watches the characters — in this case only Victor - 
watching extracts from The Phantom Carriage. Although inhabiting the same 
darkness, the angle of the screen and the position of the characters prevent 
associations to a shared, “unified” space. The author does not suggest any 
significant changes in the set. On the contrary, he introduces the second act 

                                                                                                                                
Swedish: “[…] det vi ser är framför allt den flimrande filmduken. Den visar scener ur 
“Körkarlen”; ja, den är nu på väg att vara färdigklippt. Victor har arbetat under dagen. 
Och Julius.” (Enquist 1998: 68) 
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with the words: “How well we know this room,”108 suggesting that nothing, or 
at least very little, has changed since the previous act. In fact, it takes until the 
last minutes of performance before a major shift occurs, through the revolution 
of scenography. 
 

Revolution of space 
As opposed to the same movement in the production of Long Day’s Journey into 
Night, revolution in Image Makers takes place in a set that lacks the obvious 
transformability of the empty space. Indeed, it might seem impossible to 
produce a revolving motion in a set that possesses such a clear direction of 
focus, with the audience constituting the fourth wall of the naturalistic set. 
Despite the scenographic differences in the two productions, scenography 
manages to revolve just before the performance of Image Makers ends. It 
happens by means of a central scene in the film, a sequence whose importance 
has been established early on in the performance, when the play begins and 
Tora Teje (Elin Klinga) and Julius Jaenzon (Carl-Magnus Dellow) are found 
alone on stage, as exemplified by table 9. They wait for Victor Sjöström and 
Selma Lagerlöf to arrive and Tora has just snatched a page of Lagerlöf’s script 
from Julius: 
 

TORA (reads quietly)  “So you mustn’t think my body is 
worthless. It is the home of my soul, just like yours is and other people’s 
bodies. You mustn’t think of it as firm or heavy or strong though. Just 
think that it is like a picture which you’ve seen in a mirror and try to 
make yourself believe that it has risen through the glass and can speak 
and move.” Is this in the film? 
 
JULIUS Nooo […] Well, we had this idea that we 
would double expose the film. When the Coachman arrives and the 
drunkard rises from the dead body. I exposed the same take four times 
and when you double expose… 
 
TORA “… a picture which you’ve seen in a 
mirror. A picture which you’ve seen in a mirror.” As if you’re raising 
something. From the grime of life. And it becomes beautiful.109 

                                                        
108  Enquist 1997: 30. In Swedish: “Så väl vi känner detta.” (Enquist 1998: 68) 
109  Enquist 1997: 4. In Swedish: “Tora: ’Därför får du inte tänka, att min kropp ingenting 
är. Den är ett hem för en själ, såsom din egen och andra människors kroppar. Du får bara 
inte tänka på den såsom fast eller tung eller stark. Du skall tänka, att den är som en bild, 
som du sett i en spegel, och försöka inbilla dig, att den stigit fram ur glaset och kan tala 
och se och röra sig.’ Har ni det i filmen? Julius: Nä. Ja vi hade det som idé när vi skulle 
göra dubbelexponeringarna. När Körkarlen kommer och fyllot stiger ur sin döda kropp. 
Jag exponerade samma negativ fyra gånger och då dubbelexponeras… Tora: ’… en bild 
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As hinted by Julius above, the scene in Selma Lagerlöf’s novel inspired 

Victor Sjöström and Julius Jaenzon to advanced technical innovations in the 
production of the film, and so when the play is coming to an end, it is logical 
to wrap it up by showing this particular sequence. The four characters assemble 
to watch the last clip from The Phantom Carriage and P.O. Enquist gives the 
following draft of the ending of the play: 

 
The film begins. The resurrected spirit rises from the dead body.  
 
[…] 
 
The four characters as silhouettes. The image makers see their images 
rise out of the story. 
 

 And then suddenly darkness.110 

 

But in the performance, another sequence has been added to the course of 
events before the lights are turned off. When the characters on stage have taken 
their positions in front of the screen to watch this last sequence, a small 
opening appears in the back wall of the set. The actors instantly turn their faces 
towards the audience: the film is no longer projected onto the screen, but 
comes from different places in the room, one of which is a small aperture 
behind the actors. It is now projected everywhere in the room, also onto the 
faces of the spectators. The actors watch the film, projected into the auditorium 
and so scenography revolves 90 degrees. In an instant, and for a few seconds, 
the audience takes the position of the screen.  

 
Stage versus auditorium 
Returning for a minute to the mechanical revolve, it is clear that the effect it 
produces does not incorporate the audience’s position in relation to the stage. 
Revolving scenography without machinery on the other hand means that a 
more extensive area than the stage proper transforms. The effect of the 
movement in Long Day’s Journey into Night and Image Makers is not bound 
solely to the stage but incorporates the whole auditorium. As spectator, one 
becomes participant in the effectuation of the movement: by necessity, it 
includes the overall spatial relationship between audience and actor.  
                                                                                                                                
som du sett i en spegel. En bild som du sett i en spegel’. Man lyfter liksom upp nånting. 
Ur livets smuts. Och det blir vackert.” (Image Makers, prompt book: 8-9) 
110  Enquist 1997: 51. In Swedish: “Filmen rullar. Den återuppståndne stiger ur den 
förfallnes skepnad./[…]/De fyra gestalterna som silhuetter. Bildmakarna ser sina bilder 
stiga fram ur historien./Och så plötsligt: mörker.” (Enquist 1998: 111-112) 
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In the earlier screenings of The Phantom Carriage in the performance, it 
is clear that the organization of presentational space steers the spectators’ eyes 
towards the play, the plot, rather than towards the moving images on the 
screen. When scenography revolves, however, the film works as an instrument 
for manipulating the space. Suddenly inorganically incorporated into the 
performance and thereby breaking with the established, spatial order of the set, 
the film changes the predicaments for visual and bodily orientation. In the 
production of Long Day’s Journey into Night, the organization of fictional place 
literally works in opposite direction from the projections on the screen behind 
the platform, one depicting interior and the other exterior for example. The 
diverging medium — the projections - maintains a distance from presentational 
space and does not participate in the change of direction. In Image Makers, 
however, space is initially naturalistic and comprehensible, although the 
audience is robbed of a perfect view in the screenings. In this production, 
revolution is accomplished by fusing projections with the actors’ movements 
(as they turn towards the auditorium, following the direction of the film), and 
the bodies of the spectators (who become the surface that materializes it). The 
combination of bodily movement and projected film transgresses previously 
established boundaries in space (its naturalism, its direction, the position and 
role of the audience) and revolves the space. It does not, however, transform 
the set design. Presentational space revolves irrespective of the set so that it 
comes forth as a mobile, immaterial force. Photographic images complicate 
scenography here, just as they do in Long Day’s Journey into Night. Film takes 
over both stage and auditorium. Victor Sjöström’s moving images go beyond 
their initial range and reach out into audience space, so even if the film extracts 
initially are subordinated the traditional structure of a theatre performance, 
revolution certainly changes that order. But its dominance is restricted to the 
technical aspects of the medium – the projector, the light, the projection of 
pictures onto a surface. Although The Phantom Carriage, the subject matter of 
the play, assumes control of both stage and auditorium, even transforming 
audience into screen, the spectators in the auditorium never gain access to the 
film’s content. 

Revolution in Image Makers primarily concerns the relationship between 
presentational space and audience space. The film is made visible through the 
spectators’ own materiality, but the same phenomenon simultaneously makes 
the spectators lose their vision, which certainly generates a paradox: the 
screening of the film that constitutes the core of P. O. Enquist’s play ends up 
blinding the audience. It beams the spectators out of invisibility by 
incorporating them into scenography. In addition, the pictures go from being 
distorted to the audience, as when projected onto the screen, to being totally 
incomprehensible. Although the new direction of the projected film obliterates 
the darkness of the auditorium, it does not make the spectators visible and 
identifiable, but visible and unrecognizable. Visibility does not lead to 
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individualization. On the contrary, the mode of visualization reinforces the 
audience’s position as group, as collective. In an earlier quotation, Julius 
declared that the page Tora read from the novel inspired advanced 
cinematographic tricks in the film, in the scene where the coachman comes for 
the soul of dying drunkard David Holm. “’A picture which you’ve seen in a 
mirror,’” Elin Klinga as Tora reads, reciting the coachman’s words.111 “As if 
you’re raising something. From the grime of life. And it becomes beautiful.”112 
As already mentioned, it is the same sequence in the film that is projected at the 
audience at Målarsalen. How should we interpret this? The actors’ appearances 
remain as before, despite revolution, whereas the two separate positions of 
audience and resurrected spirit David Holm merge into one. Does that imply 
that the audience is raised too and thus becomes beautiful? Revolution forces 
the actors/characters to acknowledge its presence, “like a picture which you 
have seen in a mirror” that has “risen through the glass and can speak and 
move.”113 The spectators take the position of David Holm, their bodies melting 
into his remains that are neither “firm or heavy or strong,”114 but doubly 
translucent through the combination of being both projected and technically 
manipulated: “So you mustn’t think my body is worthless. It is the home of my 
soul, just like yours and other people’s bodies.”115 

This final sequence of revolution only lasts a few seconds, which is 
enough time for apprehending new angles of the intrinsic, bodily structure of 
the space, but not for adjusting ones eyes to the light. The parts that are on 
display after the transformation might have been either concealed or exposed 
before revolution, but in either case, the movement literally puts scenography 
into a new perspective. The shift of position shows the room in a new light and 
revolving scenography thus forces the spectators to take on a new point of 
view. Furthermore, the revolved space leaves keys to its invisible framework: 
the movement exposes the preconditions for space, its skeleton. In Long Day’s 
Journey into Night, revolution uncovers the indefinite contours of scenography 
and highlights that the position of the audience is invisible and presumably of 
less significance. The space created by Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss is open, and 
so scenography revolves without contradicting the arrangement of the set. In 
Göran Wassberg’s design for Image Makers, however, not even revolution 
could overthrow its naturalistic appearance, but the visual discrepancies that 
would appear in the set after revolution become invisible to the spectators, as 
the film causing the movement instantly blinds them. But, as mentioned, the 

                                                        
111  Lagerlöf 1924: 60, cf. 109. 
112  Enquist 1997: 4. In Swedish: “’En bild som du sett i en spegel’. Man lyfter liksom upp 
nånting. Ur livets smuts. Och det blir vackert.” (Image Makers, prompt book: 9) Cf. notes 
109 and 111. 
113  Enquist 1997: 4. Cf. note 109. 
114  Ibid 
115  Ibid 
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new perspective does reveal invisible, spatial structures in this space as well: the 
unchanged set suggests that dramatic space has been stratified. The revolving 
motion acts similarly to a prism, producing facets that together make out the 
whole picture. When the spectators are transformed into screen, they turn into 
attributes within the scenographic body. They take place inside an inner layer 
of scenography and become part of the material set. 

Movement is a necessary agent for revealing the full potential of space 
and the two examples in this chapter show that revolution embraces both set 
and auditorium, but that it above all comprises the borderline in–between, 
visualizing the edge between the two spheres. The original optic angle (point A, 
which in both productions equals the auditorium) moves into a new position 
(point B, i.e. stage right in Image Makers and the back of the stage in Long 
Day’s Journey into Night), so that revolving scenography helps create a mental 
apprehension of a complete space of 360 degrees. Thus, revolved space exposes 
the audience’s position, and perhaps value, in the production. In Image Makers, 
revolution acknowledges the audience: the actors confront the spectators and 
literally face their presence. The consequence of revolution in Long Day’s 
Journey into Night, however, is the exposure of a surrounding emptiness. 
Obviously, confrontation does not necessarily act in favour of the spectators 
here, as it simultaneously tends to reduce them. Being blinded in Image Makers 
is indeed a necessary consequence of participation and the spectators also come 
to take a new position: instead of acting audience in the dark auditorium, they 
are recognized by the actors as participants in the performance. The audience — 
not the actors — is the one who merges with the resurrected spirit of David 
Holm. 

The revolved design provides scenography with a different set of 
references, and when a set revolves it can be apprehended as a revolutionary act 
indeed. This is a movement that forces changed positions, literally 
overthrowing a given visual order. Furthermore, the consequences of 
revolving movements embrace both actor and audience. Indeed, the very act of 
revolving scenography visualizes the ongoing progression in the spacetime of a 
production as time passes when scenography morphs into new appearances.  
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PERFORATION 

 
As the introductory chapter stated, the flats, gauze, and frames of a set design 
do not equal scenography, but there is no denying that these features often are 
central in scenography analysis, even when performed from the aspects space, 
time, and movement. The earlier examples of expansion and revolution in 
scenography were mainly related to features that are not included in the 
common definition of the art, such as bodily movement, projections, and 
sound. Structuring the thesis in this way has served to emphasize the 
composite nature of scenography and to visualize its total body of perceptible 
and non-perceptible phenomena. If the focus up to now has stressed the latter, 
parts of this chapter will highlight the materiality of scenography.  

To the audience, the material aspect of this art could well be the most 
explicit when presentational space is perforated. The consequences of perforated 
scenography are closely related to expansion in that they visualize or activate 
new space, which is added to the initial conception of presentational space in 
the performance. Perforation, built from the Latin prefix per, “through,”116 and 
for� re, to “bore” or “pierce,”117 is exemplified in two ways in this chapter. First, 
we find perforation in the sense of “A hole made by boring, punching, or 
piercing,” as in cases when an actor or thing penetrates the material set. 
Second, it appears in the context of light perforating the non-perceptible border 
of presentational space, in accordance with the OED definition of the noun as 
“a passage, shaft, tunnel.” To perforate scenography is a matter of expansion 
through piercing; to create a passage, or shaft, in it. Perforation is furthermore 
defined as “The natural orifice of an organ or part of the body” in the Oxford 
English Dictionary,118 and so the hole, the perforation, becomes an orifice in the 
body of presentational space. 

                                                        
116  OED 1989, XI: 516 
117  OED 1989, XI: 542 
118  Ibid 
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The chapter investigates perforation of a material set, an act that 
highlights the “thingness” of scenography. Furthermore, it studies perforation 
of the immaterial border of presentational space. The latter example in particular 
bears great resemblance to scenographic expansion, but is performed more 
sudden and with more violence: presentational space expands by being pierced 
by light. 

 
Two times Bacchae 
The act of perforation is found in two versions of Euripides’s Bacchae, but 
although appearing in the same scene in the two productions, perforation is 
fundamentally differently performed. In the forthcoming analysis, the 
productions will be intertwined, discussed parallel to each other. The first 
example of perforation of scenography comes from the opera production of 
Bacchae by composer Daniel Börtz, staged at the Royal Opera in Stockholm in 
1991.119 Börtz worked closely with director Ingmar Bergman in the creation of 
the opera and so they worked out a more or less mutual conception of 
Euripides’s play. Scenographer Lennart Mörk also played a central part in the 
long preparatory work for the production.  

The 1996 drama production of Euripides’s Bacchae, which is the other 
example, can be seen as the concluding part of the gargantuan project that first 
and foremost consisted of the production of the new opera, but also included a 
televised documentary on its conception, a CD-recording, a filmed adaptation of 
the opera for Swedish television, and a PR-campaign that resulted in massive 
national and international attention.  

When eventually staged as drama, several themes and concepts remained 
from the opera production although Ingmar Bergman collaborated with another 
scenographer, Göran Wassberg, at the Royal Dramatic Theatre.120 In both 
productions, the bacchants were individualized with names from the Greek 
alphabet. Furthermore a female actor, Elin Klinga, played the part of Dionysus 
in the dramatization of Bacchae. In the production for the Royal Opera, the god 
was played by mezzo-soprano Sylvia Lindenstrand. This choice could well have 
been related to musical aspects in the opera, but although Daniel Börtz wrote 
the music for both productions, music was clearly subordinated to text in the 
dramatization. Therefore, the choice of Klinga for the part of Dionysus ought 
to have been based on other criteria.  

 
Sets and plot 
When Lennart Mörk created the set design for Bacchae at the Royal Opera, he 
avoided giving the space any visual connections to either a naturalist Thebes or  
                                                        
119  KTA keeps a recording of the performance, shot after the opening. The camera is not 
still, but at times follows the movements of central characters. 
120  The recording at DTA is from rehearsal, interrupted on several occasions by the 
director. The camera makes but few movements under the performance. 
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Table 10. Bacchae at the Royal Dramatic Theatre (1996), act 1: bacchants fall to the ground in the 
earthquake caused by Dionysus, protecting their eyes from the sharp light above their heads. 
Simultaneously, Talatta (Donya Feuer) dances on Semele’s altar. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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Table 11. Bacchae at the Royal Dramatic Theatre (1996), act 2: Dionysus (Elin Klinga) appearing 
undisguised. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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the theatres of ancient Greece. The set made a sharp contrast to the 
architectonically elaborated, late nineteenth century building: the audience was 
met by a black, harsh space with walls and ceiling made out of identical, plain 
modules. Put together, the modules created a funnel that ended in a narrow 
opening at the back of the stage. Some stones, placed in a circle, marked the 
centre of the stage. They also signalled the dramatic foundation for the play: 
these stones represented the altar of Semele, Dionysus’s dead mother.121  

The drama begins with Dionysus’s arrival in Thebes. Son of the god 
Zeus and human Semele he has come in order to revenge his mother, whose 
royal family had refused to acknowledge the divine status of Semele’s child. 
Disguised as a priest, he leads a community of bacchants who worship 
Dionysus (but are unaware of the true identity of their priest) through Asia 
towards Greece. But Pentheus, ruler of Thebes and son of Semele’s sister Agave, 
does not accept any congregations devoted to Dionysus. When arrested by 
Pentheus, the disguised god tricks the king to dress up as a bacchant. Dionysus 
brings him to the mountain of Cithaeron where another congregation of 
bacchants, including Agave, is assembled. Instead of recognizing Pentheus, the 
bacchants see a lion and violently rip his body apart. Not until she returns to 
Thebes with the head of the lion/Pentheus does Agave understand that they 
have slaughtered her son. Dionysus makes his only appearance undisguised, 
condemning the family and prophesying a cruel future for its members.  

The dramaturgic similarities between the opera production and the 
dramatized version for the Royal Dramatic Theatre are striking, whereas the 
visual impression is dissimilar indeed. Scenographer Göran Wassberg made a 
completely different set design to Lennart Mörk for the dramatized version of 
Euripides’s Bacchae. The production was staged at the studio stage Målarsalen, 
which obviously provided a different set of spatial preconditions compared to 
the large stage space at the Royal Opera. The aesthetic simplicity of the set 
emphasized the characteristic black box features, such as the plainness of the 
space and the visible lighting equipment above the stage. White lines on the 
floor created a symmetrical pattern: a large circle at stage centre surrounded by a 
rectangle, and straight lines that formed a cross, dividing both circle and 
rectangle. In combination with a sculptural shape at stage centre, possibly the 
representation of Semele’s altar that also appeared in the opera production, the 
lines supported visual orientation in an otherwise indefinite presentational 
space. The audience was seated on gradins on one side, the steep rows facing a 
slightly elevated presentational space, which marked a difference between stage 
and auditorium. Instead of stressing the impression of a closed space, a cave-like 
setting for the Greek tragedy as in Lennart Mörk’s set design, Wassberg made 
an indefinite border for the space by adding a black backdrop that merged with 
the dusk on the outskirts of presentational space.  

                                                        
121  Rygg 1998: 50 
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Both set and costumes in the production at Målarsalen remained within a 
limited range of colours, such as black, grey, and white. The bacchants were at 
one with their dark surroundings whereas Dionysus, played by Elin Klinga, 
was dressed in white and colourwise became a solitaire on stage. But if colour 
detached god from congregation, his sex did not. When a woman plays the part 
of Dionysus, the production easily comes to put stronger emphasis on gender. 
A female Dionysus among the likewise female bacchants stresses the 
homosociality of the congregation and genders their opposition against 
Pentheus. In the drama, and indeed accentuated both here and in the opera 
production, there was an obvious attraction between Pentheus and Dionysus. It 
need not have been solely a sexual attraction, but re-sexing the god is 
nevertheless a way of omitting potential homoeroticism in the play.  
 

 
Table 12. Bacchae at the Royal Opera (1991), act 2: the bacchants rip apart a doll symbolizing Pentheus. 
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 

 
 

Mobility and colour in the opera 
When looking closer at the perforation phenomenon in the Bacchae opera, it is 
essential to first recognize the immense importance of colour in the production. 
From the start, warm and bright colours come to stand as the antithesis of 
black, white, and grey.  
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The dramatized prelude to Daniel Börtz’s opera consists of absolute 
stillness and when Dionysus (Sylvia Lindenstrand) enters the large stage at the 
Royal Opera, he does so alone and in silence. His black, tight costume fits 
perfectly in the likewise black and neutral space. Neither music nor any other 
sounds accompany his slow walk from the aperture at the back to the stones 
that represent the altar of his mother Semele, and when eventually reaching 
them Dionysus also reaches a brightly coloured coat that is lying next to the 
altar, lavishly dyed in bright red, yellow, and orange. The music begins the 
instant he picks it up:  
 

Here I now stand, son of Zeus, on Theban soil; I Dionysus, whom 
Semele, daughter of Cadmus, once bore, delivered by lightning. I have 
taken upon me the likeness of a mortal man and come here to the 
springs of Dirce and the water of Ismene.122 

 
With the coat over his shoulders, Dionysus no longer blends with the 

black funnel representing Thebes. Instead, he exposes the dual nature that both 
connects him to the city-state and distinguishes him from it. The community 
of bacchants does not know about his real identity and when they enter the 
stage, Dionysus has returned to playing the serene priest in black the 
congregation knows and follows: his colourful robe becomes a secret between 
him and the spectators at the Royal Opera. The women of his congregation, on 
the other hand, wear costumes that are colourful and individually cut, linked 
to the clandestine robe of Dionysus rather than to the tight outfit he wears 
when acting as their priest.  

Unlike the chorus of ancient Greek theatre, these women are presented as 
individuals and not primarily as a group speaking with one voice. 
Furthermore, the women are named after the letters of the Greek alphabet, all 
except one, Talatta (played by dancer Marianne Orlando in the opera), who 
holds a unique position in that she acts as spiritual link between Dionysus and 
congregation. Each bacchant in the opera is pedagogically described in a leaflet 
added to the programme, which explains: “We have amused ourselves by 
fantasizing about their heritage and destinies,” the “we” however remaining 
unnamed.123 Scars, pregnancies, and other traits that signal different  

                                                        
122  The Bacchae 1993: 57. In the Swedish libretto: “Här står jag nu, Zeus son, på Thebes 
jord: jag, Dionysos, som Semele, Kadmos dotter, födde en gång, förlöst av blixten. Jag har 
tagit en dödlig människas gestalt och kommit hit till Dirkes källor och Ismenos vatten.” 
(Backanterna 1991: 39) 
123  Backanterna 1991, my transl. In Swedish: “Vi har roat oss med att fantisera lite kring 
deras härkomst och levnadsöden” (quoted from the front page of the leaflet that is 
inserted in the programme). Assuming that the quotation is not written in Pluralis 
Majestatis, the plural pronoun “we” most likely refers to the director and the actors 
behind the production’s A to O bacchants. 
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Table 13. Bacchae at the Royal Opera (1991), act 2: Dionysus (Sylvia Lindenstrand) directs a condemning 
gesture at the auditorium. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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experiences of life strengthen the individual appearances. A map in the 
programme marks the route along which the god travelled from Asia to Thebes 
and if following the dotted line, the reader can identify the places where 
Dionysus/the priest found his followers. There is thus a continuous emphasis 
on motion in matters concerning the bacchants: the map, the biographical 
notes in the leaflet, and the colourful costumes of presumably local design. The 
colours of the costumes are consequently related to the bacchants’ pursuit of 
change, and so these women come to represent movement and transformation: 
two vital elements in the forthcoming perforation of the set.  

A single setting usually signals perpetuity as it prohibits extensive 
changes in scenography. The set for the opera Bacchae is no exception. Walls 
and ceiling are fixed, creating a container from so solid a material that it seems 
unable to absorb anything generated from its interior. One would think that 
nothing could damage this presentational space, irrespective of the dramatic 
development. As king, Pentheus (baritone Peter Mattei) is linked to the 
representation of Thebes on stage, wearing a black costume that unifies him 
with the city he rules over: visually, Pentheus and Thebes almost become one. 
Note also that when dressed as priest, Dionysus connects to both Pentheus and 
his soldiers as they all wear slim, black costumes. In combination with heavy 
boots, the soldiers’ costumes sustain the impression of a both brutal and 
inflexible fictional place, presumably formed by the leadership they serve.  

All things considered, the colour black is charged with the same 
characteristics as Pentheus and the soldiers, which is of course further 
accentuated by the overall organization of the imposing set (the identical 
modules of the funnel, the lack of variation in colour and material). As opposed 
to the stability of the colour black, colour thus signals the arrival of a new, 
transitional force in fictional Thebes. When wearing the robe, Dionysus relates 
both to movement and to stability: colour embodies the transitory moment 
inherent in his cult, and black connects to the infinite omnipotence in his 
divine nature, and to his link to Thebes. The duality in his costume, 
established through the robe of movement and suit of infinity, reflects the two 
poles of scenography here: colourful costumes for change, black modules and 
costumes for consistency. As a consequence, the forthcoming act of perforation 
is established already at the outset of performance, but not so much in space or 
actions as in the use of colours. Perforation stems from the energy that is 
generated in the meeting of the two poles. 

 
Crossing the line in the drama 
At the Royal Dramatic Theatre, there is no connection between mobility and 
colour in Bacchae, but the group of bacchants manifest movement with other 
means. If colourful costumes represented unvisualized movement in the opera, 
such as the travel to Thebes prior to the actions in Euripides’s drama, the 
bacchants at Målarsalen show movement in the present tense. Each one of the 
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white lines on the stage is a potential boundary that provides the set design 
with an abundance of visual borderlines, but this does not prevent the 
bacchants from moving freely over the floor. Throughout the performance they 
move incessantly about presentational space, thereby laying the ground for its 
perforation.  

Pentheus’s government is strictly organized, based on tradition. It 
promotes facts and hereditary customs rather than new, superficial religious 
rites. If picturing the pattern on the floor as a representation of that 
administration, the ease with which the lines are crossed could say something 
about the fate of Thebes. The bacchants are all over the place, ignoring the 
limits implied by the white pattern just as they ignore the duties and behaviour 
connected to their sex. This last point is of major concern to Pentheus, played 
by Gerhard Hoberstorfer:  

 
Our women have left their homes in fabricated rites of Bacchus. They sit 
in the shady mountains, honouring the parvenu god Dionysus, 
whoever he is, with their dances, they set up full mixing bowls in the 
middle of their companies, and they slink off one by one to lonely spots 
to serve the lust of males […]124 

 
Pentheus has no proof of this. The fact that the women behave in a way 

that in reality undermines his authority is obviously evidence enough. 
Constant movements over the stage at Målarsalen soon erase the clarity of the 
chalked white pattern and due to their activity and number the bacchants bear 
the main responsibility for the erasure. They seem to oppose the visual 
boundaries in presentational space, but their bodies still bind them to certain 
rules: revolt can turn against man’s regulations but never go beyond the laws 
of nature. Bacchantic opposition is thus directed against the borderlines 
established within the set design. Scenographic upheavals, however, exceed 
their capacity. When the captivated Dionysus creates an earthquake that shatters 
the palace, the bacchants fall to the floor, clinging to Semele’s altar as shown in 
table 10. Their oppositional movements terminate but the mute character Talatta 
(played by dancer and choreographer Donya Feuer), who supposedly has 
special contact with the god, continues to dance wildly.125  

                                                        
124  Euripides 2000: 50. In Swedish: “Pentheus: Våra kvinnor ger sig av från sina hem/Och 
stryker kring i flock i skogarna på berget/I falska riter där de dansar för att hylla/Sin 
nypåfunna gud Dionysos, vem nu det är./ Det lär stå fyllda vinkrus överallt ibland 
dem;/Sen smyger de sig snart iväg åt skilda håll/Till avsides belägna ställen där de ger 
sig/Åt liderliga män. (Bacchae, final script: 11)  
125  The character Talatta also appears in the opera production and is described in the leaflet 
added to the programme, pp 1-2. (Backanterna 1991) There are however no comments on 
the bacchants in the programme to the dramatization. In that production, they are also 
fewer in numbers.  
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As god, Dionysus (Elin Klinga) is not restricted to the same order as his 
followers. He moves within the given frame of the set but enters each time from 
a new direction.126 The other characters do not always follow the logical pattern 
of exits and entrances either, sometimes reappearing from unexpected 
directions. The off stage fictional place, to use Gay McAuley’s terminology, 
meaning places referred to yet unseen by the spectators, comes forth as a space 
in total flux. It is constantly changing in relation to presentational space. Both 
Thebes and the nearby mountain Cithaeron are unstable unities and so the one 
thing still solid is the altar of Semele: when only traces of the white chalk 
remain, the altar is still intact.  
 
Perforation of space 
Suddenly a sharp white light floods the stage. It appears from behind the 
audience at Målarsalen, blinding the characters on stage who with little success 
try to take cover from the penetrating light. Embedded within, we find 
Dionysus, who for the first time appears undisguised. Table 11 shows the 
revelation of the white character, Elin Klinga’s body covered in white and her 
brown hair hidden under a blond wig. The effect of this appearance hits 
everybody on stage, all of them exposed to the radiating light. Dionysus appears 
in a space that up to now has been irrelevant and invisible in the performance. 
His position, standing behind the last of the steep gradins, literally places him 
above everyone else, in the sky according to ancient Greek theatre praxis. But 
instead of facing the audience, as he would have done on the theologeion, the 
platform above the orchestra in ancient theatre, Dionysus changes the direction 
of the dramatic focus and faces only the other characters. The point of attention 
literally makes a U-turn due to his appearance behind the audience: the vision 
of god and audience coincides and comes to take the same direction.  

In this context, it is worth noting the implications of the seating 
arrangement at Målarsalen. As the writer and performance artist Anthony 
Howell states: 

 
[…] whatever the arrangement, seating decisions are always intimately 
connected with those governing the lighting. And just as lights can be 
suspended above or set up below the performers […] so the seating can 
be raked above or set below the performance space. Looking down on 
something is different to looking up at something: the former suggests 
seniority and divinity, the latter suggests infancy and hero-worship.127 
 
Unlike the crowd on stage - bacchants, the mother and grandfather of 

Pentheus (played by Gunnel Lindblom and Erland Josephson) - the spectators 

                                                        
126  Iversen 1998: 80-81 
127  Howell 2000: 205 
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do not face the god. They are neither instantly blinded by his appearance nor 
totally embedded in his divine and radiating light, but they do take a senior and 
divine position, if agreeing with Howell. If turning around to see the god, 
however, the same position suggests infancy and hero-worship similar to the 
standpoint of the characters on stage.  

To turn literally means to face the spotlight and thus take a similar 
position to the actors, an act that disagrees with the traditional actor-audience 
deal so strictly upheld in any theatre production directed by Ingmar Bergman. 
The physical trouble with and implication of facing Dionysus implies that the 
audience is not encouraged to watch the god, only to apprehend his 
magnificence as reflected in the (instructed) reactions on stage. From the 
spectators’ points of view, Dionysus’s appearance is not addressed to them: his 
attention is solely directed at the stage below. Thus, the consequences of his 
manifestation and the degree of its magnificence is very much dependent on 
role in performance (actor or spectator) as well as on physical position in 
performance space (either sitting at the back, near the thunderous voice of 
Dionysus, or closer to the stage and its distressed characters).  

The light that radiates from Dionysus perforates the darkness of the 
small studio stage auditorium, penetrating also the protective shield of 
collective anonymity. Perforation expands presentational space in a way that 
leaves the audience on an island of its own sphere, a small point of non-fiction 
between two fictional strongholds. This act of scenographic expansion, which 
makes presentational space literally surround the spectators, instantly 
transforms their position in anonymous darkness to a zone well marked off by 
the intruding light. In the play, this is a moment of revelation, when all people 
will have to acknowledge Dionysus’s divinity. In the performance, it is also the 
juncture when the spectators have to face their collective estrangement. 
“Divine” light reveals the audience as a group of individuals and not as one 
anonymous body, united by the darkness of the auditorium. Although Ingmar 
Bergman does not encourage audience participation in his theatre productions, 
as mentioned earlier, this is perhaps as close as one comes to “environmental 
theatre” in any of his later productions.128 The effect is similar to that described 
by writer and critic Walter Kerr concerning environmental performances in the 
1960s:  

 

                                                        
128  On environmental theatre, see also the definition of the concept on p22 With “later 
productions” I mean Bergman’s work in Sweden from 1984 onwards, i.e. after his return 
from Germany. An earlier production, Woyzeck by Georg Büchner, staged in 1969 at the 
Main Stage of the Royal Dramatic Theatre (largely rebuilt for the occasion), is to my 
knowledge the only theatre production in which Bergman makes a serious attempt to break 
the conventional organization of theatre space (see Sjögren 1969 for a close description of 
the preparatory work).  
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[…] the one moment in the world when I feel most alone, most isolated, 
most conscious of myself as an individual, is the moment when an actor 
in an aisle starts directly towards me. Suddenly I am cut off from the 
group, even from the person I came with. I am exposed in space, I am no 
longer audience and I am certainly not actor. I am only I, unrelated, 
singled out, limited, confined, achingly conspicuous.129 
 
The radiance and position of Dionysus behind the last row in Målarsalen 

neither blind the spectators nor transform them into participants. However, 
because of the alienating effects of the light, the act of revelation confirms that 
Dionysus’s communication is aimed at the other characters on stage. As 
opposed to the effect of Walter Kerr’s intruding actor, the spectators of Bacchae 
remain unnoticed by both the god behind and the men and women in front of 
them. On the other hand, the light chisels out their contours and thereby 
proves their alienage. The spectators can barely see Dionysus but easily perceive 
their fellow alien at their side.  

 
End of motion, end of colour 
The main reason for Dionysus’s travel to Thebes is the destruction of Pentheus 
and his family. Thus, the first act in the opera performance (as well as in the 
dramatization) gets its energy and motion from the forthcoming death of the 
king. Euripides presents the culmination of a long journey in Bacchae, the 
finale of a plan whose execution has been prepared for years. One could say that 
the underlying movement of the drama, the approaching revenge, finds its 
visual correspondence in the colourful costumes of the opera bacchants that 
literally visualize the journey which must precede the death of Pentheus.  

As in the Målarsalen production, Dionysus’s revenge ends motion. In 
the opera production, it also erases colour, for when the bacchants return to 
the stage in the second act their costumes have lost their fiery hues. The 
bacchants appear in a state of wild excitement, performing the ritual ripping of 
a doll representing the king. Their action, which can be seen in table 12, is 
synchronized with the slaughter of Pentheus that is presumably taking place 
off stage: 
 

Step forth, now, Justice, let everyone see your sword — drive it into his 
throat, the blasphemer of the law, the oppressor of the god, the son of 
Échinon [sic], his earth-born son!130 
 

                                                        
129  Kerr 1971: 51 
130  The Bacchae 1993: 75. In the Swedish libretto: “Träd fram nu Rättvisa låt alla se ditt 
svärd — driv det i strupen på honom, Lagsmädaren, gudaförtramparen, Échions son, 
hans jordfödde son!” (Backanterna 1991: 69) 
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Their wild dance, now performed in white costumes, is thus the last 
manifestation of Bacchic ecstasy in the performance. White is the one colour 
that can both detach them from the enveloping space and signal the end of 
movement, of mission completed. It is also the only colour that can make the 
bacchants stand out as both purifiers and slaughterers, in that their white 
garments are soiled with blood. Furthermore, it is the colour of the 
undisguised Dionysus. If the mission of Dionysus acted as a motor, thrusting 
the drama onwards, its completion through the killing of Pentheus must lead 
to the forward movement losing speed. Just as in the dramatization of Bacchae, 
the bacchants watch Agave in silence when she returns from Cithaeron with 
her son’s head in a blood-soiled sheet. They sit around the altar of Semele in 
absolute stillness. 

 
Perforation of set 
With a thunderous noise Dionysus comes crashing through the ceiling, 
perforating the solid funnel on stage at the Royal Opera. The god enters from 
the sky on a shiny, metal swing and his entrance creates a hole in the set, 
making pieces of the black modules fall to the floor. Dionysus is dressed in 
white, but it is still possible to glimpse his black costume under the bright 
coat. The main impression, however, is that of a white being whose entire 
body, including hands, is covered with shiny fabric. His coat glistens in the 
sharp white light directed at him and his eye sockets turn into dark hollows in 
the mask covering his face. The people below, including his own followers, try 
to take cover from both light and divine force while the god pronounces his 
condemnation on them. Their bodies become silhouettes in the light that seems 
to radiate from him.  

It is indisputable that the presentation of undisguised Dionysus is a 
dramatic climax in the two productions. His appearance, coinciding with the 
perforation of space, is staged as the manifestation of the god’s completed 
mission. At the Royal Opera, the hole in the ceiling remains for the rest of the 
performance as a reminder of the violent deus ex machina. Scenographer 
Lennart Mörk’s design had appeared stable, even indestructible, through the 
funnel construction of identical modules. Suddenly, it becomes necessary to 
question the foundation for the space, as we as spectators new it. The hole 
raises the level of consciousness of an exterior space which, as opposed to the 
offstage fictional place of for example Cithaeron, is unnamed in the play. As a 
spectator you realize that the presentational space you knew, which appeared to 
be static, was in fact enveloped by something else. Another set design? Empty 
space? Eternity? Dionysus creates a hole that does not give any hint of what is 
found on the other side of it, but which at least undermines the idea of the 
present space as the only space with relevance here. Furthermore, it exposes the 
materiality of the place. The presentational space of Thebes, established by 
Dionysus in his introductory speech (“Here I now stand, son of Zeus, on 
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Theban soil”131), turns within seconds into a metaphor for it, created from 
identical modules in the shape of a funnel. Dionysus both creates the image of 
Thebes and punctuates it by revealing its materiality. Perforation, thus, pierces 
the idea of fictional place as an existing, convincing geographic concept.  

 
Appearance and re-appearance 
In Euripides’s play, Dionysus makes incorporeal appearances before eventually 
appearing undisguised. He reveals his divinity both through sound (voice, 
speech) and actions separated from his body. When an earthquake shatters 
Pentheus’s palace, the god in the opera production is heard roaring: “Ho! Do 
you hear my voice when I call? Ho, Bacchae! Ho, Bacchae!”132 He demonstrates 
his power over man and man’s creations by exploiting forces of nature. 
Dionysus’s voice goes beyond the visual limitations of the stage, making his 
physical position indeterminable. First, then, Dionysus appears as god in a 
man’s body, and later as an incorporeal force under the earthquake, represented 
by his voice. When freed from a body, the voice is also liberated from all spatial 
constraints; as the sound lacks a clear direction, it implies a divine rather than 
a human source. In this case, separating voice from body proves the owner’s 
incorporeity.  

In Euripides’s text, Dionysus makes his last appearance in the sky 
(which is also his first appearance undisguised), i.e. the moment when he 
perforates set and space in the two productions. However, in both opera and 
dramatization the god reappears on stage once more after that. He returns to 
stage space from his position “in the sky,” which means that the undisguised 
Dionysus now moves about under the same conditions as man, despite his 
proven divinity. At Målarsalen, Elin Klinga as Dionysus appears in silhouette 
against a sharp light flooding through a slit in the backdrop, her body covered 
in a white, tight costume. As opposed to previous divine acts, as for example 
the earthquake, this last confrontation is mute. Emphasis is put on silence and 
hence on corporeal manifestation only. To the audience in Målarsalen, it is also 
the first occasion for seeing the god properly. 

Dionysus’s appearance and actions when returning to the stage at the 
Royal Opera are somewhat differently performed. Table 13 shows the most 
apparent change of conditions, that is, Dionysus now appearing as a man. Does 
it imply that the earlier female appearance was a disguise similar to the disguise 
as priest? By writing the part of Dionysus for a mezzo-soprano, there has 
already been one occasion of re-sexing the god. Assuming therefore that the sex 
of Dionysus is as transcendent as his half divine, half human nature, would 
that mean that the once more re-sexed god appears only as either man or 

                                                        
131  The Bacchae 1993: 57, see p 75 
132  The Bacchae 1993: 66. In the Swedish libretto: “Dionysos: Åh! Hör ni min röst när jag 
ropar! Åh backanter! Åh backanter!” (Backanterna 1991: 55) 
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woman, thus still performing according to the principle of two separate and 
never overlapping biological sexes?  

Unlike the spotless, androgyne god that reappears on stage at Målarsalen, 
the clearly male Dionysus at the Royal Opera wears a torn, soiled coat over the 
black costume with face smeared in dirt and blood. It is a cruel sight indeed 
when Dionysus, remaining in his state of undisguised divinity, approaches 
Agave to condemn her. With a resolute gesture, profile to the audience, he 
coerces her and makes her fall. She rises but the god repeats the action, forcing 
her to the floor three times in all. Dionysus then turns to the auditorium and 
faces the spectators, as shown in table 13, whereupon the condemning gesture 
is repeated over again. The god creates a 90 degree revolution of presentational 
space and in the rewinding of dramatic spacetime the audience comes to take 
Agave’s position. His position changes the prerequisites for how the set is 
perceived: if relating this action solely to the drama, the act shows that 
although Pentheus’s ruling appeared to have shaped the very structure of 
scenography (the strict and monotone modules, the funnel, the lack of 
variation in the space), Dionysus could prove his domination over a more 
extensive territory. Dionysus masters space itself, uniting movement and 
immobility, transcendence and consistence in scenography. 

 
Exposure  
To let Dionysus crash through the ceiling at the Royal Opera in Stockholm is a 
way of puncturing the illusion established in the space. When parts of the 
initially so imposing set fall to the stage like leaves from a tree, they reveal both 
the lightness and fragility of Lennart Mörk’s funnel - if the spectators 
concentrated on the constitution of the bits and pieces below, rather than on 
the majestic Sylvia Lindenstrand/Dionysus in the “sky,” they would lose the 
sense of theatrical illusion indeed. Compare with Peggy Phelan’s statement: 
 

The “secret” of theatre’s power is dependent upon the “truth” of its 
illusion. Enfolded within fiction, theatre seeks to display the line 
between visible and invisible power. Theatre has, then, an intimate 
relationship with the secret. And secrets contain within them the aroma 
of seduction.133 

 
In this production at least, perforation does not only expose the 

materiality of the set, but also manifests the tricks of the theatre; the fragile base 
for visually seducing the audience and creating a couple of hours of make-
belief. At Målarsalen, on the other hand, the perforation of scenography 
punctures theatrical illusion in another way, stressing the audience’s position 
as aliens. With the luminous Dionysus behind their backs, the spectators are 

                                                        
133  Phelan 1993: 112 
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deprived of the togetherness of audience space and are marked as individuals. 
The spectators’ unmarked position suddenly becomes marked, to paraphrase the 
title of Peggy Phelan’s book quoted from above. It is highlighted, shifting from 
a collective experience in the dark to the display of each and every individual in 
audience space. Thus, in both productions of Bacchae, despite their different 
arts of perforation, this movement in scenography results in lost illusions. 
Furthermore, Dionysus at Målarsalen proves the spectators’ alienage by 
appearing behind them so that they are surrounded by fiction, whose light 
spills into the domain of non-fiction. Whereas Dionysus at the Royal Opera 
exposes their presence when revolving space and letting them take the position 
of the condemned Agave. Is alienation and condemnation perhaps the prices the 
spectators have to pay in the two productions for realizing the fragility of 
theatrical illusion as in the opera, or dividing presentational space in two as in 
the dramatization? In both cases, the audience is suddenly transformed into a 
component within scenography, either by being embedded in light or by taking 
the position of one of the characters. Irrespective of which, this is obviously 
not a position the audience should take lightly; on the contrary, it is made very 
much aware of the implications of exposure, and thus of the equivalent and 
vulnerable situation of the actors. 
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METAMORPHOSES 

 
Swedish dictionaries define scenography in terms of “presentation of décor and 
costumes for the stage”134 or “theatre décor and props.”135 Metamorphosis, in 
turn, is described as transformation and the reshaping of something (a person, 
larva, or rock) into a new state of existence.136 It is referred to in the OED as the 
“action or process of changing in form, shape or substance; esp. transformation 
by magic or witchcraft,”137 thus connecting to contexts of divine interference, 
i.e. when a mythological character takes a new appearance as an act of a god’s 
punishment or elevation of him or her. All definitions considered, the 
combination of “scenography” and “metamorphosis” connotes magic, like the 
changements à vue of an eighteenth century court theatre that in an instant 
changes the set from outdoors to indoors and back again, or when Bottom 
through magic acquires the head of an ass in William Shakespeare’s A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream.  

                                                        
134  SAOL 2004: 758, my transl. In Swedish: “framställning av dekor o. dräkter för scen 
m.m.”  
135  NE 1995, XVI: 290, my transl. In Swedish: “teaterdekor och rekvisita.” This prime 
definition of the term is then balanced in the article with a short description on the 
development of the art in recent years, which in fact comes to contradict the initial 
statement of meaning. However, in a supplementary issue of Nationalencyklopedin, the 
notes on the concept’s development in the theatre are substituted with remarks on new 
conditions for scenography in film, particularly concerning technically produced, 
artificial backgrounds created in the post production (NE 2000, III: 225).  
136  SAOL 2004: 539. In Swedish: “förvandling, omdaning.” NE 1994, XIII: 266. In 
Swedish: “förvandling, omvandling. 1 som motiv i mytologi, saga m.m. förvandling av en 
människa till djur, växt, himlakropp e.d. [---] 2 inom geologin omvandlingen av en 
ursprunglig bergart. [---] 3 den process hos djur genom vilken en larv övergår till 
vuxen.”   
137  OED 1989, XI: 675 
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This chapter investigates different arts of metamorphoses that concern 
space, actors, and audience. First, the movement appears when audience space 
shifts and turns into presentational space. In this example, the effects of 
metamorphosis primarily perform within the spectators and concern their 
mental relation to the theatre space. Furthermore, the concept involves “a 
change of the form or nature of a thing or person into a completely different 
one,”138 as when actors represent presumably dead matter on stage. Indeed, in 
this respect the act has the Ovidian touch that corresponds to Bottom’s 
metamorphosis mentioned above - the transformation of his head coincides 
with his appearance as the character Pyramus from Ovid’s Metamorphoses. This 
second art of metamorphosis primarily concerns the fiction, the actions in 
presentational space, and does not explicitly include the position of the 
spectators. The third and final example of metamorphoses in scenography 
appears when actors take position as spectators, an act that explicitly affects the 
relationship between fiction and non-fiction.  

 
The Winter’s Tale 
For the production of William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale, which opened at 
the Main Stage of the Royal Dramatic Theatre in 1994, director Ingmar Bergman 
worked once more with scenographer Lennart Mörk.139 Mörk created a circular, 
single setting that was strict but grand.140 The design consisted of a magnificent 
royal blue interior, dominated by a row of large French windows that formed a 
semicircle just in front of the cyclorama. Table 14 shows the overall 
arrangement of the set: each window was separated from the other by a pilaster 
and stage space was extended, stretching beyond the original stage and ending 
in stairs uniting stage and auditorium. The actors used them frequently, either 
in order to enter the stage or for taking seats on the front row. A large plafond 
covered the ceiling above the stage. In several ways, this set mirrored the 
complicated dramaturgic structure of the production, which was built around 
different spacetime levels. Shakespeare’s drama was embedded in another plot 
that according to costumes and set should take place in an upper class milieu (I 
will discuss this later in the chapter), and architectonic details pointed to a 
Jugendstil room, contemporary with the theatre building. The spectators would 
consequently deal with the 1611 of Shakespeare’s play, its fictional places Sicilia 
and Bohemia, its fictional, unidentified time, and the early twentieth century 
upper-class milieu manifest in the scenography. 
 
                                                        
138  ODE 2003: 1103 
139  The previous collaboration of Bergman and Mörk mentioned in this study is the opera 
Bacchae in 1991 (see the earlier chapter Perforation, pp 69-85). 
140  DTA keeps a recording shot after the opening, which thereby catches the reactions of 
the audience. The camera makes some movements, but on the whole, it catches all actions 
on stage.  
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Table 14. The Winter’s Tale (1994), act 1: the organization of presentational space at the outset of the 
performance. Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
 
 

Although Lennart Mörk’s set design places the performance in a well–
defined, architectonic space, the plot of the drama stretches over a vast area. It 
plays with concepts such as space and time, birth, death, and resurrection. 
Polixenes (Krister Henriksson), king of Bohemia, visits his friend Leontes 
(Börje Ahlstedt), king of Sicilia, but he flees back home when the friend 
suspects him of infidelity with Hermione (Pernilla August), the queen. Leontes 
imprisons the pregnant Hermione who gives birth to their daughter, Perdita, 
before dying. The baby is miraculously saved although her father has 
commanded his men to kill her, and Perdita (as young woman played by 
Kristina Törnqvist) grows up under poor circumstances in Bohemia, unaware 
of her origin. When falling in love with Polixenes’s son Florizel (Jakob 
Eklund), they leave for Sicilia together in order to avoid the king’s fury over 
his son’s inferior match. In Sicilia, the late Hermione’s maid Paulina (Bibi 
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Andersson) is said to keep a statue of her mistress in a chapel at home and 
when Perdita is recognized as Leontes’s daughter, the statue comes to life. 
Perdita and Florizel eventually bring peace to the two nations. 
 
Live statues 
Throughout the performance, the characters travel between Sicilia and Bohemia; 
they are lost in storms and killed by bears and fall in love in romantic pastures. 
The means for creating these diverse circumstances, however, are restricted to 
light, sound, costumes, flats, and the occasional prop. Jealousy and violence 
play a prominent part in the play but the tempo moderates towards the end of 
the second act, when all reunite at Leontes’s palace in Sicilia. Quite transformed 
by grief and remorse after the death of his wife, the king now welcomes Florizel 
and the young bride, who still has not been identified as his daughter. Since 
the death of his wife Hermione in the previous act, Leontes has drifted into a 
non-constructive melancholy with religious undertones that colour his 
surrounding - and consequently also the scenographic - atmosphere. Tempo is 
slow, the light non-realistic and the drama draws towards its mystical 
culmination in the resurrection of Hermione. 
 

 
Table 15. The Winter’s Tale (1994), act 2: Paulina (Bibi Anderson) leads the procession that has come to 
see the statue of Hermione.  Between each window, one sees the live, lightbearing statues. 
Photography: Bengt Wanselius. 
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The final scene in The Winter’s Tale takes place in Paulina’s chapel where 
she keeps the statue of her mistress. Stage space is empty and thus visually 
dominated by the large windows at the back as the plot moves from Leontes’s 
palace into this sacred room. Table 15 shows the scene in which an exterior, 
gentle, blue light creates an intricate pattern on the stage when the actors enter 
through the doors. They are silent and focused on what they are about to see 
— the mysterious statue of Hermione. However, the photo also shows that they 
are not alone on stage: they have been preceded by another group of characters 
not previously appearing in the performance. They are singled out from the 
rest of the company in that they are mute and pale, wearing white togas, 
elaborate hairstyles, and masks over their faces. In their hands they carry 
lanterns and each individual in the group is illuminated by a soft light that 
differs from the blue light outside the windows. Their role becomes clear when 
they take their final positions, each one in front of a pilaster: we have witnessed 
the arrival of human, light-bearing statues.  

Unlike other supportive roles in the production, the statues do not play 
an active part in the development of the plot, but they do act as visual 
statements with relevance to scenography. They are neither human nor made of 
stone, neither belonging to the company that arrives through the doors, nor 
separated from it. Similar to the light-bearers, the statue of Hermione displays a 
classical pose when finally carried onto the stage, half sitting and half lying 
down on a low couch. Sculpture of this kind is traditionally placed in niches, 
in one respect subordinated to its surroundings but definitely serving as treats 
for the visitors’ eyes — not unlike Nora’s position in Henrik Ibsens’s A Doll’s 
House discussed in an earlier chapter.141 Given the circumstances, there are 
obvious connections between the live statues and the live portrait of Hermione, 
but whereas the latter comes to life, the former remain in their original state of 
existence. As the light-bearing statues apparently lack relevance to the 
development of the plot, it is more fruitful to focus on their position in 
scenography. A closer look at other scenographic components soon reveals the 
symbolic value of the statues and a function that stretches beyond the subject 
matter of the play.  
 
Imperfect reflection 
Every detail in the set — colour, props, pieces of scenery - echoes the Royal 
Dramatic Theatre’s art nouveau architecture, and several of these features are in 
fact direct quotations of features in theatre space. The pilasters for example have 
predecessors in the auditorium, the shape of which is reflected in the 
semicircular presentational space. These quotations put together lead to an 
expansion of scenography from presentational space to audience space that 
                                                        
141  See the chapter Expansion, pp 29-39. Incidentally, the same actress, Pernilla August 
(previously Pernilla Östergren) plays both Nora in A Doll’s House and Hermione in The 
Winter’s Tale. 
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could appear to spatially unite actor and spectator and their respective domains. 
This interpretation is also in preference in analyses of the production and the 
effects have been described as the creation of “a cosmos, a whole, that efficiently 
[shuts] out the clamouring world.”142 The quotations of architecture and the 
actors’ movements in the new prelude to the play has been said to “wipe out the 
borderline between stage and auditorium,”143 creating a unity that implies the 
drama is “held within a perfect sphere.”144  

But the comments are odd as they overlook the fact that the set design 
also mirrors features outside the auditorium. The suggested “perfect sphere” 
comprises details from present as well as absent spaces, which distorts the 
precision of these observations indeed. The French windows dominating the 
design are quoted from the Marble Foyer, which is the main public foyer in the 
Royal Dramatic Theatre. Moreover, the plafond over the stage is a slightly 
altered version of the same foyer’s large plafond. The original painting is a 
symbolic allegory called The Birth of Drama (Dramats födelse) by Swedish artist 
Carl Larsson. It shows a naked, sword-bearing youth crowning a female spirit 
and the act is performed under the supervision of two dynamic men on either 
side of the central motif, one of them wearing a suit and the other a red mantle 
and plume. According to a contemporary commentator, the former character 
symbolizes the dramatist whereas the latter represents the actor.145 The female in 
the middle represents the subject matter of their collective labour: a creation of 
the imagination, the fantasy that is sent from dramatist to actor with a powerful 
gesture. This creation, or fantasy (i.e. the young woman), is either elevated 
(the laurel crown) or vituperated (the sword) by the critics, symbolized by the 
male nude. In the stage version of the plafond, however, all characters have 
been replaced with foliage as though the pedagogic contents in Larsson’s 
painting would be redundant in its new context.146  

Being the very heart of the public areas, the Marble Foyer possesses 
symbolic value and splendour by far exceeding the other public spaces, with the 
auditorium as only exception. Even if this space is intended for the audience, it 
is also a reminder of whose space they are visiting. Its artistic programme 
displays not only the creation of drama in general (in the plafond) but also the 
history of the Royal Dramatic Theatre, as the room is decorated with marble 

                                                        
142  Wirmark 1996a: 146, my transl. In Swedish: “[När den mindre hästskon /…/ fogades 
samman med den större /…/] skapades ett kosmos, en helhet, som effektivt utestängde 
den larmande omvärlden.” 
143  Törnqvist 1995: 84 
144  Zern 1996: 56, my transl. In Swedish: “[…] som om allt rymdes inom samma 
fulländade cirkel […]” 
145  Lindegren 1908: 149 
146  The painting over the stage does not tilt, which makes it impossible for the spectators in 
the upper circle and gallery to make out its motif. 
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busts representing some of the theatre’s more prominent actors from the past.147 
The Marble Foyer may be defined as an audience space but it is not intended for 
audience without exceptions. Primarily those seated in the stalls or dress circle 
have access here when it is time for intermission refreshments, as the structure 
of the house makes it difficult for others to get there and back again in time. 
But if the spatial organization excludes one part of the audience from taking 
possession of this particular room, it still encourages the excluded ones to take 
in its richness as spectators. The foyer cuts through two storeys and the arcades 
on the upper level (which provide a good view of the spectacle below) are easily 
reached from both upper circle and gallery. Thus, people with cheaper seats can 
once more take the role of observer when their fellow spectators turn into 
players in the intermission performance below. The Marble Foyer becomes yet 
another performance space. It transforms certain people of the audience into 
actors but prevents others from a similar metamorphosis, as only some are 
chosen to act as players in the theatre’s built-in dramaturgy. 

 
Performers versus spectators 
The Winter’s Tale-statues correspond to the Foyer Marbles, but as the former are 
acting within the dramatic spacetime their presence in presentational space is 
both legitimate and undisputable. As opposed to the busts in the Marble Foyer, 
which emphasize the links to the theatre and its history, these statues need not 
serve to remind people of their alien status because the only people 
surrounding them are fellows moving about their own sphere. As aliens, the 
audience would perhaps need reminding – after all, the Marble Foyer could be 
mistaken for an in every respect public domain. On stage, however, actors 
surround similar statues and the light-bearers are exhibited in their own 
element: the fiction, the theatre performance, side by side with other 
representatives of this domain. The marbles-in-disguise are among peers, and 
since they all belong to the space they are in, the theatre, the statues no longer 
need to act as its representatives in alien-land. Thereby, they emphasize a 
substructure that is established early on in the performance, even before all of 
the audience has arrived, namely the parallel existence of fiction and non-
fiction. 

This theme is perceptible in table 14. Fifteen minutes before the 
performance of The Winter’s Tale begins, when the audience arrives to take its 
seats, there are already activities on stage and another audience occupies the 
first rows in the stalls. It socializes among its own circle and moves freely 
between stage and auditorium, emphasizing its natural affiliation with the 
whole theatre space. This rivalling group of people — loud, narcissistic, and 
                                                        
147  In several ways the Royal Dramatic Theatre’s history coincides with the history of 
Swedish theatre. Founded by King Gustav III in the late eighteenth century, the Royal 
Theatre was Sweden’s first theatre institution. It was later divided in two: the Royal 
Dramatic Theatre and the Royal Theatre, the latter commonly called the Royal Opera.  
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smart — has a silencing effect on those looking for their seats. New characters 
arrive from the wings and are welcomed by those on stage. They are guests at a 
party and treated accordingly whereas the audience proper is not a guest at the 
same festivitas and consequently ignored. A Christmas tree on stage, actors in 
evening dresses - bit by bit the spectators understand that Shakespeare’s drama 
is embedded in another plot: a Christmas celebration that according to set and 
costumes should take place just after the year 1900.148  

But if they take time to study the programme, they will be made aware of 
a spatio-temporal link between the dramatic framework and the Swedish 
Romantic writer Carl Jonas Love Almqvist (1793—1866). Articles in the 
programme particularly connect it to his short story Jaktslottet (The Hunting 
Seat 1832), introductory to Almqvist’s major work Törnrosens bok (The Book of 
the Briar Rose 1832-1851). A third spacetime can thus be added to the fictional 
places of Shakespeare’s seventeenth century play and the quoted Jugendstil in 
the set: a Swedish, nineteenth century country mansion. Although outdated by 
its own architectonic style, the connection is apparently of great importance to 
the official reading of the production. It is also given preferential right of 
interpretation in articles and reviews.  

C. J. L. Almqvist’s novel consists of a series of short stories and musical 
pieces (Songes, or Dreams) performed in the parlour at the fictitious Hugo 
Löwenstjerna’s country mansion. Every day at 6 p.m., the novel tells us, a 
party of family and friends assembles at Sir Hugo’s to entertain and be 
entertained by story telling and singing. Each piece of entertainment 
constitutes one chapter in The Book of the Briar Rose, and a united structure is 
secured by remarks on the surrounding atmosphere, which act as the book’s 
literary paste. In the production, and similar to the organization of Almqvist’s 
novel, Shakespeare’s drama has been enveloped by a supplementary fiction level 
added to the total sum of spacetimes. The Winter’s Tale becomes a piece of 
entertainment in Sir Hugo’s mansion, explaining why the production is given 
a similar structure as The Book of the Briar Rose. Almqvist becomes the spirit 
that permeates the performance. Not much trace of it visually perhaps, given 
that the style of the set is of a later date than the author’s 1830s, but definitely 
audile as some of Almqvist’s well-known Songes-pieces are performed on stage, 
diverting both audience and audience-in-disguise. The author’s literary ideas 
are visually and dramaturgically transmitted into the performance. 

Each divertissement at the soirées, the novel states, is meant as a modest 
tableau vivant and so gauze is stretched across the room as a wall-to-wall curtain 
in order to induce the proper dreamlike feeling. The large, symmetrically built 
parlour in Sir Hugo’s mansion is thereby divided in two, keeping audience on 
one side and performers on the other. Using gauze as a separating device, 

                                                        
148  The Royal Dramatic Theatre was built between 1902 and 1908 (Den nya tidens teater 
1988: 57). None of the architectonic quotations should fit with an earlier date. 
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points to a felt necessity of dividing the performance space: “We the audience 
sit on one side of the gauze. On the other side of it, at the back, the dream takes 
place. You will find that the gauze plays the most prominent part,” Frans, one 
of the book’s characters, explains to his brother.149  

Thus, the main character in C. J. L. Almqvist’s literary tableaux is the 
devise that separates performer from spectator and enhances the latter’s feeling 
of escapism. Scenography in The Winter’s Tale, however, erases the 
architectonic differences between audience space and presentational space. But 
whose space is it that has been quoted in the set? Although reflecting the 
overall shape of the auditorium, including both the royal and upper circle as 
well as the gallery, the pilasters incorporated into the set design are of most 
significance in the stalls. The “mirror effect” will thereby appear less obvious 
the further you are from the stalls, i.e. the higher up you are seated in the 
auditorium. Another striking element picked from audience space is the row of 
French windows that has been quoted from a room to which primarily those 
seated in the stalls have access. This too suggests spatial unification only for a 
selected audience, i.e. for the people that are seated in the stalls during 
performance and mingling in the Marble Foyer during intermission. It is 
logical to refer to a uniting cosmos when you yourself belong to the quoted 
spaces, but less so if you are denied access there. The feeling of participation in 
the unified theatre space will therefore stand in direct proportion to the 
economic value of the ticket.  

 
The spacetime in-between 
The living statues in The Winter’s Tale affect the relationship between actors 
and audience, presentational space and audience space, as shown above. Being 
neither human nor artefacts, the light-bearers become a counterpart to the 
statue of Hermione that comes to life later in the scene in which they make 
their only appearance. But their function is not only connected to the actual 
plot, it also connects to the “main dramatic idea” as would suggest Nazih Habib 
Mahfouz or “thematic space” in Gay McAuley’s terminology, meaning the 
overall artistic concept of the production.150 Standing in a space that 
architectonically merges auditorium (through shape, colour, and pilasters) and 
Marble Foyer (the French windows and plafond), the live statues are also links 
to audience space and more precisely to the Marble Foyer marbles as argued 
earlier. The frequent quotations from the surrounding architecture expand 
scenography, but expansion comes to act on a mental level rather than on a 
physical one as the quoted details derive from different parts of the building. 

                                                        
149  Almqvist 1922: 12, my transl. In Swedish: “Vi åskådare sitta på ena sidan om floret. På 
andra sidan längst in i fonden föregår drömmen. Du finner, att floret här spelar den 
förnämsta rollen […].” 
150  Mahfouz 1987: 220, McAuley 2000a: 32 
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Even so, the light-bearing statues contribute to lessening the publicness of the 
quoted public foyer. 

A consistent realization of spatial fusion of stage and auditorium would 
demand that all the features quoted in scenography come from the adjacent 
audience space. In The Winter’s Tale this is the case with the pilasters, and more 
or less with the shape of the set as well, whereas the French windows are 
copied from the Marble Foyer, which is not joint with performance space. 
Neither auditorium nor the Marble Foyer turn into scenography when quoted 
but they are of supreme importance to the understanding of it. The foyer is an 
exclusive recreation spot for certain of the audience, the place for a fifteen-
minute intermission performance, and although owning a certain air of fiction 
to start with, it becomes even more theatrified when quoted in scenography. It 
is the public domain par preference and when lending its most characteristic 
traits to presentational space, one could claim that the foyer simultaneously 
lessens its own public status by increasing the connection to the already 
“dominant culture,” the fiction. Audience still has admittance there but when 
the foyer is included in the set, emphasis is put on possession: this space is 
yours to lend but it will be filled with our content.  

Scenography in this production is not a mirror that reflects the 
adjoining space; rather, it mirrors some of the most characteristic parts of the 
theatre: its colours, the French windows in the Marble Foyer, and the plafond 
by Carl Larsson, all taken from public spaces in the Royal Dramatic Theatre. 
Assuming that fiction dominates over non-fiction in the theatre (and the 
reaction of the audience proper as described above corroborates that assumption 
indeed), these quotations lead to a fictionalization of the quoted public spaces. 
They transform the mental picture of them as primarily public spaces. 

Even if presentational space expands into audience space it never manages 
to bridge the mental gulf between the two domains as demonstrated by the 
behaviour of the audience. In accordance with their roles, the spectators 
immediately accept the loose-structured prelude of The Winter’s Tale as directed 
and part of the performance. This recognition implies that part of the stalls is 
instantly accepted as a presentational space. The universe of this production 
may envelop the spectators physically, but it does not count them among its 
inhabitants. “The curtain is n e v e r  to be withdrawn,” Frans states in C. J. L. 
Almqvist’s novel, referring to the gauze that divides the room in two.151 
Similarly, its invisible counterpart remains intact in theatre space. No gauze is 
needed for perceiving the basis for an audience—actor deal that includes 
knowing which part is yours to play and how to act in accordance with it. The 
agreement directs your behaviour and determines your apprehension of the 
surrounding space. In this arrangement, the fiction is active and dominant and 
playing the lead. Arguing that fiction has imperative dominance in a theatre 

                                                        
151  Almqvist 1922: 12, my transl. In Swedish: “Denna ridå uppdrages a l d r i g .” 
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event, architectonic quotations such as these must be interpreted as the 
expansion of scenography rather than the intrusion of public space on stage. 
This metamorphosis appears to be the clou of the production and so the 
scenographic theme would not be theatre in general, which has been 
suggested,152 but this theatre, the Royal Dramatic Theatre itself. The set is 
undisputedly site specific in the most literal sense of the word. Beaming it into 
another building or another theatre space would undoubtedly neutralize the 
original effect. If no longer reflecting the surrounding architecture, an 
important scenographic aspect — and consequently a central feature of the 
production — will vaporize. 

 
King Lear 
The production of William Shakespeare’s King Lear was staged in 1984 at the 
Main Stage of the Royal Dramatic Theatre.153 It was treated in the press as the 
“home-coming production” of Ingmar Bergman, who by then had spent several 
years at Residenztheater in Munich. Bergman and scenographer Gunilla 
Palmstierna-Weiss collaborated continuously in Germany and so their 
collaboration continued with this Shakespeare production.154  

Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss used a strict and non-realistic space as 
aesthetic starting-point and created - like Lennart Mörk does in The Winter’s 
Tale a couple of years later - a circular presentational space, delimited by a strict 
wall at the back. The space for King Lear was dominated by different shades of 
red, and the floor was covered with red stagecloth, which was so soft that it 
muffled the sound of the actors’ feet but also left clear, visual traces of their 
movements. In this production too, stairs joined stage space and auditorium. 
Thus, although the production of King Lear was structurally less complex than 
A Winter’s Tale, they still have quite a few points in common, such as the 
stairs and the shape of presentational space. Props were sparse in both 
productions, thus costumes stood out and became the more noticeable means 
for visual communication. Furthermore, both King Lear and The Winter’s Tale 
involved transitionary moments in which actors replaced props. 

The drama King Lear begins with a fateful act: Lear (played by Jarl Kulle) 
divides his kingdom and gives the different parts to his sons-in-law on 
condition that their wives, Lear’s daughters, first elaborate their love for him. 
Cordelia (Lena Olin), his favourite, fails to do so and is driven away. The King 
soon pays the prize for dividing the country while still alive and trusting the 
elaborate speeches of his two other daughters (Regan and Goneril, played by 
Ewa Fröling and Margaretha Byström). Encouraged by their husbands 
(Cornwall and Albany, played by Peter Stormare and Per Mattsson) they both  
                                                        
152  Wirmark 1996b: 185, Beck 1997b: 142 
153  The recording at DTA was shot after the opening and catches the reactions of the 
audience. Some close-ups and movements appear in it. 
154  Olofgörs 1995: 326-327 
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Table 16. King Lear (1984), act 1: Goneril (Margaretha Byström), Cordelia (Lena Olin), and Regan 
(Ewa Fröling). Photography: Beata Bergström. 
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turn away from him, an action that eventually participates in Lear’s increasing 
madness. Simultaneously, a similar fate strikes his close friend Gloucester (Per 
Myrberg), who disowned one of his sons (Edgar, played by Mathias 
Henrikson). The parallel stories intertwine and fathers and family outcasts 
reunite, which, however, eventually ends in the death of both Lear and 
Cordelia. 
 

 
Table 17. King Lear (1984), act 1: King Lear (Jarl Kulle) and the Fool (JanOlof Strandberg).  
Photography: Beata Bergström. 
 
 
Human props 
Similarly to the production of The Winter’s Tale, King Lear too has an indefinite 
beginning. The King stands on stage with his back to the auditorium when the 
audience arrives, and is being diverted by singers and dancers, who perform in 
front of him. The stage is empty of props and with few exceptions it remains so 
throughout the performance. A sudden, thudding sound of a staff hitting the 
stage floor interrupts the lively activities, bringing dancers et al. to silence and 
withdrawal from the stage. They take position in the outskirts of presentational 
space. A large map of the kingdom is unfolded and spread onto the floor 
whereupon Lear places himself in the middle.  
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Table 16 catches the elaborate costumes that constitute an important 
scenographic theme in the production, but also a moment of despair for 
Cordelia (Lena Olin), photographed standing in front of her sisters Goneril 
(Margaretha Byström) and Regan (Ewa Fröling). Before leaving them, Cordelia 
reveals her knowledge of their false character: “I know what you are;/And, like a 
sister, am most loath to call/Your faults as they are named.”155 Lear’s elder 
daughters Regan and Goneril soon sit down to discuss their future relationship 
to their father. “Pray you, let us hit together,” Goneril concludes. “If our father 
carry authority with such disposition/as he bears, this last surrender of his will 
but offend us.”156 All through their discussion, they have used people as chairs.  

The obvious interpretation for substituting props with extras in this way 
is of course related to class - royalties that do not see their people; sovereigns 
that exploit the bodies of the citizens for their own pleasure and convenience.157 
But in this production “the people” as they will be referred to hereafter seems to 
enjoy prerogatives that are denied the supremacy, namely the liberty of moving 
freely.158 As opposed to the main characters of the play, all of rank, the poverty 
stricken and ragged population of the kingdom can move about the space 
without hesitation, from stage to auditorium and back again. And the less 
respect Lear receives from his family the more he loses his wits and the freer he 
becomes in space. When the golden mantle has been lifted from his shoulders, 
the abdicated Lear (Jarl Kulle) can sit down on the edge of the stage next to his 
Fool (played by Jan-Olof Strandberg), as table 17 shows. Only the mad and the 
poor leave the circular arena of invincible power, but given the price paid for 
that power, life without it does not seem to be too bad, not even for the 
characters that serve as tables, chairs, and catafalque. Swiftly and elegantly they 
act in the service of lords and ladies, providing them with whatever artefact 
they need. Apart from this function, they seem to be observers rather than 
participants. The grass roots’ revolution is obviously far away.  

One could claim that this portrayal of subordination has a sentimental 
touch to it. Indeed, whom but men and women of fame and power would 
romanticize the life of “simple men” as free of the burdens that come with more 
exclusive worldly positions? The production depicts “the people” as a mute, 
anonymous, and exploited collective whose sole purpose is to serve the non-

                                                        
155  Shakespeare 1996: 70-71. In Swedish: “Cordelia: [---] Jag är dock er syster/och 
nämner ej er synd med rätta namnet [---].” (King Lear, prompt book: 13) 
156  Shakespeare 1996: 72. In Swedish: “Goneril: Vi två måste hålla ihop, kära du, och det 
med kraft!/Ska det fortsätta på det här viset då har vi inte mycket/glädje av fars 
tronavsägelse.” (King Lear, prompt book: 15) 
157  See for example Olofgörs 1995: 167 and scenographer Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss’s own 
comments in Scenografi 1995: 51. 
158  The quotation marks aim at distinguishing “the people” as a symbolic collective, as in 
this production, from its counterpart, i.e. the heterogeneous group of people that 
constitutes the core of any country, fictitious or otherwise.  
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elected masters of Lear’s former kingdom, but no matter how subordinated “the 
people” are to their rulers, they still own the right to move freely about an 
ample sphere. These characters own the space to a certain extent whereas the 
live, light-bearing statues of The Winter’s Tale are subordinated to their 
architectonic surroundings. The mixture of living and dead matter (as in the 
living sculptures and the human chairs and tables) does not necessarily reduce 
the value of such matter, neither in King Lear nor in The Winter’s Tale. In both 
productions vitalized matter appears to exist in its own right although 
subordinated to space (in The Winter’s Tale) and rulers (in King Lear). Thus, a 
lower position in the dominating hierarchy does not equal a diminished 
identity within the sphere in which these characters are placed. 

 
References to the audience 
Scenography expands when actors use the auditorium as presentational space 
according to the principle that scenography equals the activated space in a 
performance, but in these examples expansion appears to be tightly connected to 
metamorphosis, both as related to the use of actors as props (the live statues 
mentally expand scenography into the Marble Foyer) and to the imprecise 
division of actors and audience. Similar to the party guests in The Winter’s Tale, 
Lear’s “people” on the stairs that join stage and auditorium also become 
observers of the drama. Do these characters thereby automatically merge with 
the rest of the audience? “The people” in King Lear participate actively in the 
performance and when not serving as prop they have a function similar to the 
chorus in ancient Greek theatre. It reacts to what it sees and is neither passive 
nor invisible to the audience proper, which marks the difference between “the 
people” and the other spectators in the auditorium.  

Is a similar line of reasoning also applicable to the corresponding 
phenomenon that appears in The Winter’s Tale? The fictitious audience that 
invades audience space in this production has no relevance to the plot in 
Shakespeare’s drama. Their intrusion is double in that a) they occupy the front 
row in the stalls, and b) they come to act only as spectators once the 
performance proper begins. They sit in their seats like any other paying 
spectators with the single difference of wearing rather dated costumes (and, 
obviously, of not having had to pay for the pleasure of being there). To the rest 
of the house they might as well be one of them, one of the authentic spectators, 
and in that respect the characters become representations of the “real” audience, 
sitting in its seats and watching the same performance. Once the main 
performance begins, the actor-audience can be interpreted as an extension of the 
audience-audience. Thus, if the auditorium counts as a public domain despite 
the expanded scenography, the inactive actors in The Winter’s Tale become 
affected by the publicness of the space through their inactivity: they 
metamorphose into audience. Or do they? It is important to note the 
fundamental difference between the two groups. The actors-turned-spectators 
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can never totally withdraw from their initial position, and in this case their 
“acting” places them in a sphere that can be defined as neither presentational 
space nor audience space. Scenography expands when they take position in the 
auditorium, but the darkness there when the performance proper begins erases 
the visual border that separates the fiction of the actor—audience from the 
non-fiction of the audience-audience. In The Winter’s Tale, actors turn the first 
row in the stalls into a no-man’s-land in the system of theatrical space.  

The metamorphosis of actor into audience acts obviously to complicate 
the border between presentational space and audience space. When not acting as 
prop “the people” in King Lear act as spectators around the central stage space, 
and also on the stairs that link stage and auditorium. Remaining in the 
spotlight, they never become the ultimate representative for an outsider. Similar 
to Lear’s “people,” the party guests in The Winter’s Tale can move freely between 
stage and auditorium but once Shakespeare’s drama begins - with the hosts of 
the party in the leading roles - they take their seats on the first row. Slightly 
separated from the audience proper, they still merge with it in the darkened 
audience space. Their physical position and irrelevance to the drama connect 
them to the rest of the spectators and temporarily metamorphoses them into an 
audience of actors. Both The Winter’s Tale and King Lear exemplify how the 
addition of a counterfeit audience on one level appears to amalgamate 
presentational space and audience space, whereas the reaction of the visiting 
spectators exposes the still existing border between them.   
 
Illusive unification of space  
In the productions of The Winter’s Tale and King Lear, it is difficult to puncture 
the sense of two diverging spaces, one of which belongs to fiction and the other 
to non-fiction. For one thing, the spectators fall silent faced with the pre-
performance activities, despite their spontaneous character, and accept the 
bustling movements as part of the actual show. In The Winter’s Tale these 
activities expand presentational space as the actors move into the auditorium, 
but the expansion also comprises the set because of the architectonic 
quotations.  

Metamorphosis in scenography appears to dissolve some of the 
characteristics usually attached to this art. Although referring to less 
conventional performances than either of those studied in this chapter, Gay 
McAuley’s comment is nevertheless relevant to the art of scenography as she 
states: 

 
The distinction between object and nonobject is […] fluid and unstable, 
and in much modern theatre and performance the goal is less to tell a 
story or present a character than to explore the shifting boundaries 
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between decor and object, body and object, costume and object, and this 
in itself tells us a good deal about contemporary human experience.159 

 
Unstableness (of categories, of concepts) is perhaps the underlying 

characteristic that ties the different chapters of this thesis together, each 
showing different aspects of fluid distinctions. The act of transforming 
scenography through metamorphosis might initially appear as a method for 
creating a dramaturgic flow between fiction and non-fiction, and between the 
domain of practitioners and the domain of the audience. But both King Lear and 
The Winter’s Tale can be interpreted as exemplifying the opposite, namely the 
affirmation of the border between fiction and non-fiction, actor and spectator. 
Even during the musical solo-appearances in The Winter’s Tale, the two 
audiences (i.e. the audience of paying spectators and the audience of paid 
actors) keep their respective positions. Rather than unifying space, the 
performance within the performance stratifies it: the performing singer is the 
object of attention in The Winter’s Tale, but the other actors — the audience in 
disguise — remain within the range of fiction too, pushing the border of the 
fiction further into audience space. However, when acting as spectators, they 
metamorphose their own sphere into something that neither owns the 
anonymity of audience space, nor the publicness of the stage. In The Winter’s 
Tale as well as in King Lear, the phenomenon of metamorphosis sustains the 
illusiveness of stable identities. But the act also confirms the validity of certain 
fundamental categories, such as actor, audience, and space; all tampered with 
but none altogether dissolved.  

                                                        
159  McAuley 2000a: 176 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
 
 
Scenography is commonly divided into compartments, each one named after its 
content, and so convention has it that this art consists of features such as 
Costume, Props, Flats, and Gauze, whereas Actors become a category of its 
own, well separated from the dead matter of scenography. With such divisions, 
it is easy to distinguish the one from the other and to avoid fugitive categories 
that might disrupt the utilitarian systematization.  

But these borderlines are not necessarily as obvious as convention would 
have it. When I earlier wrote papers on scenography, this art appeared to be 
almost impossible to grasp, as the studied object constantly slipped and 
slithered and never kept still long enough to enable a proper examination. Both 
my own earlier studies and other investigations seem to move in circles around 
the actual subject matter. The researchers make inventories of costumes, props, 
and pieces of scenery from saved photographs, in order to catch every detail in 
the set design. Indeed, it seems like a detective’s work trying to recreate the 
picture of a performance, finding the small pieces of an immensely complex 
jigsaw puzzle. I found these procedures increasingly unsatisfying, as they 
captured everything in scenography except its aliveness, its most vital 
characteristic.  

Thus, what fascinates me the most with scenography is its capacity to 
perform in some ways similar to the art of acting. This study shows that the 
supposedly different categories within scenography are neither stable nor 
irrefutable. In fact, they do not only intermingle in the compartment labelled 
Scenography, but also jump the gap to the Actor-category, which becomes clear 
when you adjust your vision and choose to see scenography as an active and 
transformative part of the theatre performance, as opposed to a constant and still 
background for the same. It could well be the combined structure of perceptible 
and non-perceptible features in scenography that make the transformations 
possible, which strengthen the proposition that scenography is a continuously 
changing and morphing phenomenon that can be studied from the parameters 
space, time, and movement.  

In the thesis, I have firstly aimed at finding an approach and the tools 
that would enable the study of scenography as transformer. I have captured 
certain examples of changes, and also aspired to find words that embrace its 
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fluidity. This concluding chapter summarizes the main, general points from 
the analytical chapters. It discusses the fertility of this approach towards 
scenography, as well as the appearance of unexpected meaning in the analyses 
of the eight productions.  
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FINDINGS 

 
The study introduces four movements, or transformations, in scenography and 
treats them as more or less separated from one another. “Revolution” appears 
when the actors make scenography change direction. And when an actor moves 
into audience space, it is labelled “expansion,” whereas a sudden expansion of 
presentational space is called “perforation.” Incorporating furniture from the 
theatre building into scenography, or quoting details from the architecture are 
two ways of expanding scenography. But are they not also aspects of 
metamorphosis, that is, the transcendence between two states of existence? 
When scrutinizing the application of the four studied phenomena, they seem to 
extend into each other, adopting some uniting characteristics but leaving others 
untouched. The four concepts are similar but not interchangeable. At the same 
time, they have effects on scenography that boil down to three points: a) the 
movements stress the difference between set and scenography, b) they highlight 
the dominance of fiction over non-fiction, and c) they expose the structure of 
theatre, that is, the stability (or instability) of its different features.  
 
In the midst of the fiction 
The set in performance 
It is undoubtedly so that performance brings an additional extra to things that 
are in any way touched by the fiction: “the stage itself is always […] present at 
some level of our consciousness. In reverse the stage always ‘fictionalizes’ to 
some extent whatever is presented on it,” as Gay McAuley says.160 Josef Svoboda 
too describes this as central for the theatre:  
 

If a characteristic of theatre is the act of transformation, which converts a 
stage into a dramatic space, an actor into a dramatic character, and a 

                                                        
160  McAuley 2000a: 28 
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visitor into a spectator, then even theatre space, architectonically 
speaking, must achieve a higher qualitative level and be transformed.161 
 
Obviously, these statements are but basic reflections on the foundation 

for the theatre experience, commenting on its most elementary level rather than 
aiming for profundity. If continuing this line of reasoning however, a 
necessary consequence is the separation of scenography and set, the former 
belonging solely in the realm of performance, whereas the latter survives it and 
has a life outside this particular spacetime. Hence, set transforms into 
scenography for the same reasons as a visitor converts into a spectator. The 
reflection might seem banal, but given the confusion with the terminology in 
this field, it is nevertheless a relevant remark.162 When investigating 
movements and transformations in scenography, it becomes clear that this 
concept cannot be equivalent to “set,” the most evident example being 
Dionysus/Sylvia Lindenstrand crashing through the ceiling in the opera 
Bacchae (1991). Perforation exposes instability in the set but the movement 
also puts the gap between set and scenography into focus; when one goes to 
pieces, the other expands by introducing a new area in presentational space.  

Another argument for separating the two relates to acts of metamorphosis 
in scenography, as for example when actors substitute props in the productions 
of The Winter’s Tale (1994) and King Lear (1984). In King Lear, “the people” 
jump the categories, free of a determined identity, whereas the light-bearing 
statues in The Winter’s Tale remain in a constant existence in-between. But just 
as we are aware of the body-doubles in architectonic quotations and their 
simultaneous existence in two different spaces, so we see the double identity of 
these actors/props. They have the practical function of a prop, but also bring a 
new dimension to scenography. Their transcendence is a bearer of meaning, 
although the transitory state in itself is not unique, as the quotations above 
show. The set is a part of scenography but in part, set is also reality.  

The deal between actors and audience makes the spectators accept 
intrusions into their own spacetime, which is a condition for expansion: 
scenography expands into the auditorium because the audience lets it. 
Nora/Pernilla Östergren leaves the stage through the auditorium in A Doll’s 
House (1989) and Dionysus/Elin Klinga turns up behind the audience in the 
dramatization of Bacchae (1996). The actors literally leave the set and thereby 
extend the physical range of scenography. In the production of Madame de Sade 
(1989), Renée and Montreuil take position on each side of the set, activating 
new space that was originally part of the inactive and thus invisible area of the 
stage. The play exposes a rupture at this stage: the entrance of new conditions 
for the characters, which correspond to the new spatial conditions presented by 
                                                        
161  Svoboda 1993: 20 
162  On the terminological inconsistencies in writings on scenography, see the introduction 
on pp 7-8 and Previous research, p 20. 
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the expanding scenography. By activating this new area, the spectators are 
reminded of the unseen in performance, similar to the unseen and unspoken 
actions in the play such as the sadomasochistic relationship between Sade and 
Renée. Scenography becomes a dramaturgic tool in the hands of the actors: 
their movements trigger motions in space that rearrange its foundation and 
structure, thereby visualizing the synergy of scenography and dramaturgy.163 

Cardinal movements in scenography, such as the ones discussed in this 
thesis, seem to occur in key moments of the plots, i.e. in scenes that turn the 
story in a new direction. Most of the time it is the actors, not the set design, 
who decide how the audience perceives presentational space. Thus, movements 
in scenography trigger central dramaturgic effects in the theatre performances. 
The analyses strengthen the hypothesis that scenography and set are not 
interchangeable concepts, suggesting, in turn, that scenography analysis of 
historical theatre productions also could benefit from being approached in a 
similar manner, with concentration on the interaction of space, time, and 
movement in performance. 
 
Fictionalization 
Expanding scenography does not encourage participation from the spectators, 
although audience space usually contracts as a consequence of it. On the 
contrary, repositioning the border between the spheres of fiction and 
non-fiction means highlighting its existence, as proved by the behaviour of the 
audience in The Winter’s Tale production. When appearing as guests at a 
Christmas party, the actors affiliate with both stage and auditorium, but once 
the performance proper begins, some of them disguise as audience and take 
seats in the auditorium. However, they remain within a zone dominated by the 
fiction although different from both audience space and presentational space. 
Their position is an intermediary one. It is coloured by both audience space and 
performance space, but the most flagrant sign for otherness in the former, the 
spectacular costumes, are concealed by the darkness there. The movement 
indicates – perhaps even enhances – the dominance of fiction over non-fiction.  

As argued above, the fictionalization of objects, people and space that 
comes with performance exposes the difference between the concepts 
“scenography” and “set.” When details from the theatre architecture are repeated 
on stage, as in the production of The Winter’s Tale, they become accepted as part 
of the fiction and not seen as aspects of reality. Characters enter through the 
doors quoted from the public Marble Foyer; living statues take position in 
front of pilasters from the auditorium. The stairs between stage and auditorium 
does not unite the two spheres, but extends presentational space at the expense 
of audience space, as proved by the restrained conduct of the spectators there. 
And in A Dolls’ House, furniture from the theatre furnishes the Helmer 

                                                        
163  See Dean 2002 for a related discussion on the concepts scenography and dramaturgy.  
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household, thus immediately taking on a new identity as props. In fact, sofa 
and chair are more than props: they also have the surplus value of being part of 
the theatre’s interior design. The audience might not know of their original 
habitat, more subtle than the architectonic quotations in The Winter’s Tale, but 
the ensemble working with the production is certainly aware of it, and so the 
act becomes a wink towards fellow actors. 

Movements in scenography highlight the audience in different ways, as 
many of the examples in the study show, but above all they expose the 
spectators’ position in space. But if expanding scenography marks the border 
between the spheres of fiction and non-fiction, revolution on one level does the 
opposite. The revolved scenography in Image Makers (1998) inscribes the 
audience into scenography as it takes the position of the screen.164 In Long 
Day’s Journey into Night (1988), on the other hand, the spectators are not 
included in scenography, but the effectuation of revolution reveals the inner 
structure of scenography in the production: the audience comes to face its first 
position and likewise the invisibility this position owns in the performance. 
The analyses show that actors as well as audience play important roles in any of 
the presented movements. Together, they manage the space and determine its 
organization, exposing how the perceptible and non-perceptible elements of 
scenography are structured. Although movements in scenography often stem 
from the actors, their effectuation comes from the collective forces of actors and 
audience, the former producing them and the latter completing their effects.  

 
Switched focus 
Movements put to the test 
When realizing that instability operates on various levels in scenography, 
embracing actors, props, space, as well as movements, it becomes relevant to 
further test these concepts. The different components, or features, in 
scenography have been discussed above, but so far I have only touched upon 
inconsistencies in the movements by hinting at their ambivalence. What would 
happen if a movement in one scene were substituted with another? What new 
meaning is then produced and how does it affect the actor-audience 
relationship? 

An earlier chapter refers to the two productions of Bacchae and the 
appearance of an undisguised Dionysus as an act that perforates the set. 
Drawing parallels to his appearance on theologeion, the conclusion is that while 
following the conventions of ancient Greek theatre in the opera production, 
                                                        
164  With reference to environmental theatre, and specifically Antonin Artaud’s Theatre of 
Cruelty, professor of English and Drama Una Chaudhuri discusses the contradiction in “the 
audience as full and equal participant versus the audience as a semiotic element to be 
manipulated and inscribed within the play’s scenic discourse,” (Chaudhuri 1995: 24). Her 
line of reasoning might provide new angles for analysing this particular scene in the 1998 
production of Image Makers. 
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letting the god face the audience, his appearance behind the spectators in the 
dramatization works in the opposite direction. The audience becomes isolated 
between the presentational space on stage and that behind their backs, in line 
with the division of fictional and non-fictional space and the always-existing 
border between them. However, it is possible to make another interpretation. 
Suppose instead that the new direction results from revolution, not perforation: 
Dionysus at Målarsalen would then appear as if placed on a theologeion, in the 
sky if seen from the other characters’ perspective. The spectators revolve with 
the space and receive his vision; they find themselves in front of him in the 
sky, inscribed in presentational space as any other character of the drama. The 
perspective moderates the border between presentational space and audience 
space and provides the spectators with a more active role in performance. In this 
case, the new approach proves to be constructive indeed as it both brings new 
meaning to the production, as well as modifies the different zones in theatre 
space.  

The final scene in Image Makers has been described as an act of 
revolution, but what would be the consequences of a different point of 
departure, studying it as a result of perforated space instead? In that case, the 
space would keep its logic and sense of naturalism: the turning actors and the 
activation of a new projector are details that should not contradict the overall 
arrangement of the set. The light from the projected film, thus, produces the 
perforation of presentational space. But perforation, as opposed to revolution, 
does not seem to actively engage the audience. As I see it, perforation concerns 
the territory of presentational space – its borders and the new range that follows 
from the expanding aspect of the movement. Revolution, on the other hand, 
visualizes the position of the spectators. Thus, instead of incorporating the 
spectators in scenography by letting them act as screen in a revolved space, 
focus shifts from visual experience to spatial condition – perforation as a way of 
activating new space. In this case, perforation does not catch the bodily 
experience of being blinded as well as revolution does: applying the former 
movement on Image Makers means reducing the potential in the analyses of the 
production.  
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METAPERSPECTIVE 

 
Performance protocol 
Scenographic movements tend to reveal hidden spatial structures, the 
immaterial “reinforcement” of stage space. Even if this thesis restricts itself to 
theatre spaces, I would claim that every room has its own invisible skeleton, 
which provides the space with different possibilities for change. Movements 
provide information on the intrinsic disposition of the room but they also 
expose the nature of the surroundings. In the theatre, it is up to the director to 
explore the transformability of a particular space, as offered by the 
scenographer’s creation. Even if every performance space has immaterial 
structures, not all directors investigate their potential.  

On several occasions the thesis returns to comments on the spectators’ 
accepted subordination to an ever dominant fiction, particularly in the pre-
performance activities in King Lear and The Winter’s Tale. Naturally, this claim 
is based on the idea of an established and strictly upheld deal between 
practitioner and spectator, in which both are aware of the decorum that goes 
with the part. Even theatre architecture (in these examples two buildings from 
the late nineteenth- and early twentieth century) provides the audience with 
codes that request certain behaviour. The imposed performance of the audience 
is linked to traditions and conventions that might stem from the time when the 
building was erected, or the time referred to in its architectonic structure. 
Obviously, this arrangement can feel irrelevant to today’s life and political 
agenda, but the historic milieu continues to foster new generations of 
theatre-goers, who accept the authority the theatres send out. As the visitor’s 
subordination is implied already in the building, the training in spectatorship 
is easily fulfilled.165 Furthermore, the architectonic disposition of the 
traditional theatre and its implied protocol sustain a certain expectation from its 
visitors, according to Alan Read, professor of drama and theatre studies:  

                                                        
165  Subordination to the theatre practitioners that is, but perhaps also to some of the fellow 
spectators, at least if you belong to the gallery-collective, sitting in “the gods.” 
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one of Classical mimesis, truth to life, the fourth and invisible wall and 
the myriad conventions of the theatre that permeate its identity. This 
serves to remind us that theatre is a public act and one which is unlikely 
to relieve itself of the institutional conditioning that fashions all such 
societal formations. These are also precisely the features which attract 
many to the theatre as a ‘good night out’.166 
 

To some, this structure represents the base for an oppressed view on the 
mission of theatre, whereas to others it constitutes its magic. In 1948 Ingmar 
Bergman remarked: 

 
[A theatre] should look like a theatre. [It] should have a painted curtain 
and gold and white and a knotty stage floor and forestage loges, and 
draught along the floor and secret, wonderful scents on stage and in the 
auditorium.167  
 

Ingmar Bergman has to my knowledge never sought alternative spaces for 
his productions and furthermore appears to prefer a conventional disposition of 
the room, with the audience placed on one side, in front of the stage, even 
when the theatre space makes allowances for greater variation.168 Hence, one can 
note that the productions of Image Makers and Bacchae keep a traditional spatial 
organization, although the multipurpose studio space Målarsalen can provide 
different seating arrangements. Theatre architecture is manipulative in a way 
that could perhaps explain some of the experiments with rebuilt stages and 
similar manipulations of the physical relationship between actor and 
audience.169 The rebuilt stage has nevertheless equivalents in other 
scenographic spatial manipulations, such as revolving or expanding 
scenography. Indeed, positioning the spectator is a matter of politics as it 
determines both what the spectator will see and how he/she should see it.  

 
 
 

                                                        
166  Read 1995: 5 
167  Sjögren 1968: 30, my transl. In Swedish: “[En teater] skall se ut som teater. [Den] 
skall ha en målad ridå och guld och vitt och kvistigt scengolv och avantscenloger samt 
golvdrag och hemlighetsfulla, underbara dofter i scen och salong.” 
168  Compare however with note 120 concerning the 1969 production of Georg Büchner’s 
Woyzeck. 
169  Cf. McAuley 2000b: “A focus on place seems to lead almost inevitably to political 
engagement, perhaps because places bring with them the politically charged realities of 
access, ownership and usage.” 
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Stable entities, unstable positions 
Set design, props, and costumes are usually the prime components in the 
establishment of the time and place of the drama. However, the synergy of 
objects and dramaturgy supports the idea that the material features also, in part, 
own transformability. Their initial character and the impression they make are 
not static, nor are the perceptible features totally subordinated the characters on 
stage. Clothes on a hanger equal a live performer in Can Themba’s play Le 
Costume. Compare also to the emblematic value of screens in Jean Genet’s The 
Screens, or the assembled chairs that fill the stage in Eugène Ionesco’s The 
Chairs, all in which the objects are so fundamental for the dramas that they 
have been given pivotal positions already in the titles. Performing Waiting for 
Godot by Samuel Beckett without a tree at stage centre would be almost 
unthinkable. In fact, these objects are so intimately connected to the plays that 
they have reached the status of additional characters. 

The introductory chapter presents a systematization of scenography as 
consisting of perceptible and non-perceptible features, different levels of space 
in performance, and a division of performance space into one zone for fiction 
and another for non-fiction. When examining the results of the analysis, one 
finds reoccurring phenomena that were not categorized in the introductory 
chapter of the thesis: transitionary aspects in scenography, such as the fluid 
border between actor and prop mentioned above, or the spatial category of the 
actors in disguise in The Winter’s Tale. Furthermore, unexpected 
inconsistencies in presentational space appear as an effect of scenographic 
movement. In the production of Long Day’s Journey into Night, the revolved 
scenography introduces a new space in the house. The new arrangement of the 
set - the switched and turned pillars on the platform - suggests that the action 
has moved into an adjacent room in the second act. But despite the obviously 
revolved set, the actors do not complete the movement – the void that 
surrounds the platform, representing all the non-visualized spaces in the play, 
remains as before. The actors do not rearrange its organization. A similar 
inconsistency appears in Image Makers, although the drama takes place in a 
space in which everything is exposed; an arrangement that brings to light 
rather than covers up. When scenography revolves at the end of the last act, 
the effect of the movement comes to contradict the clear, undisputable set. The 
actors on stage turn around to face film as well as audience, completing the 
revolved movement but at the same time contravening the spatial unity in the 
set design. Projected into the auditorium, the scene from The Phantom Carriage, 
simultaneously projects spectators into the space of scenography. 

A revolving movement reveals the instability of the space, just as the live 
statues in The Winter’s Tale expose instability of categories (actors/props), or 
the architectonic quotations in the sets of A Doll’s House and The Winter’s Tale 
destabilize the division of fiction and non-fiction. Space, actor, audience, set, 
and prop - these categories, it seems to me, are continuously elaborated within 
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the eight productions. They fluctuate and morph, confirming once more the 
futility in organizing scenography from compartments, or categories, similar to 
those Renée uses when describing Madame de Montreuil in Madame de Sade.170 
Scenography, thus, is perhaps best analysed from an insight into its instability, 
rather than from a “Montreuilesque” concept of reality.  

By concentrating the investigation on movements, shifts and 
transformations of space, it is possible to revise the common approach to 
scenography as picture, installation, decoration, background. But the study also 
shows that the names of different spaces and the tags attached to the perceptible 
and non-perceptible features in performance are in fact transitionary concepts. 
The stable categories are destabilized, their definition undermined. 
Paradoxically, this destabilization only confirms their relevance. It does not 
make them disperse, but stresses their definition. All the investigated 
phenomena, whether being referred to as movements, actions, or acts of 
transformation, question the categorizations in the common definition of 
scenography as based on material features (costumes, props and scenery). 
Transformative aspects are easily neglected when scenography is separated from 
actors and dramaturgy, but when pursuing a close examination of scenography, 
the potential for transformation seems to be one of its principal aspects. This 
particular feature, transformability, is furthermore essential when it comes to 
the dramaturgic function of scenography. 

 The most fertile method for revising the view of scenography as simply 
“theatre décor and props,” as established in the dictionary,171 has been to let the 
artwork lead the way to a functional method. If only you let it, it exposes 
structures hidden inside its body of space, phenomena that remain invisible 
with a more inflexible approach. Quoting Mieke Bal: “there are many other 
ways of looking; only, you don’t get to see them, because there are certain gazes 
that take all the authority.”172 Obviously, my own mode of looking has 
generated a specific approach in the analyses, placing the audience in a both 
vulnerable and reduced position subordinated to the ever-dominant sphere of 
the fiction, which I claim permeates both performance and theatre architecture. 
On the other hand, this view on the performances would not have been quite 
so consequently expressed, had there not existed grounds for it in the object of 
study. Studies on Ingmar Bergman’s production in theatre and film often 
comment on the director’s preoccupation with fiction’s relationship to reality, 
indeed a theme that is present in this investigation as well.173 Moreover, the 

                                                        
170  See note 80 
171  NE 1995. Cf. note 135 
172  Bal 1996: 287 
173  See for example Koskinen 1993, particularly pp 36-41 and 200-232 (on “illusion” in 
Bergman’s films), and 2001: 78-107 (on masks and identity) and 2001: 137-157 (on 
looking versus being looked at), Livingston 1982: 22-65 (the chapter discussing 
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study shows that more than one transformation in scenography indicates a 
complex relationship to the spectator, as audience space ends up reduced (in A 
Doll’s House, The Winter’s Tale, King Lear, and the dramatization of Bacchae), 
or the spectators are handicapped (blinded in Image Makers), or even 
condemned (in the opera Bacchae) as a consequence of scenographic movement.  

                                                                                                                                
artist/actor versus spectator in Bergman’s films), Zern 1993: 66-67, and Rokem 2000: 
123, 127-129.  
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INTERMEDIACY 
Scenography and dramaturgy 
The investigation demonstrates that the different categories in scenography 
(and in performance at large) are at the same time destabilized, as a result of 
being repositioned, as well as confirmed, since the new positions they take 
expose and validate their original meaning. But as already stated, the examples 
also reveal the opposite: the existence of transitionary and intermediary 
phenomena in scenography. The different features in scenography, whose 
original meaning is changed in the performance, act together in a manner that 
fills the intermediary space with dramatic relevance. This space appears to be 
essential in the definition of scenography and ensues from the intertwining of 
its different features. Intermediary space prevents the separate features from 
dispersing. It fills the ostensibly empty space between them with activity, with 
meaning.  

Thus, when the concept scenography is widened (and at the same time 
tightened up), it provides great potential for finding such intermediary 
phenomena. Certain borders have the prerogative of providing great freedom. 
Given the alternative, i.e. the lack of established borders that can define 
scenography, clear boundaries expose the potential of the art as well as its active 
position in performance. There is a constant interaction between the 
performing actors and the milieu around them. Actors activate space. They are 
necessary for the existence of scenography and can consequently provide it with 
new appearances.174 The specific scenographic movements all result from 
collective force: they emerge in the meeting of the scenographer and director’s 
work, between the possibilities of space and the capability of dramaturgy. If the 
collaboration between scenographer and director has been close, it is difficult 
indeed for the researcher to tell their respective creative ideas apart.175 Acts of 
expansion, perforation, revolution, and metamorphosis in scenography prove 

                                                        
174  Pamela Howard emphasizes that scenography “does not exist as a self-contained art 
work” (Howard 2002: xix). Scenography needs the presence of actors, as “Space is shaped 
and altered by the actors as the performance evolves” (xx). Her comments can be compared 
to Peter Brook’s notes in The Empty Space, where he argues for the need of “an incomplete 
design” (Brook 1996: 101). Furthermore, he states that “a true theatre designer will 
think of his designs as being all the time in motion, in action, in relation to what the actor 
brings to a scene as it unfolds” (102). 
175  Compare to Bablet 1975: 291 quoted earlier (note 37). 
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that the art transgresses its material parts. Scenography performs in 
performance, similar to actors and spectators: above all, scenography performs 
together with them. Connecting scenography to the spacetime of performance 
means binding it to the present, to a continuously transforming here and 
now.176 

A wider approach towards scenography doubles its dramaturgic potential. 
If separating set design (i.e. a material construction) from scenography 
(meaning the activated space in performance), the art is no longer restricted to 
the visual expression of presentational space, but also comes to include how it 
is used in performance. When examining the productions from the aspects 
space, time, and movement – and indeed when comparing the examination with 
other writings on the same productions – it becomes obvious that a new 
approach exposes the rich potential inherent in scenography. The actors 
interact with space: their bodies and movements merge with it, transform it, 
and produce movements in it, each point being a bearer of meaning in the 
performance. Nora in A Doll’s House, for example, belongs to a space that is 
dark and enclosed, all the furniture assembled on a platform at stage centre. It is 
her raft and her base for existence, but also the place that muffles her person, 
her costumes dyed in the same colours as the interior. Furthermore, the 
platform that is Nora’s home confines her movements. As opposed to the other 
characters, she rarely leaves it, which is why the small zone representing quiet 
life in a bourgeois home becomes her one and only space for performance: 
cramped, beige, and lacking exits. But when the letter arrives that can overturn 
the foundation for this safe existence of marriage, good reputation, and an ideal 
role as responsible, conformed wife and mother, conventional behaviour in 
bourgeois surroundings begins to slip. Nora repeatedly rushes to the door, 
leaving the platform in order to fix the lock of the letter-box. Desperation not 
only encourages new behaviour, it also clears the way for a new spatial order in 
A Doll’s House that culminates when she finally leaves home and family – not 
through the front door on stage, but through the auditorium and the large, 
wall-less opening that constitutes the only possible exit from any doll’s house. 
The set generates a number of possible movements, as well as a visual 

                                                        
176  Nazih Habib Mahfouz (see p 21) has a similar approach as myself, defining scenography 
from a space-time-movement cluster that by necessity separates set design from 
scenography. However, his strict focus on aesthetics excludes sociological factors from the 
investigation and the system lacks therefore a critical approach towards the intrinsic 
hierarchies that, in my opinion, constitute a central part of the performance situation. 
Partaking in a theatre performance is a performative act for actor as well as for audience, 
and the situation directs the behaviour of both parties. Your expected conduct and position 
in the hierarchic structure is expressed already in the disposition of the building. Hence, 
all theatrical spaces are politically charged, resulting from authoritative demands on 
forthcoming activities. Having aesthetics as centre of attention does not change this fact, 
but it efficiently conceals it.  
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expression of restrictions and conventions in Nora’s life. Thus, even the single 
setting and supposedly static design in this production proves to be filled with 
capacity for change, but it takes actors to initiate the difference in space. 

 
Defining scenography 
Scenography, as defined in this thesis, is the sum of relevant spaces in 
performance, relevant in the sense that they shape the audience’s knowledge of 
the (spatial) constitution and preconditions for presentational space. With this 
definition, scenography comes to equal activated space and spaces (visualized or 
not) that have relevance to the drama. It is the present and absent spaces that 
together create the spatial body of performance. Thus, even the unseen can be 
part of scenography, as exemplified by the hole created by Dionysus in the 
opera Bacchae. In fact, the basis for this assumption can be found in the 
historical development of scenography and its related nomenclature. Having 
been subordinated to dramaturgy for centuries, décor improved its position in 
performance in the twentieth century, when productive cooperation gradually 
became leading philosophy in the creation of a theatre performance. The 
designers gained increased influence on the dramaturgic expression, as close 
collaboration of director and designer was necessary in the creation of a 
complete, visual whole. In addition, new technology and more varied theatre 
spaces forced designers to reinvent their profession. Innovations increased the 
capacity to transform the theatre space through movements and light, through 
projections and multipurpose architecture. The developments created a whole 
new set of features that immediately became important components in this art. 
Twentieth century scenography outgrew the definition of décor of older dates: 
when practitioners finally introduced the concept “scenographer,” it was in 
order to mark the new conditions for their work.177  

Consequently, the shift in nomenclature was primarily directed at the 
profession, not at the produced work. Thus, in the establishment of the new 
terminology one finds an implicit separation between the work of the 
scenographer and the final result of that work, i.e. its manifestation in the 
performance. It can be compared to the work of the director, who draws up the 
structure of a performance but does not “make” it in a literal sense. Likewise, 
scenographers do not create scenography. They lay out its foundation. In this 
respect, the parameters movement, space and time become vital aspects in 
investigations on scenography. They mark the difference between scenography 

                                                        
177  Bablet 1975: 291, Svoboda 1993: 14 and 54, and Howard 2002: 123-129, who provides 
a contemporary reflection on the matter. Terminology in this section of theatre business 
has never been coherent (see Öjmyr 2002: 24-27) but varied greatly from periods, 
languages, and practitioners. Although scenography has been standard concept in France, 
Central Europe, and Scandinavia for the past thirty years, the term has escaped a similar 
impact in German and English-speaking countries. In Italian, scenografia was already the 
established concept, explaining why the ideas behind an updated terminology lost impact. 
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and set design and capture the visual dramaturgy that characterizes this art 
form. 

While most people have an opinion on what the concept scenography 
means and what it contains, few outside the practitioners’ own arena bother to 
question (or even speak out) its definition.178 It is a neat and good-looking 
concept, associating to theatre, performance, fiction, and the stage. It also 
provides a link to ancient Greece, the cradle of Western culture. All this taken 
together, scenography certainly seems a more appealing concept than either set 
design and décor, despite the fact that all three terms are commonly used in a 
consistent manner. There are but vague borders between them: their 
distinctions run the risk of becoming more or less imperceptible. The 
consequences of the nomenclative shift have not stretched so far as to include a 
fundamental change in the approach towards the art, which is why 
scenography often remains the equivalent of set design. Hence, we find a 
revised concept, scenography, but an unrevised adaptation of it. But the term 
has on the other hand proved to be most adaptable in other contexts and is used 
for describing anything from shopping malls and Disney Land to the scene in a 
painting. In these cases, the concept “scenography” loses a clear meaning and 
identifiable contents, which in the end makes it almost impossible to use in any 
context. If its meaning is too wide, it can be applied to everything; if all the 
world’s a stage, all we see is scenography. But obviously, it is not, which is 
why it needs to be defined, explained, and separated from reality.  
 
Unity 
This text constantly returns to three concepts: interactivity, transgression, and 
intermediacy, all of them features in scenography that undermine the 
traditional definition of the art, and furthermore demand a new way of 
approaching it. Although suggesting a definition of scenography and 
presenting the contours of it, the study also shows that within these borders, 
the body is anything but solid. Scenography proves to be best defined and 
studied from a methodology of its own, perhaps linking to (but certainly not 
adopting without reservation) both art and theatre studies. Indeed, if 
scenography over and over again refers to intermediary phenomena within its 
own body, it is perhaps symptomatic that it also bridges the gap between art 
genres and academic disciplines.179   

Strictly speaking, scenography is not a collection of separate parts but 
should rather be seen as a complete entity, its different features contributing to 
the total scenographic body. The art includes a multitude of phenomena, both 
                                                        
178  See previous research, p 20. 
179  This has not been the forum for investigating the possibility of applying the line of 
thinking on other artistic expressions, as for example performance art, video art, or 
pictorial art. My aim is, however, to develop the ideas on a different material in future 
projects. 
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perceptible and non-perceptible, but in performance the two categories 
interchange. Thus, the categories are not fixed but shift continuously: light 
can transform the appearance of the design, and movements remodel its 
disposition altogether. The potential for change could well be one of the most 
essential qualities in scenography. This particular context loads each feature 
with fiction. They become dramatized, and thereby receive surplus value. A 
scenographer needs to make allowances for the transformative qualities in 
scenography, and the transgression of set into scenography:   

 
In theatre, […] the dramatic encounter occurs in a physical set that is at 
once materially specific and theatrical – (a) set apart from “reality.” This 
makes spatial arrangements on stage […] particularly precarious, 
tentative, unstable – liquid rather than solid.180  

 

Scenographic transformations must, as I see it, always be related (but not 
necessarily restricted) to bodies or matter in some way. The changes can be 
based on rearrangements of the set, or emerge from new dispositions of 
perceptible and non-perceptible features. New set constructions or a changed 
light are obvious means for creating variations within the scenography of a 
production. But above all, scenographic transformations and movements appear 
through the work of the actors within an intermediary space, that is, the space 
between the different features that build scenography. With their bodies, the 
actors can produce different sets, places, and directions, irrespective of the 
material constructions on stage. Every performance is created from a complex 
structure of performers, objects, movement, sound, and spectators that only 
exists for a limited time and in a limited space. And because of the symbiotic 
relationship between theatre performance and scenography, they are both 
embraced by the act of disappearance. But even so, the distinction between 
matter and action, the lasting and the disappearing, might be a little less clear-
cut. Is it not so that for most of the time works of art exist not in our field of 
vision, but in our memory? Indeed, this thought unites visual art and 
performance art and opens up the possibility of analysing them with similar 
tools. 

                                                        
180  Phelan 1997: 21 
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